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SUMMARY 
This research is aimed to develop a series of design guidelines and relevant prediction tools for 
the incorporation of natural ventilation in atrium spaces as a passive cooling strategy. Focused 
on the geometrical and thermal characteristics of atrium buildings, four aspects related to this 
purpose are investigated in this work, including thermal comfort, wind-induced ventilation, 
buoyancy-induced ventilation, and combined buoyancy- and wind-driven ventilation. 
In order to identify when passive cooling strategies are needed for atrium spaces, a new 
thermal comfort assessment method which enables the treatment of the solar radiation and non- 
uniform environment is developed using MATLAB as the data exchange platform. It is found 
that high mean radiant temperature (MRT) can be a more significant factor contributing to the 
thermal discomfort of the space compared to air temperature when the internal occupants' level 
is irradiated by the sun rays. It is also shown that the air temperature at the occupants' level is 
mostly affected by the temperatures of the surfaces at lower levels, and the temperatures at the 
roof level and the upper areas generally have little influence on the air temperature at the 
occupants' level. 
The study of wind-induced ventilation is mainly concerned with the airflow through roof 
openings since the atrium is often placed in the centre of a building and the openings at lower 
levels may not be available as a result. In this way the air movement in the space is actually 
driven by the recirculation rather than the direct main flow from the wind. Three possible flow 
patterns, and related controlling forces for each flow pattern are defined first, based on which 
the impacts of the design parameters on the ventilation performance are investigated by CFD 
techniques and design guidelines are developed accordingly. 
The effects of the location of heat source and the control of the neutral level are studied 
for buoyancy-driven natural ventilation of atrium spaces. The tendency of the heat source 
efficiency with the variation of its location is examined and the optimised location for the heat 
source is suggested, based on which the guidelines for the selection of materials. for atrium 
internal surfaces are made. A series of new algorithms are also developed for the prediction of 
neutral level and airflow rate when bi-directional flows occur and they are verified with CFD 
simulations. 
The investigation of the combined ventilation focuses on the condition where wind forces 
and buoyancy forces partly assist each other and partly oppose each other, and it is found that 
the phenomenon of solution multiplicity still exists for this condition and different solutions 
may have different ventilation performance depending on the initial conditions. 
. I. 
Based on the above investigations, a control diagram for the passive design of atrium 
spaces is developed finally and a new methodology for the design of large-volume spaces with 
non-uniform environment is proposed. It can also be concluded that CFD is a valuable tool for 
parametric studies associated with airflows and it is capable of dealing with very sophisticated 
characteristics of air movement, such as flow separation, bi-directional flows and solution 
multiplicity. 
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Introduction I Chapter 1 
I. - 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Development of atrium buildings 
Atrium spaces, which nowadays are generally defined as "those protected or glazed 
winter-gardens within buildings" (Watson 1982)1, have been incorporated as a design element 
with increased frequency over the last few decades. Large numbers of buildings with atria have 
been built all over the world, and ever since the late 1960s the atrium concept has been 
undergoing a great revival of interest among architects, clients and the general public (Bednar 
1986). Both a great many ideas and much enthusiasm have been expressed with regard to this 
special type of space. First and the most important, atrium spaces can help with the 
enhancement of social and commercial activities because of their ability to attract shoppers and 
tenants and increase the level of communication between them. In addition, they can enable 
more surfaces to be "open" to nature and help occupants "reach" the outside without having to 
leave the building (Watson 1982; Aschehoug et al. 1990). Not only can they be adopted in 
newly-built public buildings as a cafeteria or as entrance space to facilitate the circulation of 
people, but they can also be used for the refurbishment of existing traditional and historical 
buildings as the link between neighbouring buildings. They can also be used for various other 
purposes: as summarised by Saxon (1983), atrium spaces can fulfil functions including 
economic, cultural, shelter, accommodation, etc. With the popularity of the use of glass, the 
atrium space has already become a common feature of modern public buildings. Indeed, the 
1 Whilst an accurate definition does not exist, this one is the most commonly and widely used. In this thesis, atria 
refer to those with large volumes and glazed roofs. 
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present time can be regarded as an epoch of atrium buildings and as has been pointed out by 
Bednar (1986), how long this epoch will last and whether the atrium will become a permanent 
spatial type still remains to be seen; however, what is known at this time is that the atrium is a 
vital and exciting feature of the present architectural era, making it highly worthy of study and 
analysis, both now and for the foreseeable future. 
Over the past few years, one feature of atrium buildings concerned with energy and 
environmental issues has frequently been identified: they are often claimed to be able to offer 
passive benefits in terms of moderating outdoor climate and saving energy when properly 
incorporated (Saxon 1983; Setty 1983; Bednar 1986). With the realisation that fossil-fuel 
consumption releases the greenhouse gas CO2 causing global warming, energy conservation has 
become an important issue and the appearance of atria seems to address this concern very 
pertinently. Atria have been stated as capable of improving indoor comfort level by natural 
climatic means created by architectural devices, such as passive heating, natural ventilation and 
daylight enhancement, mainly due to their internal greenhouse effect and the stack effect 
brought about by the skylights and large spatial volume. In addition, the natural ventilation 
brought about by buoyancy and wind forces in these spaces can effectively reduce the 
possibility of "sick building syndrome" (SBS) and significantly improve the indoor air quality. 
As a consequence, the design of this type of space has been attracting a large number of 
designers and researchers. Many recent buildings designed with the concern regarding 
sustainability issues have incorporated atrium type spaces such as the IONICA building at 
Cambridge, UK (Smith and Pitts 1997), the GSW office block in Berlin (Russell 2000) and 
National Trust Central Office Swindon (RIBA Awards, 2006). 
However, atrium spaces are neither energy efficient automatically nor do they achieve 
this efficiency only by simply adopting large areas of glazing (Baker and Steemers 2000). As 
indicated by some researchers, the energy and environmental potential of atrium buildings has 
not been exploited to the full and it has been reported that many atrium buildings were even 
energy and money luxuries simply because of inappropriate design. Moreover, many atrium 
buildings, which are claimed as a buffer space, usually require large amounts of energy to 
service them due to the large spatial volume and are still found fully air conditioned (Watson 
1982; Bednar 1986; Goulding et al. 1992). This is particularly true for those atrium spaces 
located in warm climates: they can usually perform quite well during winter as solar collectors 
because of greenhouse effect, but in, summer, the space is very easily overheated thus 
necessitating the use of the air-conditioning system. Therefore, in order to make atrium 
buildings really energy efficient and sustainable, passive cooling strategies will have to be 
incorporated during warm period. Furthermore, the increasing level of concern regarding global 
warming makes the study of this issue even more imperative, since with this trend more and 
more new atrium buildings will experience the problems of overheating, even including those 
located in cold or moderate climates. 
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1.2 Passive cooling of atrium buildings 
The main source of the problem of excessive energy consumption in atria in warm 
weather lies in the material invariably used inside as the envelope: glass. In other words, they 
may employ too much glazing inappropriately. Although the use of glass has become 
characteristic of modern buildings, glass can aid but does not equate to sustainability or energy 
saving. The abuse of glass in modern architecture has resulted in many negative effects and led 
to a lot of criticism. As stated by some researchers, fully glazed buildings are perhaps the most 
dangerous type of building from the point view of dull and uncritical replication: they are hardly 
sustainable even if well designed, and they are definitely unsustainable if poorly designed 
(Butera 2005). 
Basically, the geometrical and thermal characteristics can result in significant change of 
the physical mechanism of the energy transfer and air movement of the internal atrium space, on 
which the design of passive cooling strategies are based. This can also be regarded as the 
reason why traditional passive cooling strategies are sometimes not easily adapted into atrium 
spaces, and consequently guidelines and tools for the use of these passive strategies in ordinary 
spaces are usually not applicable in atria. 
In order to provide cooling effects for an overheated atrium space, an accurate and 
effective assessment of the indoor thermal comfort level is indispensable to diagnose the 
potential causes for the overheating and evaluate the effects of various cooling strategies. 
Compared to ordinary spaces, atrium type spaces can let in a much larger amount of solar 
radiation, which can significantly affect the mean radiant temperature (MRT) of the space and 
hence the thermal comfort level. If conventional approaches of predicting thermal comfort level 
are still used in atrium spaces and the impact of solar radiation is neglected (i. e. the air 
temperature is considered as the main indicator for the thermal comfort level of the space), there 
will be a significant delay of the adoption of suitable passive cooling strategies and thermal 
discomfort can be caused. As a consequence, a new approach for the evaluation of the thermal 
comfort level of atrium spaces is needed to take their thermal characteristics into account. 
With regard to the cooling strategies, a number of passive cooling techniques can be 
considered at the early design stage in order to cope with the overheating problems in atrium 
spaces, such as the incorporation of shading devices, thermal mass, natural ventilation, etc. As 
an effective and favourable strategy to bring on cooling effects, natural ventilation in atrium 
spaces is of particular interest if the outside air is cooler than indoor air which is the normal case 
for most atria in warm weather, because not only will it enhance the convective heat transfer 
between the occupants and the surrounding air, it will also bring in cool outside air, both of 
which can improve the thermal comfort level of the space. Moreover, it is cheap and clean. 
There are two types of natural ventilation in terms of their physical mechanism: wind-induced 
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natural ventilation and buoyancy-driven natural ventilation. For the incorporation of natural 
ventilation, designers usually need to understand the impacts of design parameters on a number 
of ventilation indices for the evaluation of'the ventilation performance at the early stage of 
design process, such as the airflow pattern, the air velocity and temperature distribution at 
occupants' level and the airflow rate. 
Many of the design guidelines developed for other plain spaces regarding natural 
ventilation are still useful for atrium buildings, such as those for the incorporation of wind- 
induced cross ventilation and those for buoyancy-driven displacement ventilation with the heat 
source located at the bottom of the building. However, atrium spaces also have some special 
features for the use of natural ventilation related to their geometrical and thermal characteristics, 
which requires further development of the relevant design guidance. This issue is elaborated in 
terms of the mechanism driving the airflow as follows. 
" Wind-induced ventilation 
It is known that atrium spaces are often located at the centre of buildings to enhance the 
communication of occupants between adjacent buildings, such as those used in shopping malls 
and office blocks. This may lead to the unavailability of the openings towards the outside at the 
lower occupants' level in the atrium, and as a result openings at the roof level have to be 
incorporated in order to catch the wind. An example of using openings of skylights in a 
shopping mall is illustrated in Figure I. I. In this situation, the ventilation performance of the 
atrium spaces will be very sensitive to the roof design including the roof shape and the 
characteristics of the openings in the roof, such as the location and the size of the openings. 
More interestingly, it should be noted that, under this circumstance, the internal air movement is 
driven by the recirculation flow, which is quite different from the cross ventilation of ordinary 
spaces which directly uses the main flow of the oncoming wind. 
9 Buoyancy-driven ventilation 
Buoyancy-driven ventilation is easier to induce in atrium, spaces compared to other 
ordinary types of spaces, as this kind of air flow can be enhanced by stack effect driven by the 
large height and the relatively higher temperature of atrium space due to the large glazing 
commonly employed. Nevertheless, one precondition of the incorporation for the buoyancy- 
driven ventilation is to make sure that the internal temperature will not be too high and cause 
thermal discomfort at the occupants' level. Fortunately, one advantage of an atrium space is 
that it usually has large height but only the bottom level is occupied. Thus it is possible to 
sacrifice the thermal comfort of the upper level which is not occupied, and use the surfaces at 
that level heated by the sun as the heat source to generate buoyancy-driven natural ventilation 
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for the whole space without compromising the thermal comfort level of' the occupants at the 
bottom. In this way, cooling effects can be generated by heating processes and the atrium space 
functions as a solar chimney. From this above description, it can be seen that an important 
feature that distinguishes buoyancy-driven ventilation of atrium spaces from that of other spaces 
is the location of the heat source that drives the air movement. For ordinary spaces. the heat 
source is usually located as the bottom, such as the heat from occupants and appliances like 
computers or other equipment, but the most important and favourable heat source in atrium 
spaces is usually the surfaces irradiated by the sun, as the heat intensity from the solar radiation 
is much stronger compared to that from the appliances and occupants. This change may 
significantly influence the airflow inside the space and cause problems il 'a traditional prediction 
and design tool is used. 
Figure 1.1: Internal view of the atrium in the shopping 111,111 at Mcaduw01: 111, Shellield, UK 
(see roof openings at the top of the picture) 
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Another feature for the buoyancy-driven ventilation in atrium spaces is that it can be 
designed for the enhancement of the airflow of the adjacent buildings as a buffer zone. Usually 
it is hoped that the warm air of the adjacent buildings can be sucked into the atrium and then 
expelled from the upper openings together with the hot air from the atrium space. For this 
purpose the level of the neutral plane of the atrium space where the internal pressure equals to 
the external pressure, should be designed to be very high, i. e. at least higher than the uppermost 
openings of the adjacent spaces (see Figure 1.2, otherwise the hot air in the atrium may get into 
the adjacent buildings causing thermal discomfort) and a common way of realising this is to 
enlarge the upper opening. It should be noted that, when the size of the upper opening is 
increased to certain extent, the height of the neutral plane will rise and it may intersect with the 
upper opening causing bi-directional flows. Conventional methods for the prediction of the 
neutral level are for small openings and they assume that each opening has a uniform pressure 
distribution. As a result they may be not applicable for cases with large openings and bi- 
directional flows, and therefore new approaches that can deal with the non-uniform pressure 
distribution of an opening need to be developed. 
" Combined wind and buoyancy driven ventilation 
This kind of natural ventilation in atrium spaces will take place when both outside wind 
forces and solar radiation are very intensive, and it has more significance in atrium spaces than 
in other type of spaces, because the buoyancy force is stronger in atria than in other spaces and 
may be similar in scale to wind forces. The two forces may assist each other, thus reinforcing 
the ventilation effects but it is also possible for them to oppose each other depending on the 
environmental and design scenarios. 
Since the design for the situations where the two forces assist each other is generally 
straightforward, this research is particularly interested in the conditions when the two forces 
oppose each other. For some cases, one force may be totally overwhelmed by the other force 
and thus the ventilation is actually dominated by the stronger one. This is also the most popular 
basic model for the research in this area. However, there are a number of occasions where the 
two forces oppose each other but the stronger one cannot overwhelm the weaker one and even 
partly assist it. For instance, when bi-directional flow occurs for a large opening, which is the 
case for buoyancy-driven mixing flows, the wind will always support part of the airflow at the 
opening, no matter what the magnitude or direction of the wind velocity is (see Figure 1.3). 
This flow can also occur in atrium spaces quite often as large openings are usually employed 
and it will be the main concern of this research regarding this area. 
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The above analysis discusses different flow regimes that may take place in atrium 
spaces, and it can also be envisioned that the use of either wind-induced ventilation or 
buoyancy-driven ventilation or combined natural ventilation can be of great benefit, but it can 
also be of high risk if enough care is not taken during the design process. In order to take the 
use of different ventilation regimes into full advantage and avoid the risk of discomfort at the 
ground level, impacts of relevant design parameters on the ventilation performance of the space 
need to be made clear for the use of designers and engineers and this will be the main concern 
of the research. 
Neutral Plane 
III 
Figure 1.2: The use of the atrium space to assist the ventilation of adjacent buildings 
Wind 
F 
Figure 1.3: Illustration of an example where the wind forces and the buoyancy forces 
partly oppose and partly assist each other (when bi-directional flow occurs) 
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1.3 Research objectives and thesis outline 
With the aim to develop appropriate guidelines for the design of natural ventilation at 
the early stage in order to provide passive cooling effects, this research will particularly try to 
deal with following issues: 
" To develop a new approach for the thermal comfort assessment of atrium spaces 
taking the impacts of solar radiation into account; 
" To investigate the wind-induced natural ventilation through roof openings of 
atrium spaces (this part of study will be the main emphasis of the research since 
wind is the most effective source driving the natural ventilation of atria); 
" To study the effects of the heat sources on the buoyancy-driven natural 
ventilation and to develop algorithms for the control of the neutral level, 
especially when bi-directional flows are incurred; 
" To examine the combined natural ventilation when buoyancy forces and wind 
forces partly oppose each other and partly assist each other. 
This thesis records the major developments of the research and is organised into seven 
chapters: 
" The research background and fundamentals of the whole research are reviewed in 
Chapter Two. It starts with the historical development of atrium buildings and 
traces the idea back to ancient times. The main technical facets that are 
associated with passive cooling strategies of atrium spaces, including the basic 
heat transfer process, energy use, thermal comfort and air movement, are then 
introduced with particular focus on the review of natural ventilation strategies, 
and the research direction is highlighted accordingly. 
" Chapter Three discusses the methodology employed in the study with particular 
attention on the research methods of air movement, as the majority of the study is 
related to this area. Commonly-used methods are reviewed first and then an 
appropriate approach is selected and validated. 
" Chapter Four focuses on the development of a new method for the thermal 
comfort assessment of atrium spaces. The approach that enables to take the 
special characteristics of atria, such as non-uniform environment and incident 
solar radiation into account is introduced first and then a case study is carried out 
for illustration. Finally, based on the new method, the impacts of related design 
parameters are studied and some guidelines are obtained as a result. 
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" Chapters Five to Seven systematically investigates different air flow regimes of 
the natural ventilation of atrium spaces including natural convection, buoyancy- 
driven ventilation, wind-induced ventilation and combined ventilation 
respectively. Emphasis for the investigation of each flow regime is not the same. 
Chapter Five studies the wind-induced natural ventilation in atrium spaces 
through roof openings and the main parameters chosen to be investigated include 
roof shape, opening characteristics such as location, size and opening methods, 
and adjacent buildings. Guidelines on the design of these parameters are also 
developed accordingly. 
" Buoyancy-driven ventilation is discussed in Chapter Six and concentration is 
placed on the influences of the location of heat source and the treatment of large 
openings. Both displacement and mixing ventilation are studied. Design 
guidance on the selection of the materials for. the atrium surfaces regarding 
buoyancy-driven ventilation is put forward finally and new algorithms for large 
openings are developed and compared with simulations. 
0 Chapter Seven deals with combined buoyancy and wind-driven natural ventilation 
of atrium spaces and discusses the design strategies when these two forces partly 
oppose each other. The airflow pattern, vertical temperature profile and the air 
velocity/temperature distribution at the occupants' level are studied for the 
conditions with different combinations of the buoyancy and wind forces, and the 
design guidance on the control of the two forces in order to achieve a better 
ventilation performance is developed. 
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REVIEW OF FUNDAMENTALS 
2.1 Introduction 
Chapter One has stated that the most serious problem for the energy efficiency of atrium 
buildings is that they can easily overheat in warm weather, and natural ventilation is a 
promising passive strategy to overcome this problem. As a review for the basics of the whole 
research, this chapter is intended to introduce the fundamental knowledge required for the 
investigation of the issues proposed in previous chapter from two perspectives: historical and 
technical. 
This chapter begins with the introduction to the historical development of atrium 
buildings and traces the idea of using atrium space or courtyard to moderate climate back to 
ancient times. The role of climate in the design of energy efficiency of atrium spaces is 
discussed and particular attention is paid to the courtyards and atrium prototypes used in history 
for ventilation purposes to show the possibility and potential for the passive cooling of atrium 
spaces. 
Technical facets in relation to the ventilative cooling strategies of atrium spaces are then 
described and the state-of-the-art research is also reviewed. Issues related to energy use, 
including the basic energy transfer process, resulting thermal characteristics and applications of 
atrium spaces are introduced first in Section 2.3, and subsequently, the thermal comfort issues 
are described in Section 2.4 including both the basic theory and the approaches for the 
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prediction of the thermal comfort level of atrium spaces. The basic physical mechanism of 
natural ventilation and its applications in atrium spaces are discussed in Section 2.5. Different 
flow regimes are dealt with respectively in the subsequent subsections and the impacts of design 
parameters and relevant prediction methods are reviewed, based on which the directions of this 
research are discussed in detail. Finally a summary is provided in Section 2.6. 
2.2 Evolution of atrium spaces 
The idea and concept of an atrium space can be traced back to climate sensitive and 
social use of a central room in ancient design. The antecedents of atria are evident in 
architecture since the beginning of recorded history. The review of its historical background 
will start from the origin of this concept so that its idea and concept can be fully understood. 
This part of work is mainly based on the work of Bednar (1986) and Saxon (1994). According 
to them, the whole history of the development of atria is not continuous and can be divided into 
four periods - 
" Antique origins - the era of development of the idea of courtyard and central room 
up to the nineteenth century; 
" First epoch - mainly the nineteenth century when the use of metal and glass as 
significant components in architecture began to develop; 
" Second epoch - from the turning of nineteenth century to early twentieth century, 
when the atrium of the first epoch was improved; 
9 Third epoch - from the mid twentieth century up to now when the atrium concept 
has enjoyed a revival and greatly enhanced the economy and environment. 
A brief review is carried out in the following section. The first three periods are 
reviewed in Section 2.2.1 and the last period is reviewed in Section 2.2.2. 
2.2.1 Historical Development 
0 Antique origins 
The idea of atrium can be traced back to the old concept of central room and courtyard 
in very ancient times and the reason why the concept and idea of atrium were developed is 
mainly three-fold: 
First, it is the result of urban development. With the emergence of urban settlements, 
the courtyard concept, which had evolved from the encampments of nomadic peoples, was 
brought into the individual dwelling, thus creating the atrium house form. Because of some 
conditions of urbanism - the lack of privacy, limited land area, and limited exposure to 
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communal space, the atrium space was incorporated to plan a logical form. It addresses these 
problems while providing other positive amenities: a source of natural light and air, protection 
against the wind, etc. 
Secondly, although the general conditions of urbanism can be considered as one basis 
for the development of the atrium plan, climatic control is equally important. Examples of 
adopting courtyards or quasi-atrium' spaces to alleviate outdoor severe climate can be found in 
quite a big range of climates. In hot and dry climates, courtyards are incorporated to provide 
cooling functions. In North Africa, for example, shallow low quasi-atria, one story high are 
utilised as collectors of cool night air and a source of shade in the daytime. In regions like 
southern Spain, quasi-atria with deeper cross sections are utilised for the same reasons but with 
great efficiency. In temperate climates with moderate winter seasons, like Rome, shallow quasi- 
atria serve both as passive solar collectors and as wind shelters. In warm-humid climates, 
shallow quasi-atria serve to generate wind-induced ventilation for cooling effects. It is shown 
by these examples that the atrium type space has the potential to incorporated passive cooling 
strategies, although these precedents cannot be copied to modem atrium design because the 
materials of the space and the physical mechanism behind have significantly changed. 
The third reason is that the idea of atria or courtyards can lead to some social and 
cultural effects. Those courtyard houses, used in cultures which are both populous and 
hierarchic, serve the individual need to get away while still remaining within the familiar 
territory of the family (Rapoport 1969). The rooms surrounding the courtyard provide this 
separation of domains, and the courtyard provides communal precinct. This kind of courtyards 
can be found in China, Greece, Rome, India and many Islamic countries. 
A great many examples of courtyard 'houses with this original idea have been found. 
The earliest according to archaeological exploration is perhaps the one found at Ur on the 
Euphrates River in Mesopotamia, which dates from the third millennium B. C (See Figure 2.1). 
Other examples include an ancient Greek house design, Le Grand Commun at Versailles by 
Mansart, the Pallazzo Farnese, etc. 
As clarified at the very beginning, `atrium spaces' in this thesis refer to those with glazed roofs and large heights. 
Obviously there were no atrium spaces at this stage according to this definition because glass was not invented and 
hence the concept `quasi-atrium' is used here. 
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Figure 2.1: Plan of the House at Ur, Mesopotamia: (1) Entrance Hall; (2) 
Staircase; (3) Washroom; (4) Kitchen; (5) Storeroom; (6) Courtyard. (Bednar 
1986) 
" First epoch 
In the early nineteenth century, the use of metal and glass as significant components in 
architecture began to develop, which greatly changed the old form of courtyards and developed 
the old idea of a courtyard house into the real concept of an atrium. Cast iron and wrought iron 
actually had been available since 1800, but they were not widely used. The search for greater 
structural spans and a concurrent development in glass manufacturing are the real motivations 
of the modern atrium idea. In 1855, Sir Henry Bessemer invented a new method of making 
steel which resulted in larger and stronger structural components, leading to ever greater spans 
of space. The fascination of these two new technologies resulted in the development of 
buildings incorporating iron and glass, which were utilised primarily in the public spaces of 
atrium buildings. Many classical examples (See Figure 2.2 for an example), which were used as 
conservatories, train stations, etc, were built in England and France and the culmination was the 
Crystal Palace in Hyde Park, London, by Joseph Paxon in 1851 (Hix 1974). 
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Figure 2.2: Drawing of saloon in the Reform Club, London, 1? ngland Medium 19li6) 
Generally, there were two special types of atria during, this time in terms of' their 
geometry - one was linear atria, which can also be termed as the cremte with the other being tile 
rectangular kind. The linear ones, or the arcade, incorporated a glass-covered passageway 
which connects two busy streets and is lined on both sides with shops (Geist I983). Its 
invention was based on the specific needs of society during that century for a public space, 
protected from traffic and the weather, which would aid in marketing. Perhaps the best known 
of these arcades is the Galleria Vittorio l: manucle II in Milan, built in 1867 by Mcngoni (See 
Figure 2.3). Cleveland Arcade in Ohio, the United States, built in 1890 by . 
lohn I. isenmm"n and 
George Smith is another good example. The rectangular atria were more common and had 
much wider functional applications whereas the arcade was exclusively liar commercial 
purposes. The Amsterdam Stock Exchange, designed by 11. P. l3erlage between 1898 and 1903. 
and London Coal Exchange on Lower Thames Street designed in the years 1846 to 1899 by J. B. 
Bunning are good cases. 
However, the excitement in Furope began to %vane toward the end of' the century as 
architectural styles and forms began to change. The fire hazard was a real reason I'm the waning, 
as people discovered that iron or steel and glass structures could not withstand the intense heat 
of urban fires. Many of the iron and glass buildings hurned and collapsed. 
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Figure 2.3: Interior view, Gallleria Vittorio I,: iu auuele 11, Milan, Ita1y (Bednar I9S( ) 
0 Sc'co/u/ epoch 
The second epoch of the atrium took place in the United Slates at the turn of the 
nineteenth centuy. The buildings from this era were based upon the earlier European models 
and as a group they were all masonry buildings on the exterior, with iron, steel, and glass being 
used only in the atrium space itself. More than likely, this design strategy was a response to the 
fire problems encountered in Europe. Some other reasons are probably incorporation of 
abundant light and air and sonic monumental civic use. On the one hand. architects had 
convinced their clients that bringing natural light and fresh air to the oil ice workers was worth 
the sacrifice in additional office space. On the other hand, the use of the atrium was verb' 
appropriate to monumental civic buildings, such as courthouses and city halls, which had to 
accommodate large throngs of people requiring a multitude of services (Bodnar 1986). 
All of these atria were either square or rectangular in plan and multi-storcyed in section 
and they housed the same range of functions as their European models. Several examples are 
the Pension building in Washington, D. C designed by General Montgomery Meigs in 1892, the 
Bradbury Building in Los Angeles, designed by George Wyman in 1893 and John 
Wanamaker's Department Store in Nhiadelphia by Burnham in 1902 1911. Figure 2.4 shows 
an example of this kind of atrium buildings in this period. 
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Figure 2.4: Atrium view, Larkin Building, Buffalo, New York by Frank I. luyd 
Wright (Beduar 1986) 
The late nineteenth century and early twentieth century had been an era of great 
exuberance and architectural spirit that saw the atrium plan adapted to many different building 
types and utilised in buildings of' many styles, including Italian Renaissance. Romanesque, 
Victorian, and Chicago school. I lowever, this second epoch of the atrium cattle to an uncertain 
close in the years following World War I. Certainly the atria in the United States. like the atria 
in Europe, were plagued by fire hazards and probably were affected by other post war issues. 
The buildings which did incorporate the atrium during this era had a certain forthright presence 
and civic grandeur, a legacy which is being rediscovered in the present day. 
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2.2.2 Development of modern atria (the third epoch) 
Ever since the late 60s the atrium space is currently enjoying an unparalleled sustained 
resurgence of interest and development after a period of dormancy in the mid twentieth century 
(Bednar 1996). The reason for its popularity is mainly two-fold: social and economical causes 
and technological ones. On one hand, economic and social issues are always of great 
importance for atrium design. In the early `70s and '80s, John Portman's first atrium hotels 
were soon followed by other architects, which somehow led the mainstream commercial 
development in North America to adopt the atrium concept more universally and believe in its 
economic value and "feasibility" (Saxon 1983). Besides, an atrium would always encourage 
play, people-watching, promenading, movement through space, enjoyment of nature, and social 
life (Watson 1982) and examples where atria have increased the profitability or occupancy rates 
are easily available. In the meanwhile, the atrium emerged as one of the most versatile and 
useful elements available for urban design. On the other hand, after the energy crisis in I970s 
and consciousness for global warming in more recent times, more and more architects became 
aware of sustainability issues. The atrium space, which can be adopted as a huftcr zone to 
improve building energy consumption and indoor environment, together with its special 
aesthetic characteristics, gave a very plausible response to these tricky issues and attracted many 
designers and clients. Examples of' this epoch are found all around the world, including the 
Hyatt Regency I lotel by Edwards and Portman in 1967, the Ford Foundation I leadquarters. etc 
(E3ednar 1986). Figure 2.5 is a commercial building, with an atrium in Japan. Elnfortunatcly, 
few atrium buildings are really recognised as energy-efficient, and a fe atrium buildings 
located in warm climate are found fully-conditioned (Watson 1982: liednar 1986: Goulding el 
at. 1992). As identified by some researchers (Butera 2005), the problem is that atrium spaces 
incorporate too much glazing inappropriately causing serious overheating. 
Figure 2.5: Tokyo Culture ('entre, Japan 
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In this era, up to the present day, not only have an unprecedented number of atrium 
buildings been built, but the concept has also been adapted to new roles and extended to new 
kinds of development. In recent years, atria have been incorporated into hospitals, schools, 
libraries, etc. Atrium spaces are all around and for various reasons, their number is still 
increasing. As stated by Bednar (1986), how long this third epoch will last or whether the 
atrium will become a permanent spatial type remains to be seen. What is known at this time is 
that the atrium is a vital and exciting aspect of the present architectural era, making it highly 
worthy of study and analysis, now, and for the foreseeable future. 
In general, the key points of the historical development of atrium buildings can be 
summarised as follows: 
" Atrium spaces are of great importance to modem building development and it is 
highly worthwhile to conduct research into both their social and technical features. 
" Atrium spaces can bring a lot of benefits to economic and social activities and 
probably this is the most important reason for the great exuberance of this type of 
spaces at the present time. 
" Their potential for saving energy is an important reason for their contemporary 
popularity and development. 
" Atrium buildings in warm areas are easily overheated, but more and more are being 
built for marketing and economic purposes. This requires more research into 
passive cooling strategies for this kind of space in order to avoid energy waste for 
cooling. 
" The idea of incorporating an atrium space as a passive energy strategy can be 
traced back to earlier times, and energy efficient atrium spaces ought to be very 
sensitive to the environment in which they are located and different places should 
have different spatial types of atrium spaces due to different climates. In earlier 
times, although atria were adopted in many areas, their forms were quite different 
from each other. Therefore, in order to take full advantage the energy potential of 
atrium buildings, careful design according to different climatic conditions is 
essential. 
" Ventilative cooling strategies were incorporated in original quasi-atrium spaces and 
courtyards, which shows the possibility and potential for modem atrium spaces to 
be passively cooled by air movement, although the materials of construction and 
the physical mechanisms for this have significantly changed. 
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2.3 Energy flows in atrium spaces 
In essence, the characteristics of the energy transfer process of atrium spaces are 
attributed to the physical features of this space type: large glazing and large height. Because of 
its large glazing, the solar radiation can be dominant among all other forms of heat transfer and 
greenhouse effect can be very significant. Due to the large height, the whole indoor 
environment cannot be regarded as uniform: the temperature stratification will be explicit and 
the distribution of the solar radiation will have to be taken into account. 
This section reviews issues in relation to the energy use of atrium spaces, including the 
basic heat transfer process, their thermal characteristics and relevant applications, and finally the 
issues regarding to the passive cooling strategies of atrium spaces are discussed. 
2.3.1 Basic heat transfer process 
Generally speaking, the whole heat transfer process of an atrium during the daytime 
with solar radiation can be divided into three steps for ease of understanding, although these 
three steps take effect simultaneously. They are described as follows - 
In the first step, the atrium space admits energy from solar radiation, conduction and 
convection from the outdoor environment, and long-wave radiation from the surroundings and 
atmosphere. Among all the forms of heat transfer, the gain of solar radiation, certainly 
constitutes a very high proportion and is undoubtedly the most important: the intensity of solar 
radiation on a Im2 horizontal flat surface can reach up to several hundreds watts while the 
conduction of the walls with the same area or the convection between the wall and the air is 
usually at the order of tens of watts (Givoni 1976). Glasses transmit radiation in varying 
degrees depending on the wave length of the radiation. It is known that glass is more 
transparent to short-wave solar radiation whilst it is more opaque to long-wave radiant energy. 
Consequently, solar radiation, which consists of a majority of short wave radiation and a smaller 
part of long wave radiation, impinges on the glass and enters the building with little obstruction, 
warming the surfaces that can "see" the sun; and then the warmed surfaces emit long-wave 
radiation, which cannot be transmitted back out. As a result, a majority of energy emitted by 
the sun impinging on the glass is absorbed by the space, and the indoor environment will gain 
heat and appear warmer than it would be without glass. This phenomenon is also known as the 
greenhouse effect. The average temperature of atria can easily be several few degrees higher 
than the outside temperature, and with better sealing and more insulated glazing system such as 
triple glazing, the temperature difference could be even larger (Wall 1996). 
The second component is the heat exchange between surfaces and the air. The internal 
surfaces heated by the sun will transfer the energy to the air near each surface by convection and 
to other surfaces of the space by radiation respectively. The former part generally takes the 
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majority because the space contains a large volume of air that has a high thermal capacity, and 
the determinant of the radiation, the temperature difference between the surfaces is usually very 
small. The warmed air can also transfer some energy back to other cold surfaces and the indoor 
air also exchanges heat with outside air by convection and turbulent mixing if openings are 
available. As a consequence, for this stage, two things will be very beneficial for the cooling of 
the space: a cold surface can be provided as a cold sink so that air can transfer its energy to this, 
or the convection between inside and outside air can be enhanced by natural ventilation. It has 
been frequently demonstrated that the opening of atrium roof vents can immediately change the 
indoor thermal environment and as reported by other researchers, when the air change rate 
changes from 0 to 1.5 ach, the temperature of an atrium can drop 10 - 20 °C in winter (Wall 
1996). 
In the final step, the indoor air is re-distributed. As introduced in step two, after the 
surfaces are warmed by solar radiation, the surfaces warm the air nearby by convection. Due to 
different density of the air with different temperatures, convective currents inside the space will 
be set up: the warmer air with a lower density will float up and will be replaced by cooler air in 
the vicinity which has a relatively greater density. In this way the air will be re-distributed 
according to its temperature condition: warm air will occupy the top of the space while the 
bottom is taken up by cool air, and temperature stratification will result, which creates a non- 
uniform environment. It has been observed that, in an atrium building of dimensions 
46m(width) x 1Om(depth) x 17m(height) , the temperature difference between 13m and 
1.7m 
is 16'C when the vents are closed, while the temperature difference is only 2'C when roof vents 
are opened and ventilation is incorporated (Aschehoug et al. 1990). 
2.3.2 Thermal characteristics of atrium spaces and applications 
" Thermal characteristics of atrium spaces 
Generally, the heat transfer process in atria introduced above exhibit three special 
thermal characteristics which other kinds of spaces do not have. 
" Warmer Indoor Climate. Due to the greenhouse effect, the atria can let in and 
`trap' more energy than other spaces, resulting in a warmer indoor climate, 
especially in those areas which have sufficient solar radiation. This thermal 
characteristic can contribute beneficially to the atrium thermal environment in 
winter but may cause overheating problems in summer. This is also the reason 
why successful energy-efficient atrium spaces are usually found in cold areas such 
as Scandinavia and Canada, whilst few good cases are reported in warm climates. 
9 Non-uniform thermal environment. Because of the intensive solar radiation 
penetrating into the space and the large height, strong vertical temperature 
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stratification can be formed. A temperature difference of 20 - 30°C between the 
uppermost and lowest areas has been observed in a seven-storey atrium space in a 
situation where there is no ventilation and the intensity of solar radiation is very 
high (Barthakur 1996). On the other hand, because solar radiation plays an 
important role in affecting MRT, the MRT will also be non-uniformly distributed. 
This non-uniform character of atrium spaces can significantly influence the 
prediction of the parameters related to indoor thermal environment such as the 
thermal comfort level and energy consumption because the assumption of "well- 
mixed air" is employed in normal circumstances, whilst in an atrium the 
assumption cannot be made and new solutions are needed. 
" Air movement. Stack effect can be very significant in atrium spaces due to the 
large height and air movement will be enhanced as a result. Frequently identified 
as a passive cooling strategy, stack effect can be put into effective use to release 
unwanted heat in summer if some openings are provided so that the warm air can 
escape and cool outside fresh air can enter, even if there is no wind outside. As can 
be envisioned, the openings at the roof level are much more efficient than openings 
at the floor level in removing energy in atrium spaces, since hot air occupies the 
upper area of the space. However, care should be taken as this characteristic can 
also lead to unnecessary air leakage and may cause discomfort due to the pressure 
difference acting on the building envelope if gaps exist. 
" Applications 
The three thermal characteristics at atrium spaces presented above are associated with a 
number of passive strategies addressing sustainability and energy efficiency issues of building 
industry and a great many efforts have been made by researchers and designers to utilise atrium 
spaces to improve the indoor thermal environment. Generally speaking, atria can be 
incorporated for three kinds of applications with respect to thermal and ventilation issuest. 
Atria as solar collectors 
Even without auxiliary heating system, the average air temperature in atria will be higher 
than the ambient temperature due to the greenhouse effect, and hence in winter the atrium space 
can offset the energy used for, heating and help with the energy savings of the building. As 
reported, a large number of atria have been incorporated into buildings in forms of 
communication spaces in public buildings, verandas and balconies in residential buildings, etc 
1 Atria can also be associated with other sustainable strategies such as daylighting enhancement. This thesis only 
focuses on the thermal issues and hence other issues are ignored. 
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(Wall 1996). Two examples are shown in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7. In a research on the 
atrium buildings in cold climate, the energy reduction ol'parent buildings can be as large as 50%, 
compared with buildings without atria (Goulding et al. 1992). 
According to the heat transfer process introduced before, to take full advantage of atria 
as solar collectors, two things are quite important during the design process: firstly, sufficient 
solar radiation can be absorbed and stored by the space. In order to achieve this, an appropriate 
envelope material that allows enough sunshine to penetrate should be chosen. In addition, 
thermal mass may be used for the assistance of the storage of the energy absorbed and this is 
also the basic idea of Trombe Wall. Secondly, energy transfer from the indoor to outdoor 
environment, including convection between the indoor and outdoor air and the transmission 
from the indoor air to the cold surface should he prevented. To this end, the building should be 
well sealed and glazing with high insulation would be favourable, such as transparent insulation 
material (TIM) or other special types of glazing. 
r....,.. 
Figure 2.6: An example of the atrium incorporated in residential buildings (13FIY1J])) 
_II_ 
Figure 2.7: Muscc d'Orsay in Paris, France 
Atria as buffer zones 
Apart from use as a solar collector, atrium spaces can also be incorporated as buffo 
zones, providing a modestly insulated enclosure which reduces the convection and conduction 
heat loss of the parent buildings. The conductive heat loss mainly depends on the temperature 
difference of indoor and outdoor environment and the thermal property of the separating wall. 
Due to the greenhouse effect, the atrium air temperature is higher than the outside, which leads 
to a reduced conductive heat loss and thus the energy consumption of parent buildings can be 
reduced. In addition, atrium spaces can also be incorporated as part ofthe ventilation system oI' 
the parent buildings so that the convective heat loss of the building can be reduced as well. 
There are two ways of doing this. One way is to use the atrium as a pre-heater. Since atria are 
warner than the outside, the energy requirement of heating the supply air to the required indoor 
temperature will be lower than when the air is taken directly from the outside. The other way is 
to use the extracted air from the parent buildings as the inlet air to the atrium space so that the 
heat can be `stored' and the atrium spaces can be heated. A quantitative account of the energy 
savings for the atrium space as buffer zone under diftcrent circumstances can be illustrated 
in 
Figure 2.8. The biggest step is in the difference between the situation a and b, all due to the 
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reduced conductive heat loss. With the incorporation of atria as part of the ventilation system, 
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Figure 2.8: Heating Energy Consumption by a building with an atrium for different 
ventilation modes (Baker and Steemers 2000) 
Atria for natural ventilation 
F: ven when there is no wind outside, atrium spaces can also induce natural ventilation by 
stack effect. This is very important fier "the worst situation" of atria: when there is strong solar 
radiation bitt no wind available. Under this situation, openings call help to improve the thermal 
comfort level of the space but care should be taken that the internal high temperature and solar 
radiation do not cause overheating problems and shading may be a better option. 
It' there is wind outside and if it is strong enough, törced ventilation will he dominant 
although buoyancy-driven ventilation by stack effect still operates. The thermal pert<)rmance of' 
buildings under forced ventilation cannot be studied independently and is dependent on many 
design and environmental parameters, such as the wind direction, the roof type, the opening 
position and the opening area (Ernest 1991). It has been fMind that the space with the largest 
opening area, the open courtyard, has a very weak ventilation performance compared with other 
opening situations, particularly when the oncoming wind direction is perpendicular to the 
courtyard (Sharpies and Bensalem 2001). 
In addition to aiding the cooling of the atrium space itself, the process can also hell) with 
the natural ventilation of its parent building. Most naturally ventilated buildings are designed 
with a shallow plan, as natural ventilation from an open window is considered to he effective in 
ventilating up to 6m into it room. This means that the width of a naturally ventilated building is 
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up to about 15m (6m from window to wall each side and 3m corridor in between), which is a 
major limitation for many buildings. Fortunately, the incorporation of atria can minimise this 
limitation and greatly enlarge the span of the building without compromising the effect of 
natural ventilation (Levermore 2000). 
Discussion 
It can be seen from the above description that the incorporation of an atrium space has 
potential to help a building save energy and achieve a more comfortable environment. An 
atrium can be used for either cooling or heating strategies: not only can it be employed as a solar 
collector or buffer zone to offset heating energy use of the building, it can also be used to 
generate natural ventilation to bring cooling effects. 
The application of atrium spaces for basic passive heating strategies is generally very 
straightforward. With large glazing, the greenhouse effect will work automatically and the most 
important issues are to choose the right type of glazing material and avoid unnecessary air 
leakage. There is no real need to use any particular guidelines or prediction tools for the design 
of atrium spaces for this type of use, except in trying to assess overheating risk. 
Compared to the use as solar collectors or as buffer zones for heating purposes, the 
application of atrium spaces in passive cooling strategies is much more complicated. Generally 
speaking, passive cooling strategies can be incorporated for two sorts of functions: either they 
may influence the energy flows, i. e. reduce the energy gain and increase the energy loss of the 
space, or they can directly impact on the factors affecting the thermal comfort level' such as air 
temperature, air velocity and MRT. 
In order to reduce the solar gain, shading can be used, although this may not be the best 
option, as this will significantly reduce the daylighting performance of the building. A more 
advanced approach taking both thermal and daylighting aspects into consideration would be to 
incorporate Laser Cut Panels (LCPs) into the facades or/and the roof so that high elevation 
direct sunlight can be rejected, whilst the low elevation skylight can be redirected to occupants' 
level (Mabb 2001). Figure 2.9 illustrates the mechanism of the LCP. 
Other passive cooling strategies for energy purposes include thermal mass, night cooling 
and the use of glass surface as heat sink. However, the methods used to develop guidelines for 
the use of these strategies in other spaces will not be applicable for atrium type buildings due to 
the special heat transfer processes of atrium spaces. As noted earlier, the atrium spaces are 
highly non-uniform and the solar radiation has much more significant impacts, which results in 
the unsuitability of the "well-mixed air" assumption that most conventional methods are based 
1 Detailed information in relation to thermal comfort will be introduced in Section 2.4. 
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upon. New approaches are therefore needed but this is beyond the topic of this research and 
will not be discussed any further. 
Figure 2.9: LCPs redirect light through pyramid skylights (Mabb 2001) 
Apart from the use for the removal of the excessive heat in the space such as night time 
cooling, natural ventilation is also a very efficient strategy that can directly influence the factors 
related to the thermal comfort at the occupants' level in the space, because it can change the air 
temperature and velocity simultaneously. For the wind-induced ventilation, as introduced above, 
there are many design parameters involved in the problem and no parameter can be studied 
independently and in addition, the significance of the roof design for atrium spaces complicates 
the problem even more. Although the generation of buoyancy-driven ventilation in atrium 
spaces is easier than that of other spaces because of stack effect, one important premise of using 
buoyancy-driven ventilation is that this kind of ventilation relies on the hope that the high 
internal temperatures that occur will not cause comfort problems. This means that the heat 
source driving the airflow should not be located too close to the occupants and their effects on 
thermal comfort level of the space need to be evaluated at the early design stage. This topic will 
be introduced in next section. In addition, in order to help with the ventilation of adjacent 
buildings, it is necessary to control the height of the neutral level, and thus the controlling 
factors of the neutral level, including the sizes and locations of the openings become very 
crucial. As a consequence, the design of atrium spaces for natural ventilation purposes will 
demand guidance to achieve a balance between the issues mentioned above. The detailed 
review of the issues associated with natural ventilation in atrium spaces is provided in Section 
2.5. 
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2.4 Thermal comfort in atrium spaces 
Review of the energy flows of atrium spaces in Section 2.3 indicates that one of the 
thermal characteristics is that the temperature of atria can be raised easily due to the greenhouse 
effect, which may result in thermal discomfort. Chapter One has also suggested that solar 
radiation plays an important role on MRT of the occupants' level, which is significantly 
influential on the thermal comfort condition of the space as well. As a consequence, there are 
two potential causes for the overheating of atrium spaces - too high air temperature and too 
high MRT. 
. In order to identify the main factor that causes overheating 
for a particular circumstance, 
it is necessary for architects or engineers to use a methodology to assess the thermal comfort 
level in atrium spaces at the early design stage. This is the main issue to be dealt with in this 
section. Section 2.4.1 is concerned with the introduction to the general basic theory of thermal 
comfort. The factors affecting occupants' thermal sensation and the methods for the evaluation 
of thermal comfort level are discussed. Then the discussion is extended to atrium spaces in 
Section 2.4.2 in which a methodology for the assessment of the thermal comfort level in atrium 
spaces is introduced. 
2.4.1 Basic theory of thermal comfort 
" Factors affecting thermal sensation 
Thermal comfort has been defined as `the condition of mind that expresses satisfaction 
with the thermal environment' (IS07730 2005) . Alternatively, 
it is the state where the people 
are in thermal equilibrium: they are entirely unaware of their surroundings neither considering 
whether the space is too hot or too cold. For a body to be in thermal equilibrium, the amount of 
heat absorbed or produced must equal the heat dissipated. The various processes involved with 
the heat transfer between the body and its surroundings are shown as follows (see Figure 2.10). 
" losses by evaporation (perspiration and sweating) and respiration ('g' in diagram); 
" losses by convection ('c' in diagram); 
" losses/gains by radiation (solar - `a' in diagram and atmosphere - `d' and `e' in 
diagram); 
" losses by conduction (`f in diagram); 
" gains from metabolic heat production ('b' in diagram). 
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4. 
Figure 2.10: Heat exchange from a body to surroundings (Goulding et al. 1992) 
In typical indoor conditions, convective losses account for some 35% of heat losses, 
radiative losses occupy the largest proportion which is about 45%, and evaporative losses are in 
the order of 20%. 
Parameters that affect the heat transfer processes from the body to the environment are 
those which are most important in influencing thermal comfort. It has been widely recognised 
that occupants' thermal comfort level is primarily affected by four environmental parameters 
and two human parameters, although some secondary factors like sex, age may have some 
influence as well (ASHRAE 2001). The four environmental parameters are air temperature, air 
velocity, humidity and mean radiant temperature. The two human parameters are clothing and 
activity level. 
These parameters influence the human thermal comfort conditions in different ways. 
Activity level affects internal metabolic heat production of the body. The higher the activity 
level, the more the metabolic heat generated and the more it needs to be dissipated from the 
body. Different types of clothing offer different insulation properties that prevent convective 
heat exchange between the body surface and the environment. Mean radiant temperature affects 
the radiative heat exchange of the body with all surroundings. Air temperature is the most 
important parameter for most situations directly influencing the heat transfer between occupants 
and the environment. Air velocity can take effect mainly through the convection process: it will 
increase the rate of convective heat transfer. 
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" Thermal indices 
Thermal comfort can be achieved by many combinations of the aforementioned six 
environmental and human factors and it is almost impossible to consider the effect of any single 
factor in isolation. The combined thermal effect of these factors on human thermal sensation is 
the most important, and based on this idea, a number of thermal indices have been developed 
and used for the evaluation of the thermal comfort level under various circumstances, including 
effective temperature (Houghten and Yagloglou 1923), operative temperature (Winslow et al. 
1937), index of thermal stress (Givoni 1969), Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) and Predicted 
Percentage of Dissatisfied (PPD) system (Fanger 1970), etc. 
Among all the thermal indices, PMV and PPD index is the most widely applied. The 
PMV scale is a seven-point thermal sensation scale ranging from -3(cold) to +3(hot), where 0 
represents the thermally neutral sensation. During design process, the PMV scale can be 
calculated using the following formula with all six factors known. 
PMV = [0.303e-0-036M + 0.028] 
(M-W)-3.05x10-3 x[5733-6.99(M-W)-Pa]-0.42[(M-W)-58.15] 
-1.7 x 10-5 M(5867 - Pa) - 0.0014M(34 - ta) 
(2 1) 
-3.96x10-$ fi[(tci+273)°- (t. +273)°J- f,. h. (ti-ta) 
where 
tcl =35.7-0.028(M-W)-Icr{3.96x10-6 fr[(tcr+273)4 -(r. +273)°]+ fixh, (t i-ta)} (2.2) 
h, _ 
2.38Itcf-t. 1 0,25 for 2.38Itcr-tal0.25 >12.1 Var 
(2.3) 
12.1 var for 2.381tcr-ta10.25 > 12.1 var 
1.00+1.2901, º for hi <_ 0.078m2K/W fº= 
1.05 + 0.6451,1 for hl > 0.078m2K /W 
(2.4) 
With the use of the PMV index, it is possible to assess how various combinations of 
thermal conditions influence occupants' thermal sensation. Given the PMV value, the 
"Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied" occupants can be determined by Equation (2.5). 
PPD = 100 - 
9ö X g(-0.033S3xPMV-0.2179xPMV2) (2.5) 
This index thus predicts the percentage of dissatisfied occupants that can be expected at each 
PMV or under certain conditions. The minimum of 5% dissatisfied corresponds to a mean vote 
equal to zero (neutral), which means that there will always be some individuals who are 
dissatisfied with the comfort level, regardless of the fact that they are all dressed similarly and 
have the same level of activity: comfort evaluation differs a little from person to person. 
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For real applications in buildings, the use of PMV and PPD is generally too complicated 
for designers and engineers, and other simple indices such as effective temperature or operative 
temperature are usually used. These simple indices usually consider air temperature as the most 
important factor and combine the effects of air temperature, humidity and air velocity. However, 
the calculation of mean radiant temperature is simplified or even assumed to be equal to air 
temperature. 
2.4.2 Assessment of the thermal comfort level in atrium spaces 
As described earlier, most comfort level predictions used in real practice consider air 
temperature as the most important factor and assume MRT to be the same as air temperature for 
calculations. This assumption is still employed for the developments of the adaptive model for 
thermal comfort studies (Auliciems 1981) and also for other research in relation to atrium 
spaces, including those work by Ayoob and Izard (1994), Izard and Frusta (1998) and Douvlou 
(2003). 
These conventional methods can generally achieve sensible results for ordinary spaces, 
and they may be even reasonable for the use of atrium spaces for some simple purposes. 
However, they may bring on serious errors if they are used to diagnose the main cause for 
overheating, because the effects of MRT cannot be ignored for this situation. In addition, as 
introduced in Section 2.3.2, atrium spaces are usually characterised with anon-uniform thermal 
environment and there may be strong vertical temperature stratification in the space, which may 
also cause local thermal discomfort due to vertical temperature difference and the too high/cold 
temperature of the wall heated by the sun/the glass. It is also worth mentioning that usually 
only the evaluation of the thermal comfort level at the bottom of the space is sensible, because 
this area may be only occupied area of the whole space. 
The above problems have been separately identified by other researchers when they are 
dealing with their research projects and solutions to resolve them are proposed respectively. A 
generalised algorithm has been developed to take solar radiation into account for the calculation 
of MRT (Gennusa et al. 2006). CFD has been frequently identified as an invaluable tool to cope 
with the treatment of non-uniform environment and local thermal discomfort (Gan 1995). 
However, there is still no approach available that can integrate above two methods together and 
analyse the collective effects of the above issues. Thus the full assessment of the thermal 
comfort level in atrium spaces cannot yet be fulfilled. 
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2.5 Natural ventilation in atrium spaces 
Natural ventilation plays a very important role in the thermal environment of a building. 
It can offer passive cooling effects for overcoming the overheating of atrium spaces, no matter 
what the real cause is. In addition, it can also contribute to the cooling of the structure and 
reduce the possibility of sick building syndrome (SBS) (Liddament 1996). Over recent decades, 
natural ventilation has been frequently identified as a cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly strategy if properly designed, especially in moderate or mild climates (Clements- 
Croome 1997). As pointed out earlier, due to their thermal characteristics, atrium spaces can 
help to induce natural ventilation under certain circumstances and hence offer passive cooling 
benefits. The primary purpose of this section is to review the state-of-the-art research in relation 
to this issue and highlight the directions for this research in this area. 
The mechanics for natural ventilation is usually termed "Architectural Fluid Dynamics" 
(AFD) that concerns the air movement in and around buildings and can be considered as a cross 
between classical engineering fluid dynamics and geophysical fluid dynamics. As indicated by 
Prof. Paul Linden', 
"... Most engineering flows, such as in an internal combustion engine, or around a 
vehicle, are dominated by the geometry. They need to be calculated for the specific boundary 
conditions that the geometry imposes. Geophysical f uid dynamics, on the other hand, is a study 
of flows for which boundaries usually only play a minor role. The flows are governed by 
internal dynamics associated with buoyancy and Coriolis forces-In AFD the flows are 
determined both by the geometry and by the internal dynamics in about equal measure. The 
flow through a building is determined both by the internal geometry and the location and sizes 
of openings and also by pressure and buoyancy forces. This combination makes computation 
especially difficult. In addition, it is often desirable to make calculations of flows in the design 
phase when the building geometry is evolving - often quite radically... " 
This above passage suggests that, to accurately evaluate the natural ventilation 
performance in a space, it is essential that all of the influencing factors mentioned above, 
including the building and opening characteristics, distribution of the openings, pressure 
differences and heat sources, and flow regimes, etc, are known. However, this is rare to happen 
at the initial stage of the design process; and furthermore, even if all the parameters can be 
clarified, the calculation may still be difficult to perform due to the large number of variables 
involved and the tedious procedures of quantifying all of them. As a consequence, in order for 
ventilation strategies to achieve better performance, it is quite important to find out the most 
significant parameters and study the impacts of these parameters. 
1 Please refer to his academic website for details: htty: //maeresearch. ucsd. edu/linden/AFD/archfd. htmi 
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According to the type of forces determining flow regimes, the rest of this section is 
divided into three subsections, each of which is concerned with one type of flow, and the basic 
mechanism, the available design guidelines and tools, and the research work related to the now 
regime are discussed. This review also provides an overview of the topics relevant to this 
research. 
2.5.1 Wind-induced natural ventilation in atrium spaces 
Wind-induced ventilation refers to the natural ventilation driven by wind and the air 
pressure difference resulting from temperature difference can be ignored for this situation. 
When wind is blowing against a building, the straight motion of the air is disturbed and 
deflected around and above the building. The air pressure on the sides facing the wind is 
elevated above atmospheric pressure (pressure zone) and on the leeward sides it is reduced 
(suction zone). In this way, pressure differences are created over the building and natural 
ventilation can be driven if openings are provided (Givoni 1969). 
Wind-induced ventilation can be an effective passive cooling strategy for atrium spaces 
since the air with a lower outdoor temperature can help to remove excessive energy 
accumulated in the space in warm weather. This is extremely promising for the regions with 
mild climates where the temperature is acceptable even for the hottest period. In addition, 
atrium space is usually the tallest part of the building and hence openings are always possible to 
catch and incorporate wind into space. 
" Theoretical analysis 
The mechanism of wind-induced ventilation is very complicated because of the complex 
physics and the large number of variables involved. As a consequence, the theoretical analysis 
can only be performed for very simple cases. The most common type of wind-induced 
ventilation, i. e. cross ventilation, is shown below (See Figure 2.11). 
For an opening of relatively larger free area, such as air vent and opening windows, the 
air flow through an opening tends to be approximately turbulent under normal pressures (Awbi 
2003). In this case, the airflow rate approximates to a simple square root law as expressed in 
Equation (2.6) (Etheridge and Sandberg 1996): 
q=CDA 2 p/p (2.6) 
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--I- Wind dirocdor 
Figure 2.11: Illustration of cross wind-induced natural ventilation 
For a given building in a given wind environment, the pressure difference usually 
increases with the square of the wind speed. More precisely, it is proportional to the so-called 
dynamic pressure 
I 
pUR2 . It is often useful to make use of this by expressing the pressure 
difference in terms of a pressure coefficient AC,: 
OP =1 PUR2ACp 2 (2.7) 
Assuming that (a) two openings are of equal size, (b) pressure and velocity fields are 
uniform; (c) the room resistance is ignored; (d) the air velocities within the building are 
negligible, the airflow rate for cross ventilation illustrated in Figure 2.3 can be calculated by the 
following equation by combining Equations (2.6) and (2.7) (Note that the pressure differences 
across the openings are simply assumed to equal to half the pressure difference across the 
building): 
q= CDA UR OCp l2 (2.8) 
Although this simple equation is derived based on a number of assumptions and its use 
is limited to certain circumstances as it ignores certain physical phenomena such as turbulent 
fluctuation (Murakami et al. 1992; Seifert et al. 2006), it still shows the general relationship 
between airflow rate and influential parameters: the airflow rate is proportional to the opening 
area, the wind velocity, and the positioning of openings at areas with higher pressure difference 
can increase the airflow rate. 
However, information provided by the above simple analysis may not be applicable for 
the wind-induced airflow model to be studied that was proposed in Chapter One, i. e. the 
ventilation through roof openings. In essence, their ways of incorporating ventilation are 
different: the cross ventilation model introduced above employs the openings at the occupants' 
level and thus the wind can come to the occupants directly, whilst the model to be studied in this 
research utilises openings higher on the top of the space and thus the wind is in fact indirectly 
used. In other words, recirculation rather than the main flow is used for ventilation through roof 
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openings. There has been still no theoretical analysis available regarding this model and the 
research relevant to this topic is reviewed below. 
" Review of the research in relation to wind-induced ventilation in atrium spaces 
Although few investigations have been carried out directly with respect to the wind- 
induced ventilation performance of atrium spaces through roof openings, research into spaces 
that have similar geometrical characteristics such as courtyards and street canyons, and that into 
particular components relevant to atrium spaces such as skylights, are also of some significance 
for the design of atrium type buildings. They are reviewed respectively as below. 
A street canyon refers to a relatively narrow street in-between buildings that line up 
continuously along both sides, and generally can be regarded as an atrium space without roof. 
The most important features of street canyon micro-climate are the wind-induced now patterns 
such as air recirculation, which has a significant impact on the level of air pollution emitted 
from vehicles and also the thermal comfort of inhabitants (Li et al. 2006). The most important 
factor that determines the air flow pattern inside the street canyons is their geometries, in 
particular, the section aspect ratio, i. e., HIT V, where H is the building height and W is the street 
width. Three different flow patterns were identified by Oke (1988) according to field 
measurements and mathematical modelling, as shown in Figure 2.12. 
For widely spaced buildings (H/W < 0.3), the flow fields associated with the buildings 
do not interact resulting in the isolated roughness flow. At closer spacing (0.3 < HIW < 0.7), 
the wake behind the upwind building is disturbed by the recirculation created in front of the 
windward building and wake interference flow will occur. Further reducing spacing (H/TV > 0.7) 
leads to skimming flow and a stable recirculation is decoupled from the flow above the street. 
More than one recirculation may be resulted if a section aspect ratio higher than 1.3 is 
introduced, which will induce very weak air movement at the bottom of the space (Jeong and 
Andrews 2002). 
Apart from the geometries of the street canyons, other parameters can also influence the 
flow pattern. It has been found that the configurations of adjacent upwind and downwind 
buildings have significant impacts (e. g. Rafailidis 1997; Kastner-Klein and Plate 1999; 
Assimakopoulos et al. 2003). The effects of the street obstructions on flow process were also 
investigated (Gayev and Savory 1999). In addition, the ambient wind plays an important role in 
the flow pattern as well. Kim and Baik (1988) demonstrated that changes in ambient wind 
direction could make large differences in the mean flow recirculation and hence the pollutant 
distribution. Huang et al. (2000) found that wind speed also had an important effect and 
furthermore, the inflow turbulence intensities also have significant effects on the momentum 
and pollutant transfer of the mean flow, according to Kim and Baik (1988). Although the main 
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concern of these investigations is focused on the general flow pattern and pollutant dispersion 
rather than the factors affecting the thermal comfort level of the bottom such as air velocity and 
turbulence intensity, the above review still shows some important parameters that can have 
significant impacts, including the adjacent buildings, the building geometry, the ambient wind, 
etc. 
Isolated roughness flow 
W 
Wake interference flow Skimming flow 
ýA 
PAO//// 
. Figure 2.12: Three flow patterns associated with different section aspect ratio (Oke 1988) 
With regarding to the impacts of roof, in fact, the idea of using such elements to enhance 
the ventilation of buildings is not new. Wind towers and wind catchers have been prevalent in 
the Middle East and North Africa for hundreds of years, and have formed a key component of 
the indigenous architecture of those regions. Recently vents and openings at roof level have 
also been incorporated into modern buildings and their effects are studied by a number of 
researchers. Bauman (1988) investigated a "jack roof' configuration using a wind tunnel and 
found that the jack roof can be effective in inducing internal air movement. It has also been 
indicated by other researchers that the shape of roof has a significant impact on the air flow 
patterns and air velocity distributions (Kindangen et al. 1997; Riskowski et al. 1998). 
Research has also been carried out for courtyards. Walker et al (1993) and Shao et al 
(1993) performed CFD and wind tunnel studies of courtyards and Alvarez et al (1998) modelled 
airflow patterns in courtyards as a function of their depth and width ratios. Sharples and 
Bensalem (2001) compared several different opening scenarios (See Figure 2.13) under various 
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(model Al), i. e. the courtyard, has a very weak ventilation performance, particularly when the 
wind is perpendicular to the courtyard without inclined angle. 
00 WIND DIRECTION 
MODEL AI MODEL A2 











Figure 2.13: Different Opening Scenarios Studied in Sharpies and Bensalem (2001) 
It can be generally concluded from the above studies that the performance of wind- 
induced ventilation of atrium spaces is very sensitive to environmental parameters such as 
ambient wind, and design parameters such as adjacent buildings, roof shape, opening 
configurations, etc, although how these parameters impact on the thermal comfort level of the 
space still remains unknown. It is also shown that courtyards or street canyons without roofs 
usually do not have a good ventilation performance, which implies that the roof design can be of 
great importance to the ventilation performance at the bottom of the space. The discussions on 
the relationship between the recirculation and the building aspect ratio also suggests that the 
aspect ratio of the atrium building should be around 0.7 - 1.3 if the recirculation is going to be 
used for ventilation purposes. 
2.5.2 Buoyancy-driven natural ventilation in atrium spaces 
When the indoor and outdoor air temperatures are not the same, a difference is created 
between their densities and the vertical pressure gradients differ correspondingly in and out of 
doors. If there are openings provided at different levels (or one large opening is provided), then 
buoyancy-driven air movement will be induced. Due to the great height available and the large 
area of glazing causing greenhouse effect, the buoyancy-driven ventilation in atrium spaces will 
be much more significant than other spaces. 
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Two general kinds of buoyancy-driven ventilation in atrium spaces can be defined. 
These are "mixing ventilation" and "displacement ventilation" respectively, as illustrated in 
Figure 2.14 (Baker and Steemers 2000). Mixing ventilation takes place when bi-directional 
flow occurs for one opening and it can also be regarded as diluting ventilation, as outside cool 
air comes into the space and reduces the indoor air temperature by diluting the indoor air other 
than replacing it. If openings exist at both the roof and the floor level, displacement ventilation 
will take effect. Warm air leaves the upper opening and cooler air enters the lower opening. 
Buoyancy-driven ventilation can be very important for the passive cooling of atrium 
spaces, especially for the `worst situation' - when there is strong solar radiation and outside air 
temperature is very high but no wind is available. Under this circumstance, if openings can be 
provided, particularly at both higher and lower level, the thermal environment will be greatly 
improved. 
h Time Tomb 
P-MMOMMOMM I. 
Displacement Ventilation 
Figure 2.14: Buoyancy-driven natural ventilation in atrium spaces (Baker and Steemers 
2000) 
9 Theoretical analysis 
Two quantitative variables are usually important at the design stage for the evaluation of 
the performance of the buoyancy-driven ventilation in atrium spaces. In addition to the airflow 
rate, another variable that needs to be determined is the neutral level at which the pressure 
difference between the indoor and outdoor is zero. In essence, the height of the neutral level 
determines the flow pattern of the space, i. e. either displacement flow or mixing flow: for the 
former, the neutral level is located in-between the two openings while it intersects with an 
opening for the latter. Furthermore, if an additional opening is provided, the neutral level can 
help to determine the airflow direction through that new opening. 
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For ventilation driven by buoyancy forces, the equation determining the airflow rate 
(Equation 2.25) can still apply but the equation for the calculation of the pressure difference 
need to be altered. Figure 2.15 illustrates a simple case of buoyancy-driven displacement 
ventilation with a distributed heat source resulting in a uniform air temperature distribution. 
The pressure difference can be expressed with Equation (2.9) (Anderson 2003): 
Lp=Epgh=(Po-p, )Sh 
Then the airflow rate can be calculated by: 
(2.9) 
q= (CDA) 2(Po -P, )gh/Po (2.10) 
Assuming that the air temperature is inversely proportional to the pressure, the equation 
becomes: 
q=(CCA) 2(T, -To)gh/T, (2.11) 









wherey is the opening ratio and is calculated by y= CDA /CD/Al " It can be seen from this 
equation that the neutral height is only determined by the vertical distance between the openings 
and the opening ratio, and it is not related to the pressure or air temperature. The Equation (2.12) 
for the calculation of the effective area (CDA)* also suggests that the flow rate is more 
significantly influenced by the small opening as it determines the magnitude of the effective 
area (Hunt and Linden 1999). ' However, if the area of lower opening increases, y will decrease 
and h will decrease as well according to Equation (2.13). Thus 'it is possible for the neutral 
level to intersect with the lower opening if the area of the lower opening continues to enlarge to 
certain extent. If this happens, the displacement ventilation and the mixing interaction will 
interact and the equations introduced above for the calculation of airflow rate and neutral height 
will be violated as the flow regime has changed. 
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Figure 2.15: A simple case with buoyancy-driven ventilation (the interior air temperature 
is uniformly distributed) (Li 2000) 
For atrium spaces, the air temperature is usually not unilurmly distributed and there 
may be temperature stratification depending on the location of the heat source (III-Nil and 
Schilfloe 1996). 'T'hus, according to the loop equation method (Axley 1998), Y, in I": cluation 
(2.11) can be substituted by the integration of the air temperature along the vertical direction 
and Equation (2.11 ) becomes (See Appendix 13 fier detailed deduction of' the liolloww ing two 
equation): 
q =(c A>' 2gh(1 
' 11 fT"ý1ýý) (2.11) 
where T, is the air temperature at point. j. 
I'he equation for the calculation of the neutral level for this circumstance will become: 
1", 11 
J(1- T )dv = A, (h -f lv) (?. 15) 
where A -- 
(CI)I4 A,, 
(2.16) 
(CnUA) +((, /)/A1)` 
Apparently the equation is very complicated and there has been im analytical solution 
for Equation (2.15) before the vertical air temperature distribution i, made clear. 
The above equations are only applicable for the use of' displacenicnt huoýancy-dripcn 
natural ventilation under specified conditions. The opening for mixing ventilation acts as both 
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inlet and outlet and bi-directional airflow will occur. With the assumption that the neutral 
pressure level lies in the middle of the opening height, which actually assumes that the big 
opening is consisted of two small openings with the same size, then the airflow rate can be 
calculated by integrating the pressure difference in vertical direction: 
h/2 
q=CMA j 2Ap(y)/pdy 
0 
(2.17) 
Assuming that both indoor and outdoor air temperatures are uniformly distributed, the 
following equation will be obtained (Awbi 1996): 
IC 
DA 
-T, )gh q 3°A T 
(2.1 s) 
If the temperature cannot be assumed to be uniformly distributed, the theoretical analysis 
will not be able to be performed, as the position of the neutral pressure level is not known. 
It can be revealed from the above theoretical analysis that, both displacement and mixing 
buoyancy-driven ventilation are significantly influenced by the opening area, the temperature 
difference between the indoor and outdoor environment and also opening characteristics. The 
vertical distance between the openings is very important for the displacement ventilation and 
this is very relevant to atrium spaces because of their large height commonly adopted. By 
comparing Equation (2.11) and (2.18), it is also shown that, with the same opening area, 
displacement ventilation should be much more efficient than the mixing ventilation, as the two 
openings of the mixing ventilation (actually they form one big opening but just divided by the 
neutral level) has the least distance compared to displacement ventilation. 
In addition, the above analysis also suggests that the information associated with the 
heat source such as its location and intensity significantly affects the airflow rate of both types 
of ventilation, as it can impact on the air temperature distribution of the space (Bryn and 
Schilfloe 1996). Only with the air temperature distribution known, can the airflow rate and the 
neutral level be predicted. 
The information provided by the theoretical analysis is very useful for the design of the 
buoyancy-driven ventilation of atrium spaces; however, there are a number of important 
assumptions for their application which may not be the case for atrium spaces, such as the 
uniformly distributed air temperature in the space, and moreover, the information regarding to 
the air velocity distribution at the occupants' level cannot be produced by above equations. 
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" Review of the research in relation to buoyancy-driven ventilation in atrium spaces 
Buoyancy-driven ventilation has been widely and extensively investigated over recent 
years. The research relevant to the issues to be studied in this thesis, i. e. the impacts of the heat 
source and the neutral level is reviewed respectively as below. 
Substantial work has been carried out for the buoyancy-driven ventilation with different 
settings of heat sources. Linden et al (1990) studied the impacts of a single plume-type heat 
source inducing buoyancy-driven natural ventilation by mathematical models and laboratory 
experiments. It was found that a strong temperature stratification develops consisting of two 
layers separated by a horizontal interface when displacement ventilation occurs. The lower 
layer is at uniform ambient temperature and the upper layer is also at a uniform but higher 
temperature. Whilst the strength of the temperature stratification and the magnitudes of the 
velocities depend on the source strength, the form of the stratification within the space depends 
on the entrainment caused by the convective elements (plumes) and is independent of the 
strength of the sources. A general algorithm was also presented to express the relationship 
between interface height, effective area and the vertical distance between the top and bottom 
openings. 
Linden and Cooper (1996) and Cooper and Linden (1996) studied the natural ventilation 
of an enclosure containing two buoyancy sources. Two sources of unequal strength are found to 
produce a vertical density profile consisting of three distinct, fully mixed layers and theoretical 
models are produced for the prediction of the depth and densities of these layers. 
This string of research was also extended to the situations that have multiple plumes 
(Hunt and Linden 1999). If there are n sources of equal strength present on the floor of the 
enclosure, again a stratification with two uniform layers forms, and since each source shares an 
equal fraction of the effective area, the interface height will be reduced. If n is an infinite 
number, the interface will reach the floor and the whole interior is at a uniform temperature. 
This is actually the case for the buoyancy-driven ventilation of spaces with heated floors. This 
result was also confirmed by the experiments of Gladstone and Woods (2001). 
Li (2000) developed new theoretical models for the prediction of airflow rate and neutral 
level of buoyancy-driven displacement ventilation taking into consideration the impacts of 
temperature stratification for various temperature distribution conditions introduced above. 
Chen and Li (2002) extended the application of theoretical analysis to the spaces with multiple 
openings. Three flow modes for a single-zone building with three-level openings (one top, one 
bottom and the other intermediate level) were identified and they suggested that for certain 
ranges of building geometry, flow bifurcation may occur between the flow modes depending on 
the initial conditions according to their mathematical models. Fitzgerald and Woods (2004) 
performed similar research based on the same ventilation conditions and argued that the result 
of flow bifurcation numerically obtained by Chen and Li (2002) did not exist physically. Tha 
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impacts of the additional intermediate opening on the neutral 
height and flow rate were also 
investigated. 
A theoretical model was also derived by Holford and Hunt 
(2003) with the attention 
focused on the capacity of atrium spaces to assist the ventilation of adjacent 
buildings and the 
result of the model was also compared with that from physical modelling. 
Guidelines were also 
obtained accordingly for the ventilation situations defined 
in the research. 
The airflow performance of buildings with heating at multiple 
levels with various 
opening conditions was investigated by Livermore and Woods 
(2007). Theoretical models for 
building with two openings and three openings were developed. 
Laboratory experiments were 
also performed to verify the models obtained analytically. 
For three-opening circumstances, 
three different flow regimes were identified. The applications of the models were also 
introduced. 
Compared to the fruitful research on the heat sources, very little research can 
be found in 
relation to the neutral level when the displacement ventilation and the mixing interact. One 
exception is the work performed by Haslavsky et al (2006), who observed that, in a full scale 
enclosure with upper and lower openings, the height of the neutral plane varies with the ratio 
between the opening heights (areas) of the upper and the lower openings and it was possible for 
the neutral level to intersect with the larger opening resulting in bi-directional flow. However, 
the generalised algorithms for the prediction of the neutral level and the airflow rate have not 
been proposed regarding to this condition. 
Computer simulation was also applied to study buoyancy-driven ventilation. CFD with 
various settings was used by Jiang and Chen (2003)(2003) to investigate the buoyancy-driven 
single-sided natural ventilation and the results were compared with full-scale experiments in 
order to validate the turbulence models. Ji and Cook (2007) further demonstrated the capability 
of CFD for predicting buoyancy-driven ventilation airflows and some guidelines for the use of 
CFD for atrium spaces were provided by Schild (1995). The impacts of design parameters on 
the performance of single-sided mixing ventilation have been investigated by CFD methods 
(Papakonstantinou et al. 2000; Favarolo and Manz 2005). It was found that the vertical position 
of the opening was the most important parameter affecting ventilation performance, and other 
variables such as wall thickness, opening width could also be influential. CFD has also been 
employed for the study of displacement buoyancy-driven ventilation (Allocca et al. 2003). It 
was shown that the results obtained from CFD änalysis'are within a 10% difference from the 
semi-analytical results. 
It can be seen that from the above review that the heat sources and the resulting 
temperature distributions are the key factors for the performance of the buoyancy-driven 
ventilation but little research is found related to the ventilation performance when solar 
radiation acts as the main heat source. In addition, most of these investigations are focused on 
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either mixing type of ventilation or displacement ventilation but the interaction between them 
when the neutral level intersects with one opening has not been well understood. It is also 
suggested that in the review that CFD is a valuable tool for the study of buoyancy-driven 
ventilation with appropriate settings. 
2.5.3 Combined natural ventilation in atrium spaces 
When wind-driven forces and the buoyancy forces in atrium spaces are significant 
simultaneously, combined natural ventilation will occur as a result. The two forces may operate 
in the same or in opposite directions, depending on the direction of the wind and on whether the 
internal or external temperature is the higher. 
For simple spaces, the buoyancy force is usually very small' in hot weather, as the 
temperature difference is generally not large, and the wind force will dominate the performance 
of combined natural ventilation. However, in atrium spaces, the buoyancy force can be very 
strong due to the large height and the intensive incident solar radiation and the two forces may 
be of similar magnitude. As introduced above, the two forces do not necessarily assist each 
other and may oppose one another (See Figure 2.16). Thus, in order to make better use of this 
phenomenon to provide passive cooling effects, it is of practical importance to understand its 
behaviour under various circumstances and the impacts of related design parameters. 
" Theoretical analysis 
Consider a simple one-zone building with combined ventilation as shown in Figure 2.16. 
Assume that the indoor air temperature is uniformly distributed. When the buoyancy force and 
wind force assist each other, as illustrated in (a), the pressure difference driving the airflow can 
be considered as that driven by the buoyancy forces in addition to that by wind forces. This can 
be expressed by the following equation: 
Ap =P0(T, -T. 
)gh+Apw 
T. (2.19) 
Thus, the calculation of the airflow rate can be obtained by integrating Equation (2.19) 
with Equation (2.6) as follows: 
q_ (CDA). 
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WIND (b} WIND ýý' 
Figure 2.16: A schematic diagram illustrating the conditions for which wind and buoyancy 
forces assist (a) or oppose (b) each other (Heiselberg et al. 2004) 
It is shown by this equation that, there is a Pythagorean relationship between the 
combined buoyancy and wind-driven velocity and the velocities which are produced by 
buoyancy and wind forces acting in isolation, i. e.: 
q2=q +9w (2.21) 
This result is also confirmed by laboratory experiments (Hunt and Linden 1999). 
Equation (2.21) also means that the airflow rate can be increased at most by 40% than it would 
be with the single force alone (when two forces are of equal magnitude). 
When the two forces oppose each other, as illustrated in Figure 2.16 (b); the equation for 
the calculation of the airflow rate becomes: 
q -, (CDA), 




Thus we have: 
9Z =I qb -9wl (2.23) 
It can be seen that the Pythagorean relationship can still apply, except that the role of the 
combined airflow rate has changed from hypotenuse to side. This equation also shows that the 
combined airflow rate can be considerably reduced if the two forces are in opposite direction 
and this should be avoided in practice. 
For both assisted and opposed ventilation conditions, according to energy conservation, 
we have (assuming that all the energy is from heat source and all other parts of buildings are 
adiabatic): 
E= pCCq(T, -To) (2.24) 
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" Review of the research in relation to combined ventilation in atrium spaces 
Following the above equations, one interesting question may be raised with regard to 
opposed ventilation: if the wind forces and the buoyancy forces are equal, then the airflow rate 
will be zero according to Equation (2.23), so how can Equation (2.24) be tenable and where will 
the energy from the heat source go? 
A number of researchers have tried to address this problem. Li and Delsante (2001) 
obtained three possible solutions for one building with the opposed natural ventilation using 
theoretical analysis. Although one of them is not stable numerically, the other two are possible 
and valid depending on initial conditions. It was also found that the performance of opposed 
ventilation has hysteresis behaviour under certain circumstances, i. e., the airflow does not 
change continuously and some "jumps" may occur when two forces become of similar 
magnitude. It could be inferred that the airflow rate will never fall to zero when the two forces 
are equal, unless both of them are zero in the first place. 
This result was further verified by laboratory experiments (Hunt and Linden 2004). For 
a space with a point type heat source on the floor, displacement ventilation will occur if two 
openings are provided at the top and bottom respectively and the indoor air temperature will 
also be stratified into two layers. For small opposing winds, a steady two-layer stratification 
and displacement ventilation is established. Exterior fluid enters through the lower leeward 
openings and buoyant interior fluid leaves through the upper windward openings. In this regime, 
the increase in wind speed increases the depth and temperature of the warm upper layer, and 
reduces the ventilation rate. If, on the other hand, the wind speed is very high, the reversed flow 
is maintained, the stratification is destroyed and mixing ventilation occurs. It was also observed 
that the transitions between these two flow patterns are not continuous and exhibit hysteresis. 
The change from displacement ventilation to mixing ventilation occurs at a higher Froude 
number (the dimensionless ratio between buoyancy force and wind force) than the transition 
from mixing to displacement. 
Andersen (2007) further studied the multiplicity, stability and hysteresis of the solutions 
of opposed ventilation with an example in real practice. It was shown that unambiguous 
solutions could be obtained if the difference between indoor and outdoor air temperature was 
known at the start point, and the specific conditions, under which the discontinuities occur were 
also identified. 
Examples of solution multiplicity in opposed ventilation were also illustrated by other 
experiments and CFD simulations (Li et al. 2001; Heiselberg et al. 2004) and consequently it 
was concluded that the setting of initial conditions for CFD analysis would be very crucial for 
the achievement of correct results. 
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Buoyancy and wind-driven assisting ventilation was also investigated by a number of 
researchers. Hunt and Linden (2001) examined the performance of displacement ventilation 
driven by a point source on the floor of an enclosure assisted by wind. The airflow rate was 
increased owing to the wind pressure and two-layer stratification and displacement ventilation 
were maintained over a range of wind speeds, even when the wind-induced flow far exceeded 
the flow induced by the buoyancy force. Increasing the wind speed raised the position of the 
interface and decreased the temperature of the upper layer. For significantly larger Froude 
number, the displacement flow broke down. The value of the initial Froude number at which 
the transition occurs was determined by Hunt and Linden (1999). The phenomenon of solution 
multiplicity or hysteresis has not been observed for buoyancy and wind-driven assisting 
ventilation. 
However, it should be noted that most investigations introduced above are focused on 
the bulk flows and generally assume that the air movement in the space is ignorable and only 
small openings are employed. In fact, from the flow pattern point of view, the airflows driven 
by the two forces will never entirely assist each other everywhere in the flow field, even if the 
bulk flow has the same direction, simply because the directions of the driving forces are quite 
different: the wind forces are horizontal towards the direction of the wind whilst the buoyancy 
forces are vertical towards the sky. This may suggest that, even if the bulk flows of the two 
forces assist each other, those phenomena observed for opposed ventilation may still exist. 
In addition, the above theoretical analysis seem to suggest that, the reason for the 
occurrence of the solution multiplicity and hysteresis is that the direction of the airflow at either 
opening has to change suddenly without reaching to zero in order to keep the conservation of 
energy. Thus, it would be interesting to know whether these phenomena still take place when 
large openings are incorporated where bi-directional flows can occur demolishing the sudden 
change of the flow direction. 
These issues will be the main concern of this research regarding the combined 
ventilation of atrium spaces and in addition, the effects of solution multiplicity on the evaluation 
of the ventilation performance will also be examined, based on which design guidelines can be 
developed. 
In order to take the flow pattern into account, computer simulation tools will have to be 
used. It has been found that, CFD has also been employed for the study of combined buoyancy 
and wind-driven ventilation. Examples include Allocca at al. (2003) and Cook et al. (2003) and 
the guidelines they developed for the settings of CFD provide important basis work for this 
research. 
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2.6 Summary 
An overview of the fundamental knowledge in relation to the ventilative cooling of 
atrium spaces, including their historical development, the characteristics of their energy use, 
thermal comfort and natural ventilation, has been provided in this chapter. This is intended as a 
basis from which to develop the research embodied in the remainder of the thesis. 
It has been clearly shown that, as a vital and exciting feature of the present architectural 
era, atrium type buildings are undergoing a great revival and have been incorporated as a design 
element with increased frequency for the last few decades. Early examples of atrium buildings 
in different climates imply that climate is an important factor for the incorporation of atrium 
spaces and atrium spaces have the potential to. provide passive cooling effects. 
The thermal environment of atrium spaces is usually characterised with warmer 
conditions than the external climate, and this is also accompanied by non-uniform distribution 
of thermal properties, and more significant air movement due to greenhouse and stack effects. 
They can be used in various ways: as solar collectors, buffer zones and also for natural 
ventilation. However, in spite of the benefits resulting from these characteristics, such as the 
success achieved in cold climates like Scandinavian areas, risks and difficulties can be brought 
on for ventilative cooling purposes, which will be the main problems to be solved in this 
research. 
Aimed at the issues proposed in Chapter One, relevant research is reviewed in detail and 
the research topic is further refined as follows: the thermal comfort assessment needs to take 
some important factors of such type of space into consideration, such as the impacts of solar 
radiation on MRT and vertical air temperature stratification; the airflow for wind-induced 
ventilation of atrium spaces may be driven by recirculation rather than the main flow due to the 
unavailability of the openings at the occupants' level and thus the roof design is extremely 
important to achieve a better ventilation performance; the performance of the buoyancy-driven 
ventilation is sensitive to the conditions of heat sources, and a new approach for the prediction 
of the neutral level when the displacement ventilation and mixing ventilation interacts with each 
other is needed; with respect to combined ventilation, the existence of solution multiplicity and 
hysteresis will be tested for two common conditions of atria: (1) bulk flows of the two forces 
assist whilst the flow pattern is not the same; (2) bi-directional flow occurs, and the effects of 
these special phenomena on the evaluation of the ventilation performance will be studied. 
Focused on these problems, the next chapter will discuss the method to be employed for the 
investigation of this study. 
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AIRFLOW RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
It has been clarified in Chapter One that the primary concern of this research is to deal 
with the thermal comfort assessment of atrium spaces and three types of ventilation strategies 
for cooling purposes including airflows driven by wind forces, buoyancy forces and combined 
forces, and the detailed research directions have been highlighted in Chapter Two. Although 
there is no universal method that can be applied for the study of both thermal comfort and 
natural ventilation, investigations of airflows are the key issue for both of them and this plays an 
important role of the whole research. 
With the focus to choose the appropriate methodology for air movement study, this 
chapter starts with a review of the research methods that are commonly used for airflow studies 
(Section 3.2) and then describes the tool employed for this project according to the research 
purposes (Section 3.3), followed by validations. The settings of the tool adopted in the research 
are investigated in order to optimise its use for accurate and sensible results in Section 3.4 and a 
summary is finally provided in Section 3.5. 
3.2 Review of the research methods for air movement studies 
According to the type of information required about air movement and the level of 
accuracy and complexity, various research tools may be used ranging from simple theoretical 
algorithms for the calculation of the global airflow rate to sophisticated computerised fluid- 
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dynamic techniques solving Navier-Stokes equations. In general, research methods in relation 
to air flow can be categorised into three groups as follows: theoretical methods, experimental 
methods and numerical methods. 
As introduced in Chapter One, the main concern of the study of air movement in this 
research is to understand the impacts of the design characteristics of atrium spaces and develop 
design guidelines accordingly. For this purpose, a parametric study that consists of a large 
number of tests regarding various design and environmental scenarios will be the basic 
requirement. In addition, it has also been mentioned in Chapter Two that precise control of 
some parameters, such as neutral level and airflow rate will also be investigated in the research. 
As a consequence, a method that can achieve fast solution but does not comprise accuracy has 
to be employed. Below is a review of the methods available for air movement study, and then 
based on the above criterion, the appropriate tool is selected and introduced further in detail. 
3.2.1 Theoretical and semi-empirical methods 
Generalised theoretical and semi-empirical methods mainly offer general correlations to 
calculate the bulk airflow rate, or the mean air velocity in the building zone (Santamouris et al. 
1998). These integrate the airflow with a number of associated parameters, such as the wind 
velocity, temperature difference and basic building configuration. Simple methods of this group 
that are widely used include the British Standards method developed in the UK (BS5925 1991) 
and the ASHRAE method in the USA (ASHRAE 2001). Some theoretical models in relation to 
the natural ventilation in atrium spaces have also been introduced in Chapter Two. Recently 
this group of methods also extended to the calculation of more sophisticated situations, such as 
buoyancy-driven air flow in a thermally stratified one-zone building with different settings of 
openings (Li 2000; Zhai et al. 2002; Anderson 2003). Tables 3.1 and 3.2 from British Standard 
(1991) show schematically the proposed formulae for different airflow patterns under various 
conditions. 
These tools are still the most widely used at the early stage of the design process 
because of their simplicity for implementation, and they are of great use because they offer a 
fast first estimation of the airflow rate or of the mean air velocity, but should always be used 
within limits of their applicability. Nevertheless, it is very difficult for theoretical methods to be 
employed for parametric studies of design characteristics, as they can only cope with simple 
geometries. 
3.2.2 Experimental methods 
Experiments can be performed on the level of either full size buildings or physical 
models in order to investigate impacts of different variables on air flow. Early work on building 
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ventilation in relation to wind-driven flows was, and still is, extensively studied in wind tunnels. 
For airflow driven by wind forces, the air flow pattern around the building is generally governed 
by inviscid dynamics, and in addition, separation is a major factor in determining the wind flow 
around the building, particularly downstream of the windward face. Most buildings have sharp 
corners and wind speed plays only a minor part in determining the flow pattern. As a result, the 
airflow pattern around buildings can be regarded as independent of Reynolds number, which is, 
of course, why wind-tunnel modelling has been so successful in determining airflow 
characteristics (Linden 1999). 
When using this technique, pressure coefficients are determined by the measurement of 
each scenario and then used to calculate the air flow through vents at different locations on the 
facade (See Section 2.5.1 for further information on the correlation between pressure 
coefficients and flow characteristics). Nevertheless, it is difficult to obtain the detailed flow 
patterns in and around buildings by wind tunnel and there is usually little consideration of the 
mechanics of the flow. 
Conditions Schematic representation Formula 
(a) Due to wind Q=0.025Au= 
10 
Plan 
(b) Due to temperature 
difference with two 2 Crf1 
rýJý ý' 
openings -"" 








(c) Due to temperature 
difference with one A r46. &Ib] Q- C' 
opening tI 3lÖ 
If an opening light is present 
-- = Q=C 
1ý) 
d 
Where J(() is given in Figure 7 
Table 3.1: Formulae for single-sided ventilation (BS5925 1991) 
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Conditions Schematic representation Formula 
(a) Wind only Qw - CdA, ur (ACc)' 
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NOTE It should be appreciated that, in practice, some openings exist unintentionally. e. g. junctions between building components. 
and that such openings will contribute to the ventilation actually achieved. 
Table 3.2: Formulae for cross ventilation (BS5925 1991) 
In contrast to wind-driven air flow, it was difficult to carry out studies of buoyancy- 
driven ventilation at small scale because of the increased importance of viscous effects at the 
low Reynolds numbers obtained. In recent years the group at Cambridge overcame this 
problem (Linden et al. 1990; Baker and Linden 1991) and developed the methodology of small- 
scale modelling using water as the working liquid. Buoyancy forces are produced by salinity 
differences within the fluid. This technique is widely adopted after development and some 
examples have already been introduced in the previous chapter regarding the buoyancy-driven 
ventilation in atrium spaces (See Section 2.5.2). 
Experimental methods are very helpful because they are straight-forward and they can 
be performed without too much expertise on the theoretical mechanism of the air movement, 
especially when the mechanics of the flow is very clear. However, experimental methods are 
still not flexible enough for the parametric study due to the difficulty of changing physical 
modes. Furthermore, the discrepancy of the two methods for buoyancy-driven and wind-driven 
flows also means that it is not easy to make use of a single experiment to study a flow in which 
the two forces are equally important, which is usually the case for atrium type buildings. 
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3.2.3 Numerical methods 
Numerical methods consider air flow in a different way: they admit that an analytical 
solution to airflow problems does not exist, because as a continuous fluid, air does not have a 
uniform behaviour and there are too many influential factors. As a result they divide the whole 
space into large numbers of small control volumes, each of which can be considered as having a 
uniform property and build up a string of equations based upon conservation laws. All the 
functions are then solved using iteration procedures. According to the level of modelling 
complexity, two different numerical approaches can be generally distinguished for the 
prediction of the air flow in buildings: zonal network methods and Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) models. 
Developed in 1970s for the simulation of infiltration and internal airflow between 
spaces of one building (Lebrun 1970), zonal network models are usually adopted to simulate a 
building with a number of spaces based on the "well-mixed air" assumption. The whole 
building is represented by a grid that is formed by a number of nodes that stand for the 
simulated zones and the exterior environment. Interaction between various zones is denoted by 
flow paths linking their respective nodes. Thus, the spaces of a building are represented by 
nodes and the openings are represented by linking flow paths. Interaction with the outdoor 
environment is represented by flow paths linking interior and exterior nodes. All nodes are 
attributed a pressure value and are solved together. As stated earlier in Chapter Two (See 
Section 2.3.2), a significant feature of the thermal environment of atrium spaces is that there 
may be strong vertical temperature stratification and the indoor air cannot be regarded as 
uniform in this situation. As a consequence, the basic assumption of zonal network methods 
may not be valid for the use of atrium spaces, unless splitting vertically the space into a number 
of small zones that have generally the same air temperature (e. g. Laouadi and Atif 1999; 
Voeltzel et al. 2000; Laouadi et al. 2001; Laouadi et al. 2003). 
Based on the solution of the Navier-Stokes conservation equations, namely, the mass, 
momentum and energy conservation equations, CFD programs allow the explicit calculation of 
the air temperature and velocity field of a. flow as well as easy visualisation for post-processing. 
With the development of computing techniques, CFD methods have been greatly advanced and 
widely applied during the last few decades. They are versatile for the simulation of all kinds of 
flows including both steady and unsteady, both compressible and incompressible, both single- 
and multi-phases. It offers the potential of obtaining much richer details about the air flow and 
much lower cost than traditional laboratory experiments. More importantly, it provides a higher 
degree of flexibility for the use of designers and is suitable to perform parametric studies, as 
building parameters can be easily altered in modelling process. Some examples that use CFD to 
study the air movement issues associated with thermal comfort, natural ventilation and energy 
use in buildings have already been introduced in Chapter Two. In addition, as is widely 
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recognised, the turbulence intensity may have a significant impact on the assessment of thermal 
comfort (IS07730 2005) and CFD is the only available tool to achieve this information at an 
early stage. 
As described earlier, the main concern of the air flow study in this research is to 
investigate the impacts of design characteristics of atrium buildings on the performance of 
different flow regimes of air movement and to obtain information relevant for the study of 
thermal comfort and energy. Considering the flexibility and the versatility of the tool required 
by this research, CFD is the option to be employed and details are introduced in the following 
section. 
3.3 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) 
3.3.1 CFD basics 
" Governing equations 
The fundamental governing equations of fluid dynamics, i. e. the continuity, momentum 
and energy equations are the mathematical statements of three fundamental physical principles, 
which are respectively conservation of mass, Newton's Second Law and conservation of energy. 
Room air flow can be considered incompressible as velocities tend to be low, in the order of 
metres or centimetres per second (air is considered incompressible at Mach numbers less than 
0.3, about 100 m/s, which is impossible for ventilative cooling purposes). Air, like many 
common fluids such as water, is newtonian (newtonian fluids display a linear relationship 
between shear and strain rate). Given the above description on the properties of the fluid, the 
following set of differential equations can be written to describe room airflow. They are 
presented in the common Navier-Stokes formulation (Schlichting 1968) and in three- 
dimensional Cartesian coordinates. 
Conservation of mass 
aP+a(Pu)+a(pv)+a(pw)=o 
(3.1) 
at ax aý az 
Conservation of momentum 
a 
(Pu) +a (Puu) + 
at & 
a 
(Pvu) +a (Pwu) _- 
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+a 
a a ax eX 
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ax cl a 
+ p ! -Pgß(TT-T) (3.4) +a 
z z x 1 1 s 
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Conservation of energy 
a (pc T)+ 
a (pc uT)+ 
a (pc vT)+ 
a 
(pc wT) =ak 
E- 
+9'" (3.5) 
ar ax ° ay az ° ax, ax, 
In essence, all these equations can be generally understood as (Patankar 1980), 
unsteady terms + convection terms = diffusion terms + source terms 
" Turbulence modelling 
Most flows of practical interest experience some degree of random turbulent 
fluctuations. These fluctuations are caused by instabilities between inertial and viscous forces 
(Fox et at. 2006). As the turbulent fluctuations enhance the transport of momentum, heat, and 
pollutants, they must be considered in the formulation and solution of the equations of motion. 
Although the problem has been investigated for well over a century, there is still no general 
approach to the solution of turbulent flows and instead empirical data has to be resorted to 
(Tennekes and Lumley 1972). 
The approaches to solving the flow equations for a turbulent flow field can be roughly 
divided into two classes according to their complexity and computational intensity (Versteeg 
and Malalasekera 1995). Some approaches, such as direct numerical simulations (DNS) and 
large eddy simulation (LES) attempt to resolve all of the spatial and temporal details of 
turbulent fluctuations with little or no assumption, which necessitates very fine grid and time 
steps. Examples of the applications of this group of methods that have been made include 
Nielson (1998), Emmerich and McGrattan (1998), Jiang and Chen (2003), etc. These methods 
still remain limited to very simple geometries (e. g., channel flows, jets and boundary layers) and 
are extremely computationally expensive to run. Jiang (2002) indicated that, with reduced 
number of grids, LES still require 4-5 days computing time of a fast workstation for the 
simulation of the wind-driven natural ventilation in a simple model, which is not acceptable for 
most practical applications. 
The alternative to these approaches, which is also found in most CFD packages, is to 
solve the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations by treating random fluctuations 
with statistical methods mainly focused on time-averaged mean velocity and pressure. The 
equations of motion are filtered with respect to time, so that rather than modelling the details of 
the turbulent motion, these methods account for the influence of turbulence on the time-mean 
motion. The time filtering generates new terms in the equations, which approximates the 
impact of the high-frequency fluctuations on the time-mean motion. 
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If a turbulent flow is considered within RANS, each instantaneous variable in equation 
of (3.1 to 3.5) is replaced by the sum of a time-mean component and a fluctuating component, 
i. e.: 
P=P+P'; u=ü+u '; v=v+v'; w=w+w'; T=T+T' (3.6) 
Substituting these expressions into equation (3.1) to (3.5) results in the Reynolds 
averaged form of the motion - 
Conservation of mass 
aP+ a (p )+ a (pv) +a (pw) =o (3.7) at ax ay az 
Conservation of momentum 
aaaa (P )+ (P u)+ (Pvu)+ 
2 (Pw ) =-aP + - 
a ü 
Pa + , 
aý, 












-Pv, uj, (3.9) aY aZ Gý)I ax, ax, a1' 
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Conservation of enemy 
&(pcT)+a 
(pcpuT)+I(pcv')+ (pcpTT)= k1 pc°T'u'ý +q(3.11) 
i J. 
The new terms appearing in the momentum equations (-pu, 'u' ) contain the high- 
frequency fluctuating velocity components and are known as Reynolds stresses. The new terms 
appearing in the energy equation (-pc, 77u, ) contain the fluctuating components of temperature 
and velocity, and are known as turbulent heat fluxes. 
As the number of equations is still five but the number of variables has doubled, more 
equations are needed to close the system of above equations. According to the eddy-viscosity 
concept based on the analogy between molecular and turbulent diffusion proposed by 
Boussinesq (1877), the turbulent stresses are assumed to be proportional to the gradients of 
mean-velocity, 
-u, uj, - 
N" au, + öu (3.12) 
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where A, is defined to be eddy viscosity. The molecular viscosity u is a property of the fluid 
while u, is a property of the flow - it can differ significantly from one flow to another and can 
vary through a flow domain. Similarly, the turbulent heat fluxes are assumed to be proportional 
to the gradients of mean-temperature, 
_pT'u'J -rO (3.13) 
where r is the turbulent diffusivity of heat. Like the eddy viscosity, it is a property of the flow 
rather than of the fluid. Since turbulent transport of momentum and heat or mass is due to the 
same mechanism - eddy mixing - it is expected that the value of the turbulent diffusivity r is 
close to that of the turbulent viscosityu, . The turbulent Prandtl number, a, 
is introduced to 
relate the turbulent diffusivity of heat and the eddy viscosity and it is usually considered as 
constant, 
0" (3.14) 
By substituting equations (3.12) to (3.14) into equations (3.8) to (3.11), the governing 
equations become the following. 
Conservation of mass 
at +a 
(pü)+ (pv)+ (pw)=0 (3.15) 
& ay 
Conservation of momentum 
a (Pu)+ a aa aP a (Pvu)+ (Pwu)--+ (N+N. ) (Puu)+ a a, + (3.16) at ax aZ DY 
J J 




(Pwv)aP+ a (N+A) +au) (3.17) 
a (Pw)+ a (P ')+a(P )+a(Pww)= 
at ax ay az 
az &I 
+ (P+A) ax + -PSQ(f. -T) 
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The new form of governing equations is nearly identical to that of the initial ones. The 
only differences are the momentum and heat diffusion coefficients. In order to calculate p, and 
hence make the solution of the above equation series possible, some algorithm has to be used 
and this is the job of turbulence models. 
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Depending on the number of equations used to calculatep,, the turbulence models can 
be classified into the following groups: zero-equation models (mixing length models), one- 
equation models such as the Spalart-Allmaras model, two-equation models such as k-e models, 
algebraic stress models (ASM) and Reynolds stress models (RSM). The order also shows the 
sequence of computational cost from lowest to highest. A detailed review of this group of 
models is provided by Rodi (1980). 
Despite its weakness when dealing with some complex flows, the standard k-c model, 
proposed by Launder and Spalding (1974) is the most commonly used and validated turbulence 
model in small-scale applications such as rooms due to its robustness, relatively low 
computational costs and generally better numerical stability than other turbulence models. 
However, for large-scale applications such as urban wind studies, the standard k-e model has 
clear disadvantages and over-predicts the turbulent kinetic energy in regions of stagnant flow 
(Franke et al. 2004). More advanced k-e models such as the renormalization group (RNG) 
k-c model (Yakhot et al. 1992) and the realizable k-c model (Shih et at. 1995) are increasingly 
used as remedies. 
Studies were, and are still being carried out to compare the performances of different 
turbulence models. Examples include Leschziner (1991), Murakami (1993), Chen (1995), Chen 
and Chao (1996), etc. There is still no evidence showing that any turbulence model can be 
universally applied for all kinds of flows, although the k-e family is the most widely adopted. 
The selection of turbulence models for different flows is largely based on precedents and the 
relevant work carried out by others. 
" Boundary conditions 
The governing equations introduced above characterise the transient fluid motion and 
heat transfer throughout the air volume of the room's computational domain. However, a 
closed system of flow transport equations that can be solved mathematically has not been 
formed until the boundary conditions are specified at all the boundaries around the flow field. 
When boundary conditions are applied to define the domain boundary (e. g. wall surfaces, 
openings), the distribution of air flow and heat transfer within the room can be fully described. 
Essentially, the boundary conditions impose the influence of the domain's boundary upon the 
equations of motion. 
Two things are the most important for the specification of boundary conditions of a 
flow. First is the location of the computational domain. Typically this is defined to encompass 
a single room's air volume and the domain boundary is placed at the internal surfaces of the 
fabric components (walls, windows, etc. ), thus excluding the solid masses from the 
computational domain. As a result, the boundary conditions must accurately account for the 
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effect of the fabric components upon the room air, otherwise predictions of air flow and heat 
transfer throughout the room will suffer. However, sometimes part of the information on the 
boundary conditions of an air volume might not be available. For example, when dealing with 
natural ventilation of a space, what we know is the wind velocity of outside, but the air velocity 
at the openings is not clear. In this situation, the typical computational domain will not be 
applicable and the computational domain has to be extended to include some outdoor 
environment. 
Another important issue that should be noted is that boundary conditions have to be 
expressed in such a way that they can reflect the reality and also be quantified and absorbed by 
next-to-wall air points. This becomes very tricky when the computational domain includes 
outdoor environment, as the boundaries will be entirely fictitious in this case. Furthermore, the 
nature of the airflow near the boundaries may be different flow other parts of the domain to be 
calculated and hence special near-wall handling techniques - so-called "wall function" will have 
to be applied. Detailed treatment of this issue will be introduced in the next section regarding 
the validation and settings of the tool for the use in this research (See Section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3). 
" Solution procedures 
The partial differential equations (3.15) to (3.19) given in the previous subsection fully 
describe room air flow and heat transfer. However, the equations are highly non-linear and 
strongly coupled: each momentum equation contains all three velocity components; temperature 
appears in Equation (3.4) and the energy equation contains the velocity components. Only 
simplest problems can be solved analytically (e. g. Lienhard 2004). 
Numerical discretisation techniques are introduced to render the problem to a solvable 
level. Basically, this involves approximating the governing differential equations by one of the 
well-established numerical procedures such as Finite Volume Method (FVM) (Patankar 1980), 
Finite Difference Method (FDM) (Roache 1972) and Finite Element Method (FEM) (Baker 
1983). The FVM is more popular than the other two, because not only does it'reflect the 
physical phenomenon more realistically, it is also generally more robust and economical in 
computational time, and the majority of commercially available CFD codes use the FVM 
solution techniques. 
With the FVM, the whole space is subdivided into finite volumes using a gridding 
system. Rather than solving over the continuum, all the dependent variables are calculated only 
at those discrete points located at the centre of each volume. In this way, all the partial 
differential equations are discretised and linearised into a set of simple algebraic relations. 
There is still one difficulty before these equations can be solved: an approach is 
required to deal with pressure-velocity linkage and the lack of an equation for solving pressure. 
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One of the most widely used methods that link the velocity to the pressure is the SIMPLE 
(semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations) procedure developed by Patankar and 
Spalding (1972). This method uses a staggered grid so that correction to the velocity 
components can be made using the pressure values at the neighbouring grid nodes. 
The solution of all the discretised algebraic equations is based on iteration procedures - 
the calculation continues until convergence is achieved, that is, until further iteration produces 
no significant change in the solution variables. Various criteria can be used to judge whether a 
solution has converged, including a critical variable such as the heat flux of a specific surface or 
more commonly, the equation residuals for each grid point. 
Above is a brief description of how CFD works. Some other approaches are also 
possible, but the techniques reviewed here are the most widely used for room airflow and heat 
transfer simulation, and are also those employed in this study. 
3.3.2 CFD applications for air flow and heat transfer prediction in buildings 
During the last two decades there has been great interest in both applying and 
developing CFD programs for building airflow and energy studies. For building applications, 
CFD can be used to analyse a wide range of important issues in relation to airflow including 
wind force, air temperature and velocity distribution, energy flows, thermal comfort and 
dispersion of pollutants. Nielsen (1974) was credited with the first application: the two- 
dimensional modelling of a room with flow driven by a supply air diffuser. Predictions of the 
jet's decay were found to agree well with experimental measurements. Modelling was soon 
extended to three-dimensional and other kinds of flows and significant success was achieved. 
Detailed review of the application of this tool is provided by Whittle (1986), Nielsen (1989), 
Liddament (1991), Jones and Whittle (1992), Moser (1992), Chen and Jiang (1992), Emmerich 
(1997) and Spengler and Chen (2000). These reviews conclude that CFD is powerful in 
predicting building air movement, although users' knowledge, experience and skills with CFD 
are essential for the accuracy of the simulation results. 
The applications of CFD for building simulations can be generally divided into two 
strings in terms of the scale of the computational domain: applications in enclosed rooms and 
applications in open spaces. Features of the use of CFD regarding each of them are described in 
the subsequent two subsections. 
" CFD application in enclosed rooms 
For this kind of CFD application, the computational domain is usually defined to be the 
same as the air volume of the building to be simulated. One very interesting trend is revealed in 
the literature of room applications: the vast majority of the successful applications have been for 
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predicting room air flow. Attempts to predict room heat transfer, in particular convective heat 
transfer at internal surfaces for natural convection, have met with much less success. The crux 
of this dichotomy concerns with the nature of building air flows and the modelling of turbulent 
motion (Beausoleil-Morrison 2000). As described before, the standard k-e turbulence model is 
usually employed for room applications, and for the near-wall regions where viscous force is 
dominant, the log-law wall function method (Launder and Spalding 1974) is used. The standard 
k-c model was actually based on the experimental observation of fully-developed turbulence 
and strictly speaking, it is therefore valid for fully turbulent flows but it is not known whether it 
is suitable for other flow regimes. However, indoor airflow is not necessarily fully turbulent 
and errors can incur due to this mismatch. Another weakness is that the performance of the log- 
law wall-function is highly dependent on the gridding of the near-wall regions, because they are 
based on the logarithmic velocity profile with zero streamwise pressure gradient and thus they 
cannot accurately model boundary conditions that have a different velocity profile, such as 
mixed or natural convection or wall jet flows (Chen et al. 1990). 
Beausoleil-Morrison (2000) studied the impacts of implementation of the standard 
k-c model in a weakly turbulent flow simulation based on a model of lEA Annex 20, and it was 
found that the k-e model may over-predict the eddy viscosity U, of the weakly turbulent area. 
The over-prediction of p, may have very different effects on air flow and heat transfer 
calculations: it can be ignored for the former but may result in significant error for the latter. 
This can be explained by examining the diffusion terms of momentum and energy equations 
(see equation 3.16 to 3.19). For weakly turbulent area, the diffusion of momentum is generally 
weak in comparison with the convection of momentum and hence the over-prediction can be 
tolerant; but if this area has large temperature gradient and the diffusion of energy is quite 
strong, the over-prediction will lead to significant mistakes. 
In spite of this shortcoming noted above, the standard form of the k-c model in 
conjunction with the log-law wall functions has been applied more than any other turbulence 
modelling approach for predicting room air flow and heat transfer, although some other 
alternate methods also exist, such as low-Reynolds number k-e model (Lam and Bremhorst 
1981), Yuan wall functions plus k-c model (Yuan et al. 1993), new type of zero equation 
turbulence model (Chen and Xu 1998), etc. However, considering the expensive computing 
cost that these sophisticated methods have to take, they are still mainly used in laboratory 
settings and are not widely employed. 
With respect to log-law wall functions, most researchers improve the simulation of heat 
transfer by adjusting the gridding system of the model. Niu and van der Kooi (1992) suggested 
that the dimensionless spacing to the next-to-wall grid point (y') was the most important and 
the optimum value of y+ was recommended to be 9.2 for the best performance of natural 
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convection simulation. A similar research project was also conducted by Awbi (1998) and the 
optimum distance of the first grid for calculating heat transfer was found to be 0.5mm. Schild 
(1997) reported that the log-law wall function fits the experimental data poorly for values of 
local Reynolds numbers in the range 8< y' < 40, whilst the fit is good in the range of y* <8 
and y+ > 40. Other researchers (Beausoleil-Morrison 2000; Zhai and Chen 2004) also noticed 
that the size of the first grid has significant impacts for the prediction of convective heat transfer. 
One important premise for the CFD application in enclosed rooms is that the conditions 
for the inlets and outlets should be made clear before the implementation of the simulation, as 
they are part of the boundaries. This is easy for enclosed spaces with internal natural 
convection or air-conditioned rooms; however, this may be problematic for the study of natural 
ventilation in and around buildings: as introduced earlier, under certain conditions the air 
temperatures or velocities at the openings on the envelope may not be easily obtained before the 
simulation and have to be treated as unknowns. For this situation, the computational domain 
may have to be extended and encompass part of the outside environment, and in this way the 
building is placed in an open space actually. This will be the topic of next subsection. 
" CFD application in open spaces 
In addition to the definition of the computational domain, the difficulties associated 
with the applications of CFD in open spaces also lie in other aspects such as turbulence models. 
As introduced before, the standard k-e model is usually not applicable in large scale situations, 
although it may produce reasonable results sometimes only "fortuitously" because of its 
overproduction of turbulent kinetic energy in the regions of stagnant flow (Franke et al. 2004). 
More advanced turbulence models will need to be employed as a result. The most widely used 
one to take the place of the standard k-e model is the RNG k-c turbulence model. It has been 
employed in a number of CFD applications in open spaces and urban scale for both buoyancy- 
driven and wind-induced airflows, including those by Ferreira et al. (2002), Allocca et al. (2003), 
Seifert et al. (2006), etc. 
In this study, the computational domain, as introduced earlier, has to include some 
outside environment. Therefore, a question will arise: how far should the domain be extended 
from the building? Additionally, this setting can also result in problems of the specification of 
boundary conditions, as the boundaries for this type of applications are entirely fictitious. 
It is suggested by the research in relation to this issue, that the settings for the use of 
CFD in open urban scale are highly dependent on the regimes of the airflow, i. e., different flow 
regimes need to employ different computational domains and different types of boundary 
conditions. Generally speaking, the rule of thumb for the computational domain of wind- 
induced airflow is that, the bigger the domain, the better the result, except that the inlet is too far 
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from the building so that the boundary layer cannot be maintained up to the building because of 
the decay (Hargreaves and Wright 2006). Most guidelines available are focused on the smallest 
computational domain in order to achieve the balance between the accuracy and the expensive 
time cost. According to Hall (1997), the inlet, the top and the lateral boundary should be 5H 
away from the building, where H is the height of the building. The outflow boundary should be 
positioned at least 8-1 OH behind the building to allow for flow development, as fully developed 
flow is normally used as a boundary condition. With respect to the inlet boundary conditions, a 
wind profile such as a power law or log law is usually specified; the top is prescribed symmetry 
enforcing a parallel flow. In order to obtain accurate results, the minimal grid resolution should 
be 10 cells per cube root of a building volume and 10 cells per building separation. 
As regards the buoyancy-driven ventilation, the size of the computational domain can 
be slightly smaller then the one employed for wind-induced ventilation. In the research carried 
out by Allocca et al. (2003) for the study of single-sided buoyancy-driven ventilation, the 
building was placed in the centre of a domain with double width, double length and one and a 
half height of the building size. Boundary conditions for the outside environment were 
specified as follows: solid plates with slip boundary conditions and a temperature equal to the 
outdoor air for all the side boundaries, zero pressure boundary at the outdoor air temperature for 
the upper boundary, and solid adiabatic plate with non-slip boundary for the lower boundary. 
Cook and Lomas (1997) used a domain with double width, length and height of the building for 
a simulation of buoyancy-driven displacement ventilation and all the boundary conditions for 
the domain are specified as zero pressure inlets for the approximation of the outside 
environment. Unlike the wind-induced ventilation in open spaces, there are still no guidelines 
available on the settings of the size of the computational domain and of the boundary conditions. 
Another problem for the buoyancy-driven natural ventilation is that it may be difficult 
for the solution to reach convergence using the default settings for solution techniques and 
under-relaxation factors because the driving force of the airflow is very small which leads to 
numerical instabilities (Cook 1998). Strategies have to be implemented in order to overcome 
this problem and one of the most popular is to use a time-dependent approach to obtain a 
steady-state solution (FLUENT 1996). This approach has also been adopted by a number of 
researchers simulating buoyancy-driven airflows, including Cook et al. (2003), Cook et al. (2005) 
and Ji et al. (2007). 
An alternative approach is also suggested for the'simulation of buoyancy-driven natural 
ventilation, i. e. to directly use the building itself as the computational domain and both vents are 
modelled as outlets at zero pressure and zero gradients for other variables. Generally speaking, 
the former method is preferable than this approach for two reasons. First, the result obtained 
with the former approach is much more accurate (Allocca et al. 2003), as its condition is more 
similar to the real environment. Another disadvantage of this latter method is that, by 
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specifying the uniform zero pressure on an opening, it is difficult to simulate bi-directional 
flows for large openings, which was the case for mixed flows introduced in Section 2.5.2 and 
will be one of the main concerns to be investigated in a later chapter. 
The settings of CFD for the simulation of combined ventilation are generally a mixture 
of the settings for buoyancy-driven ventilation and those for wind-induced ventilation. The 
computational domain for combined ventilation should be similar to the one employed for wind- 
induced ventilation in order to make sure that the wind profile is maintained and well developed, 
but the boundary conditions should also include the information of outdoor air temperature. 
One feature that distinguishes the settings of combined ventilation study from those of wind or 
buoyancy-driven ventilation is that the settings of initial conditions should be taken into account. 
As introduced in Chapter Two, multiple solutions may exist for one condition of combined 
ventilation and the right solution for that moment depends on the initial conditions. 
The above analysis indicates that CFD is a valuable tool for the simulation of air flow 
and heat transfer but the result can be very sensitive to its settings, especially those of 
computational domain, boundary conditions, turbulence models, gridding system, etc. It is 
therefore very essential that any program and related settings need to be validated before 
intensive use. A commercially available CFD program, FLUENT is employed in this study to 
perform the calculation procedures introduced above. It is described in more detail in the 
following section. 
3.3.3 FLUENT 
Initiated and partly developed at the University of Sheffield, UK in the early 1980s, 
FLUENT is one of the most popular CFD programs used all over the world. It has been 
successfully applied in various kinds of applications in relation to fluid dynamics such as 
aircraft aerodynamics, meteorology, biomedical engineering, nuclear engineering, building 
engineering, etc. It is also a useful research tool for building energy and ventilation studies to 
predict room air flow and heat transfer. A large number of research projects in literature have 
been accomplished with FLUENT (e. g. Wang and Wong 2006; Ayata et al. 2007). 
The general procedures to use FLUENT (1996) consist of. 
" Creating model geometry and grid; 
" Choosing the basic equations to be solved; 
" Specifying material and boundary properties; 
" Setting the solution control parameters; 
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" Calculating and saving the results; 
" Refine the grid, or make revisions of the numerical or physical models, if necessary; 
Post-processing the results. 
3.4 Settings and validation of FLUENT for this research 
J 
As stated in section 3.2.2, CFD programs may introduce intolerant mistakes if 
inappropriately set and hence their settings have to be validated before intensive use. General 
validation of FLUENT can be easily found in literature, and in particular, they have ever been 
extensively employed for the study of the thermal and ventilation issues in greenhouses used for 
agriculture (e. g. Montero -et al. 2001; Bartzanas et al. 2004; Khaoua et al. 2006). Although 
different focuses are placed for agricultural purposes, this still shows that this tool is capable of 
dealing with spaces with similar characteristics of greenhouses such as large volume, strong 
temperature stratification and roof openings, which are also the geometrical and thermal 
characteristics atrium spaces may have. 
As reviewed in Chapter Two, a variety of flow regimes will be simulated and 
investigated in this research. Since the settings for them are not identical, the following 
subsections will present those of the three basic flow regimes respectively, including wind- 
induced ventilation, buoyancy-driven ventilation, and combined ventilation with particular 
attention on the settings of computational domain, boundary conditions, meshing and turbulence 
modelling. In addition, the settings of FLUENT for the simulation of internal natural 
convection also need to be validated in order to accurately model the heat transfer from the heat 
source for both buoyancy airflows and thermal comfort studies. Simulations with these settings 
will be performed with results compared to experimental or empirical data for the verification of 
their validity. Before doing these, the validation methodology, including the commonly used 
approaches and the general criterion, is introduced first as the basis for the whole validation 
process. 
3.4.1 Validation methodology 
Simulation errors can be classified into two groups consisted of seven categories 
(Beausoleil-Morrison 2000) as follows: 
External errors: 
" Differences between the actual microclimate affecting the building and the weather 
input used by the program; 
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" Differences between the actual schedules, control strategies, and effects of occupant 
behaviour and those assumed by the program user; 
" User error in deriving building input files; 
" Differences between the actual thermal and physical properties of the building and 
those input by the user. 
Internal errors: 
" Differences between the actual mechanisms taking place in the real building and the 
simplified model of those physical processes in the simulation; 
" Errors or inaccuracies in the mathematical solution of the models; 
" Coding errors. 
The external errors principally relate to user factors that are outside the domain of the 
simulation program, and the internal sources of error are the focus of consideration in the 
context of the current research. Due to the physical complexity of buildings and the nearly 
infinite possible data input combinations, the comprehensive validation of a detailed simulation 
program is an impossible task. Judkoff and Neymark (1995) proposed a pragmatic approach 
composed of three primary validation constructs to check for internal errors. These are: 
" Analytical verification; 
" Empirical validation; 
" Comparative testing. 
With analytical verification, the program (or subroutine) output is compared to a well- 
known analytical solution for a problem that isolates a single heat transfer mechanism. As 
suggested in the review of the research methods, typically this necessitates very simple 
geometries and boundary conditions. Although analytical verification is limited to simple cases 
for which analytic solutions are known, it provides an exact standard for comparison. 
Program outputs are compared to monitored data with empirical validation. The 
measurements can be made in real buildings, controlled test cells, or in a laboratory. The design 
and operation of experiments leading to high-quality data sets is complex and expensive, thus 
restricting this approach to a limited number of cases. The characterisation of some of the more 
complex physical processes, such as detailed turbulence structure, is often excluded due to 
measurement difficulties and uncertainty. 
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A program is compared to itself or other programs with comparative testing, which 
usually includes both sensitivity testing and inter-modal comparisons. For CFD validations, 
usually the independence of the grid system needs to be checked for this step. 
It can be seen from the above description that, the general procedures for the validation 
of the CFD settings are consisted of the comparisons with other research methods introduced 
earlier including generalised analytical algorithms and the experiments. These procedures will 
also be implemented for the validation of the CFD settings for each flow regime. The criteria 
used for the justification of each validation in this research can be described as follows: 
" Qualitatively, the CFD simulation should show the same tendency as the other 
analytical algorithms and experimental data when a building or environmental parameter varies; 
" Quantitatively, the discrepancies between the results of the CFD simulations and 
those from other sources should be less than 30%; 
Only when both of the above criteria are satisfied, can the CFD settings be adopted for 
further use in the research. These criteria have also been widely applied by other researchers, 
such as (Zhai 2003). 
3.4.2 Settings of FLUENT for internal natural convection (heat transfer) 
The simulation of internal natural ventilation has two purposes in this research. The 
first is to predict the air temperature and velocity distribution at the occupants' level for the 
thermal comfort evaluation; secondly, the settings for the internal natural convection will also 
be used for the simulation of the heat source. in buoyancy-driven natural ventilation. 
" Settings of FLUENT 
For most situations in buildings, Ra number is usually about 109-1010, and it can be even 
higher in atrium spaces due to strong solar radiation and large height. Therefore, natural 
convection in atrium enclosures is turbulent rather than laminar and the standard k-c turbulence 
model is employed. As suggested before, the size of the first grid is very important to the 
accuracy of simulation results and it is specified to be 5mm, which yields the y' value of around 
7-10. The computational domain for the study is identical to the boundary of the air volume of 
the space without any outdoor environment included. The coupled implicit scheme is used for 
discretisation of the flow. The internal surface heated by the sun, which works as the heat 
source, is specified with a constant temperature and other surfaces are specified as adiabatic or 
the same temperature according to the research need. As the temperature difference is small - 
generally from a few degrees to several tens of degrees, boussinesq approximation is employed 
to express the relation between the change of density and that of temperature. All the data 
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regarding to the thermophysical properties of air used in this research can be found in Appendix 
B, such as the air density, viscosity, etc. Convergence criteria of all variables are set to be 10'3. 
" Empirical validation 
A validation is performed using the experimental data from literature to investigate the 
performance of the above settings. The case chosen to be tested is the experiment carried out by 
Olson et at (1990). The experiment included measurement of natural convection in both a full- 
size room and a physical model. Figure 3.1 shows the configuration of the full-scale room with 
the opposing hot and cold side walls. The small-scale model was geometrically similar, had the 
same Ra number, and had the same dimensionless side wall temperature as the full-scale room. 
The experiment found good agreement between the full-scale room and the scale model in now 
patterns, velocity levels, temperature distributions, and heat transfer. It is also used by other 
researchers for CFD validation purposes. This study is focused on the convective heat transfer 
at the hot and cold walls and compares the simulation results with the experimental results of 
the physical modelling. 
The simulation results are shown in Figure 3.2. It can be seen that, qualitatively, the 
dimensionless number indicating the convective heat transfer coefficient, Nu, from both 
measurement and simulation, has the same trend with the increase of the Ra number indicating 
the ratio between the strength of buoyancy and viscous forces; quantitatively, the results from 
the simulation and the experiments are in good agreement and the discrepancy is less than 15%. 
" Grid independence study and comparison with semi-empirical algorithms 
As analysed previously, the quality of the gridding system also have significant impacts 
on the simulation results. Thus it is essential to perform a study to ensure that the meshing 
system adopted is reasonably independent. A prototype atrium space of this study, based on 
which other design alternatives are created, is simulated to investigate the influence of the grids. 
The geometry of the space is illustrated in Figure 3.3 and it is 12m wide and 12m tall with a roof 
angle of 45'. The upper part of the right-hand side wall heated by the sun and the temperature 
difference between the heated wall and other parts is assumed to be 20'C. All other surfaces are 
assumed to be adiabatic. 
Figure 3.4 presents the results of the convective heat transfer coefficient and y' of the 
heated wall calculated by FLUENT for different gridding system (See Table 3.3). The 
convective heat transfer coefficient from the simulation is also compared with the coefficients 
from other semi-empirical algorithms. It can be seen that the results from the simulation lie in 
somewhere in-between other results calculated from those well-known semi-empirical 
algorithms, which significantly increases the credibility of the settings described before for the 
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use of this study and it can be concluded that the settings introduced above can be used to obtain 
satisfactory results for heat transfer simulation. It is also observed that there is fluctuation of the 
convective heat transfer coefficient predicted by CFD and y' keeps increasing before gridding 
system No. 5 but the results can be generally considered independent of the gridding system 
after that. As a consequence, grid No. 5 is chosen for this study (See Figure 3.5 for detailed 
























Figure 3.1: Configuration of the test case (Olson et al., 1990) 
-0- coefficient of hot w all calculated by FLUENT 
-a-coefficient of hot wall by experiment 
-a- coefficient of cold w all calculated by FLUENT 
-f- coefficient of cold w all by experiment 
1.3 1.6 2 2.2 2.4 2.5 2.8 3.2 3.4 3.6 4 
RaxElO 
Figure 3.2: Comparison of the convective heat transfer coefficients calculated by 
FLUENT and the experiment 
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L=12M 
Figure 3.3: The geometry and environment definition of the primary study 
Table 3.3: Different gridding systems for internal natural convection study 
No. 123456789 
Number of grids 
(horizontal edge 160x160 200X200 200x240 240x240 240x280 280x 280 320x320 360x360 400x400 















-4 -y+ calculated by FLUENT 
-a- convective heat transfer 
coefficient calculated by FLUENT 
-i- convective heat transfer 
coefficient suggested by CIBSE 
(CIBSE, 1998) 
--ý- convective heat transfer 
coefficient from (Alamdari and 
Hammond, 1983) 
--*--convective heat transfer 
coefficient from (Khalifa and 
Marshall, 1990) 
Figure 3.4: y' and the convective heat transfer coefficient of the heated wall of the 
prototype 
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5mm 
Figure 3.5: The grid system employed for internal natural convection study in this 
research 
3.4.3 Settings of FLUENT for wind-induced ventilation study 
The wind-induced ventilation study is aimed to investigate the impacts of design 
parameters such as adjacent buildings, root shape and opening characteristics on the ventilation 
performance. It is assumed that the buoyancy force is negligible and hence the heat transfer will 
not be simulated. Only two-dimensional (2-D) study is performed in this research and hence the 
settings introduced below are all made for 2-1) situations. 
" Settings of FLUENT 
As introduced previously in the review of CFD applications in open spaces, the 
computational domain for the wind-induced ventilation study has to he extended from the 
building itself to include part of'the outside environment. This is illustrated by the Figure 3.6 as 
follows. 
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Figure 3.6: Schematic illustration of the computational domain for wind-induced 
ventilation study 
Following the recommendations of many other researchers (See Section 3.3.2), the 
RNG k-c turbulence model is employed for the simulation of the turbulence characteristics of 
the wind-induced airflow. An equilibrium boundary layer is prescribed for the inlet. Unless 
specified, logarithmic law relationship (Etheridge and Sandberg 1996) is specified for the 
oncoming wind velocity and the boundary condition for the turbulent kinetic energy and its 
dissipation is described according to the formula provided by Richards and Hoxey (1993). 
These can be expressed by Equation (3.20) to (3.22): 








x(zo + y) 
where zo is the surface roughness and is specified as 1.05m to represent the conditions for urban 
areas and the reference height is chosen as that of the roof level of the building. As introduced 
before, the outlet is specified with outflow type boundary condition and the upper boundary is 
prescribed as symmetry. 
Since heat transfer is not considered for wind-induced ventilation, all the walls are 
regarded as adiabatic. The distance of the first grid is specified to achieve 30-60 for the value 
of y+ in order to achieve the best performance of the wall function and thus improve the 
accuracy of the simulation for near-wall treatment (FLUENT 1996). This is realised by grid 
adaptation after each run until the value of y+ falls into the region requested. Second order 
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approximations are used for the solution of algebraic equations. More strict convergence 
criteria, rather than those of default settings, i. e., the residuals of 10' for all variables, are 
adopted. 
" Validation 
One empirical validation with respect to the use of FLUENT with the settings 
introduced above for the simulation of wind-induced ventilation has been reported by Seifert et 
al. (2006). The wind-induced ventilation around a cubic box is simulated and the wind pressure 
coefficients obtained from the simulation are compared with the measurement from (Castro 
2003). It is shown in Figure 3.5 that the simulation results generally show the same trend as the 
measurement and good agreement is achieved. It can also be seen that the RNG k-c turbulence 
model has a better performance than the standard k-c model, especially for the simulation of top 
and lateral surfaces. 
As this research will be mainly focused on the general flow pattern and ventilation 
performance under various conditions other than aspects with respect to pressure coefficients, 
another two further simulation runs are carried out addressing these two issues. Figure 3.7 
shows the general flow pattern around a cubic box from a 2D simulation. According to the 
simulation, the oncoming flow will separate at the corner of the leeward wall and the roof; the 
wind stagnation in front of the building will cause a standing vortex at the bottom; a reverse 
flow will be incurred on the roof due to the wind separation and after some distance the flow 
will reattach the roof; there is a strong recirculation flow behind the building. All these 
significant flow characteristics observed comply with other measurements and numerical 
studies for the building under the same condition. 
Nevertheless, the horizontal length of the recirculation behind the building might be too 
long compared to some other studies, such as (Tutar and Oguz 2002). This is attributed to two 
reasons. Firstly, the size of recirculation is significantly affected by the inflow characteristics 
(Zhang et al. 1993; Castro 2003), i. e. the settings about wind, which is determined by a lot of 
factors including local conditions such as density, ground roughness, etc and there are no 
general settings available for all kinds of oncoming wind. Thus, different settings of wind 
usually result in very different size for the recirculation zone. Secondly, the simulation is only a 
2D study and it is expected that the horizontal length of recirculation zone is longer in a 2D 
simulation than in a 3D simulation (Boyer and Kim 1988; Castro 2003). 
Apart from the validation with experiments, an analytical verification is also performed. 
Figure 3.8 shows the detailed flow field of a building with the same geometry as those studied 
in the previous simulation but two openings are added: one on windward wall located half a 
meter above the ground and the other on the leeward wall at the position half a meter lower than 
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the roof. Both openings have a height of one meter. The X-coordinate air velocities for the 
inlet, together with their positions are plotted in Figure 3.9. By averaging the velocity at each 
position, it can be obtained that the bulk flow rate is approximately 1.06m/s. A simple 
calculation can also be made based on Equation (2.8) and by using the pressure coefficients 
shown in Figure 3.6 and assuming that the discharge coefficient of both openings is 0.61, which 
is the normal expectation for windows. It can be obtained that the airflow rate is 1.02m/s. This 
means that the airflow rates predicted by both methods are generally agreeable with a 
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of wind pressure coefficients on the cube between CFD simulation 
and measurement (Seifert et al. 2006) 
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Figure 3.9: The distribution of X-coordinate air velocities at the inlet for the wind-induced 
ventilation of a cubic building 
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" Grid independence study 
For wind-induced ventilation, the size of the first grid and the grid density of the whole 
computational domain are still the main concerns of the grid independence study. The first grid 
size is specif ied as 20cm to achieve a value of 30-60 fory; and the grid is adapted after each run 
according to'the y+ value to make sure its average for the whole building surface is neither too 
high nor too low. As regards the grid density, in order to calculate the airflow rate across the 
building, a relatively large number'of grids are placed near the opening, and to avoid highly 
skewed grids, the grid density in the space and around the vicinity of the space should not be 
reduced too quickly. These conditions actually have already made the grid density in the whole 
computational domain higher than the guidelines suggested by other researchers (e. g. Hall 1997; 
Franke et al. 2004) and it should be already high enough for this study. This is further verified 
by a number of simulations for the same prototype used for the study of internal natural 
convection with different grid density shown in Figure 3.3. Two openings are placed at the roof 
level, and one on windward side with the other on leeward side. They occupy one third of the 
area of the whole roof (See Figure 3.13). The reference wind velocity U= 4m/s. The gridding 
systems that are tested in the independence study are listed in Table 3.4. 
Table 3.4: Different gridding systems used for the grid independence study of wind- 
induced ventilation (the grid density of other edges are half of that of the opening) 
No. 12345 
Number of grids 10 15 20 25 30 for each opening 
Figure 3.10 compares the air velocity distributions at the occupants' level predicted by 
the five different gridding systems and those at roof level are shown in Figure 3.11. Generally 
they agree on with each other very well both quantitatively and qualitatively. By increasing the 
grid density from No. 1 to No. 5 (three times as shown in Table 3.4), the velocity change is less 
than 15%. This accuracy is sufficient for a parametric study, and it is also acceptable for the 
design and engineering use, especially at the early stage. Moreover, gridding system with a 
density higher than No. 5 will take a very long time to reach convergence, i. e. usually about 16- 
20 hours. This will not be suitable for a parametric study which requires running a large 
number of simulations. Considering both accuracy and time cost, No. 3 is chosen as the typical 
grid system for this project, as shown in Figure 3.12. The general flow pattern is shown in 
Figure 3.13. 
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Figure 3.10: The air velocities at the occupants' level (y=1.6m) simulated for grid 
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Figure 3.11: The air velocities at the roof level (y=15m) simulated for grid independence 
study of wind-induced ventilation 
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Figure 3.13: The flow field obtained from the simulation for the grid independence study 
for wind-induced ventilation (the No. 3 grid system is used) 
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3.4.4 Settings of FLUENT for buoyancy-driven ventilation study 
Generally speaking, the concern of buoyancy-driven ventilation study in this research 
is 
the same as that of wind-induced ventilation, i. e. to investigate the air velocity distribution at the 
bottom, bulk airflow rate and general flow pattern. In addition, also similar to the wind-induced 
ventilation, the simulation of buoyancy-driven ventilation has to be realised by placing the 
building in an open scale, because the air velocities at the openings are not known in the first 
place. However, unlike the large numbers of references that are found for the CFD settings of 








Figure 3.14: Schematic illustration of the computational domain for buoyancy-driven 
ventilation study 
" Settings of FL UENT 
Following the review in Section 3.2.2, the RNG k-E turbulence model will be used; the 
Boussinesq model is used to approximate the relationship between the density and temperature 
change; all the building walls are regarded as adiabatic except the heat source part; of ground 
AB and CD shown in Figure 3.14 are also specified as adiabatic; "fictitious walls" AF and DE 
are specified as slip walls with the temperature being the same as the outside air temperature; 
the upper boundary EF is specified as zero-pressure boundary with outside air temperature. 
However, there is no clear guidance on the settings of the size the computational domain, i. e. the 
appropriate lengths of AB, CD and DE are unknown, and this will be the topic of next 
subsection. 
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With regard to the numerical settings, in order to achieve convergence, an unsteady- 
state approach is used to obtain a steady-state solution and the time scale for each step is 
calculated according to (Bejan 1995): 
At-~ z_ 
L 
44 g/30 TL 
(3.23) 
Second order approximations are used for the solution of algebraic equations. The 
default settings of convergence criteria, i. e. the residuals of 10' for all variables, are adopted. 
" Study of computational domain 
A successful computational domain for buoyancy-driven ventilation should be capable 
of leading to a stable and sensible solution and more importantly, those fictitious walls should 
not have any direct "contact" with the main flow in the simulation results, as they do not exist 
physically in reality and their function in CFD is no more than providing temperature for the 
outdoor air. 
Figure 3.15 compares the results from simulations with different computational 
domains for the simple cubic building shown in Figure 3.14. One opening is placed at the lower 
left wall and another opening located at the upper right wall. The floor is heated as the source 
driving the flow. 
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Figure 3.15 (a): The flow field of a cubic building with two openings (computational 
domain: AB=CD=H, DE= 2H) 
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Figure 3.15 (b): The flow field of a cubic building with two openings (computational 
domain: AB = CD = 2H, DE = 3H) 
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Figure 3.15 (c): The flow field of a cubic building with two openings (computational 
domain: AB = CD = 3H, DE = 4H) 
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Figure 3.15 (d): The flow field of a cubic building with two openings (computational 
domain: AB = CD = 2H, DE = 2H) 
It can be seen from above figures that, according to the criterion set at the beginning of 
this subsection, the computational domains of (a) and (b) are not appropriate, because the main 
flow attaches the right wall in the upper part of the domain showing that there is an interaction 
between them. Field flows of simulation with computational domains (c) and (d) are more close 
to the reality, as the "fictitious walls" are independent of the flow. Although the inside flows 
simulated by all different domains are very similar, the flow out of the building also have some 
influence. For instance, the outflow direction near the outlet undoubtedly will be very 
important for the analysis of opening methods of the outlet. 
Figure 3.15 also suggests that a bigger size does help to obtain the correct solution (See 
(a) to (c)), which is also the rule-of-thumb for wind-induced ventilation study, a more effective 
way to achieve that is to modify the aspect ratio of the computational domain. Essentially the 
idea of using "fictitious walls" is based on the premise that they should be far away enough 
from the building and main flow in order to provide information about temperature only. 
However, the upper boundary does not necessarily have to be placed very far away from the 
building. In fact, locating the upper boundary too far from the building will not only result in 
expensive computational time cost but- also bring on more risk because the main flow expands 
because of entrainment thus becomes nearer to external side wall. Having considered these 
issues, 'the computational domain illustrated in Figure 3.15 (d) is employed in this research for 
buoyancy-driven natural ventilation study. 
" Validation 
A number of validations for the use of CFD have been reported with respect to different 
kinds of buoyancy-driven airflows, such as (Cook and Lomas 1997) for the displacement 
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ventilation of a room with one plume heat source at the bottom, (Ji et al. 2007) for the 
displacement of an enclosure connected to an atrium space. The approach adopted in these two 
projects was to compare the simulation with the generalised algorithm developed based on 
physical experiments. 
The above validations will not be repeated here with FLUENT, because basically the 
mechanism for different CFD programs is the same. Instead, another validation is made below 
for another type of buoyancy-driven ventilation, i. e. the displacement ventilation of a space with 
heated floor. Compared to those validations carried out for plume type heat sources, the 
displacement ventilation of a room with heated floor will be more relevant to this research, as 
the sun patch on the wall, which is a plane source other than a point source, will be the main 
heat source for atrium spaces in most situations. 
As introduced in Section 2.5.2, under this circumstance, the temperature of the whole 
space can be regarded as uniformly distributed, and algorithm for the calculation of the airflow 
rate of this type of ventilation has been developed as follows (which can also be deduced with 
Equation 2.30 and 2.44): 
z1 
Cý = 




This algorithm was also verified with the experiments performed by Gladstone and Woods 
(2001). 
The building geometry used for the study of the size of the computational domain is still 
employed for this validation. The lower opening is located one metre above the -ground while 
the upper opening is positioned one metre below the roof level. Both openings are one metre 
high. As the whole building has a height of 12m, thus the vertical distance between two 
openings is 9m. The outside temperature is specified as 17°C (290K) and the interior floor is 
32°C (305K), thus 15°C warmer than the outside'. The convective heat transfer coefficient is 
specified as 4.15, according to (Denton and Wood 1979). This value also complies with other 
references such as (CIBSE 1988) and (Khalifa and Marshall 1990). The discharge coefficient, 
CD, is assumed to be 0.61, which is commonly used in other research. With all these data, it 
can be calculated that the bulk airflow rate should be 0.39m/s. 
1 To comply with the boundary conditions used in the physical experiments by Gladstone and Woods 
(2001), constant temperature boundary condition is also used in CFD. However, constant heat flux is used 
as the boundary condition of heat sources for the buoyancy-driven ventilation studies in chapter five of 
this thesis in order to avoid the inefficiency of the constant temperature boundary condition to reproduce 
the heat flux. 
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Figure 3.16 shows the distribution of X-velocities at the inlet opening from the 
simulation and the average airflow rate is 0.37m/s. Thus, the discrepancy between simulation 
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Figure 3.16: The distribution of X-coordinate air velocities at the inlet for the 
displacement ventilation of a room with a heated floor 
Figure 3.17 illustrates the vertical temperature distribution for the central line of the 
space. It could be seen that, only for the area very near to the heat source (lower than 1.1 m), the 
air temperature is significantly influenced by the heat source. Areas above that all have the 
same air temperature, which means that there is no vertical stratification. This is agreeable with 
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Figure 3.17: The vertical air temperature distribution of the central line for the 
displacement ventilation of a room with a heated floor 
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" Grid independence study 
The concern of this grid independence study is still with the general grid density and the 
value of y' . The characteristics of settings on y` are a combination of those on 
internal natural 
convection and those on wind-induced ventilation. For the heat source, in order to accurately 
simulate the amount of heat transferred, the settings of the internal natural convection should be 
adopted, i. e. the value of y' should be controlled to be around 9. As for other surfaces, then y` 
should be around 30 - 60, which is also the requirement for wind-induced ventilation. 
For the study of grid density, the same prototype used before is simulated with five 
different gridding systems. Two openings are incorporated at different heights, as shown in 
Figure 3.20. Other conditions and settings are the same as those for validation study. The 
tested gridding systems are listed in Table 3.5. Figure 3.18 compares the air temperature 
distributions of the simulations with different grid densities and the air velocity distributions are 
illustrated in Figure 3.19. 
Table 3.5: Different gridding systems used for the grid independence study of buoyancy- 
driven ventilation (the grid density of other edges are half of that of the opening) 
Y 
No. I2345 
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Figure 3.18: The air temperature distribution at occupants' level (y=1.6m) simulated with 
different gridding systems for the displacement buoyancy-driven ventilation of a room 
with a heated floor 
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Figure 3.19: The air velocity distributions at occupants' level (y=1.6m) simulated with 
different gridding systems for the displacement buoyancy-driven ventilation of a room 
with a heated floor 
It can be seen from Figures 3.18 and 3.19 that, although the discrepancy of the 
simulation results on air temperature distributions is generally small (less than 5%), coarse grids 
underestimate the air velocities at the middle area of occupants' level: the results of all five 
simulations are divided into two groups and the air velocities predicted by the gridding systems 
No. 1 and No. 2 are generally lower than other gridding systems. Considering both accuracy and 
time cost, No. 3, i. e. 20 grids are placed to discretise each opening, is adopted as the typical grid 
system for this research, as illustrated in Figure 3.20. The general flow pattern simulated for the 
grid independence study is shown in Figure 3.21. 
3.4.5 Settings of FLUENT for combined ventilation study 
" FLUENT settings 
As has been stated earlier, the CFD settings for the ventilation driven by combined wind 
and buoyancy forces are a combination of those for wind-induced airflows and those for 
buoyancy-driven airflows. As the main concern of this research is to investigate the airflow 
when the two forces oppose each other, only the settings for this condition will be introduced. 
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Figure 3.20: The typical grid system used in the simulation of buoyancy-driven ventilation 
ýýý 111 
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Figure 3.21: The flow field obtained from the simulation for the grid independence study 
for buoyancy-driven ventilation (the No. 3 grid system is used) 
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Figure 3.22 illustrates the computational domain employed for the opposed ventilation 
study in this research. Most distances of the computational domain are identical to those for 
the wind-induced ventilation study, such as AF and CD. I lowever, it should be noted that the 
distance AB is prolonged to I OH. This is because, when the buoyancy forces are much stronger 
than the wind forces, the air will ºnove out of the building from the upper opening on the left 
hand side and the air movement in the computational domain is dominated by buoyancy forces. 
As introduced in the CFD settings for the buoyancy-driven airflows (Section 3.4.3), in this 
situation the vertical boundaries AF and DE should be placed far away from the building to 
avoid the direct "contact" with the main flow. As a consequence, the distance of AF has to be 
enlarged since the distances of AF and CD have already reached the minimum. 
The oncoming wind blows from the left hand side and the wind profile used is the same 
of that for the wind-induced ventilation study, except that the temperature is specified as the 
outdoor air temperature (boundary AF). The boundary DF is still specified as outflow, and 
boundaries AB and CD are prescribed as walls with the outdoor air temperature. The top 
boundary EF cannot be specified as symmetry any longer, as the air may go through it when the 
buoyancy forces are dominant. As a result a zero-pressure boundary with the outside air 
temperature is used instead. Nevertheless, this change of the top boundary of the computational 
domain may also bring on discrepancies of the simulation results from those obtained ('ruin 
wind tunnels, since wind tunnels could not reproduce the "zero-pressure" boundary' lör the top. 
This will significantly influence the relevant validation when wind forces dominate the airflow, 
which will be introduced later. 
Other settings are generally the same as those tör buoyancy-driven airflow simulations, 
such as the use of Boussinesq model, RNG be turbulence model, unsteady-state approach, 
second order approximations for the solution of algebraic equations and the convergence criteria. 




Figure 3.22: Schematic illustration of the computational domain for combined ventilation 
study 
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" Validation 
As has been introduced in Chapter Two, there are a number of research projects that 
have already used CFD to investigate the combined ventilation, including, Allocca et al. (2003), 
Cook et al. (2003), and Ileiselberg et al. (2004), and it has been shown CFI) is capable of 
studying sonic important characteristics of the problems with airflows with opposed forces. such 
as solution multiplicity. 
The CFD settings introduced above will be further validated with a case more pertinent 
to this study compared to other references in the literature: that is, when the floor is heated as 
the heat source driving the buoyancy forces whilst the oncoming wind blows from the upper 
opening side. Generally the environmental conditions of this model are the same as those used 
for the buoyancy-driven validation study, except the presence of the wind. The building 
geometry and the openings' locations and sizes are also the same as those employed for 
buoyancy-driven validation study. Constant heat flux is specified as the boundary condition for 
the floor which emits energy of 50W/m'. In order to simulate both the conditions where wind 
forces control the airflow and the conditions where buoyancy forces are determinant. the 
reference wind velocity increases from 0 to l m/s with a step of 0.1 m/s. 
A generalised algorithm has been developed for the calculation of the airflow rate based 
on the equations of energy and mass conservations for combined airflows introduced in Chapter 





where a is defined as the thermal buoyancy air change parameter and can be calculated as: 
a =ý(C'A)'ýz (Rh)` (3.27) 
y is the wind air change parameter predicted by: 
(CI) A)* (A ACI> (3.29) 
where the pressure coefficientACP is obtained using the results from the validation study of the 
wind-induced ventilation (see Figure 3.6). With the relevant parameters known, the thermal 
buoyancy air change parameter and the wind air change parameter can he calculated and 
consequently the airflow rate can be predicted by directly solving Equation (3.26). It can also 
be seen from Equation (3.26) that multiple solutions may exist due to the multiple selections for 
the symbols for the absolute value. This analytical approach has also been validated with the 
experiments carried out by Gladstone and Woods (2001). 
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As has been introduced earlier, special attention has to be paid to the settings of the 
initial conditions in order for the CFD simulation to find the multiple solutions. A two-way 
approach is employed for this purpose (Duan and Li 2005). Firstly, conventional zero 
initialisation is used to simulate a situation where wind forces are much stronger than the 
buoyancy forces, such as reference wind velocity is I m/s and the heat source is kept constant as 
50W/m2. Next the wind velocity is gradually reduced with a step of 0.1 m/s and the previous 
simulation result was used as the initial condition for the next simulation. Secondly, simulation 
is started again from a buoyancy-dominated case: when the reference wind velocity is zero, and 
gradually increase the wind velocity by a step of 0.1 m/s. The results of the simulations together 
with those from algorithms are plotted in Figure 3.23. 
It can be seen from Figure 3.23 that, the results predicted by CFI) and by the algorithms 
generally show the same trend with the increase of the retcrence wind velocity. Quantitatively, 
the discrepancies between the two approaches are quite small (less than 20%) when the wind 
velocity is below 0.6m/s. Nevertheless, when the wind dominates the airflow, the discrepancies 
become very large. As has been described earlier, the reason for this is the use of' the "iero- 
pressure" condition for the top boundary of the computational domain, which is quite ditl'crent 
from the real conditions employed Ar the experiments and those For the development of the 
algorithm. It should be noted that, however, as the main concern of' this project is about 
multiple solution that takes place when the two opposing forces are in similar scale, the 
inefficiency of the settings for the simulation of wind-dominant flows would not bring 
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Figure 3.23: Comparison between the airflow rates predicted by CH'U and by algorithms 
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Figure 3.23 also shows that, when the reference wind velocity is O. Sm/s, multiple 
solutions exist for different initial conditions. The airflow fields for the two solutions are 
further illustrated in Figure 3.24. It can be observed from Figure 3.23 that more multiple 
solutions can be obtained by using generalised algorithms but they only exist mathematically 
rather than physically. 
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(b) wind forces "look" stronger (air conies into the building from the upper opening and 
get out from the lower opening) 
Figure 3.24: Airflow fields for the multiple solutions when the reference wind velocity is 
0.5m/s 
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" Grid independence study 
It has been introduced that the computational domain for the simulation of combined 
ventilation is much larger than that for either wind-induced ventilation or buoyancy-driven 
ventilation, which means more significance for the use of grids with less density to save the 
computing time cost. 
The building configuration used above for the validation study will also be used for grid 
independence study. All the environmental conditions, including the wind profile, the location 
and intensity of the heat source remain the same as those used for previous validation studies. 
A scenario where the buoyancy forces dominate the air movement (the reference wind velocity 
is 0. l m/s) is simulated for comparison of different gridding systems listed in 'f'able 3.6. The air 
velocity distributions and the vertical temperature profiles simulated by different gridding 
systems arc compared in Figures 3.25 and 3.26 respectively. 
Table 3.6: Different gridding systems used for the grid independence study of combined 
ventilation (the grid density of other edges are half of that of the opening) 
No. 1235 
Number of grids 58 10 12 15 
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Figure 3.24: Vertical air temperature profiles of CFD simulations with different gridding 
systems for combined ventilation 
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" Grid independence study 
It has been introduced that the computational domain for the simulation of combined 
ventilation is much larger than that for either wind-induced ventilation or buoyancy-driven 
ventilation, which means more significance for the use of grids with less density to save the 
computing time cost. 
The building configuration used above for the validation study will also be used for grid 
independence study. All the environmental conditions, including the wind profile, the location 
and intensity of the heat source remain the same as those used for previous validation studies. 
A scenario where the buoyancy forces dominate the air movement (the reference wind velocity 
is 0.1 m/s) is simulated for comparison of different gridding systems listed in Table 3.6. The air 
velocity distributions and the vertical temperature profiles simulated by different gridding 
systems are compared in Figures 3.25 and 3.26 respectively. 
Table 3.6: Different gridding systems used for the grid independence study of combined 
ventilation (the grid density of other edges are half of that of the opening) 
No. 12345 
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Figure 3.24: Vertical air temperature profiles of CFD simulations with different gridding 
systems for combined ventilation 
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Figure 3.25: Air velocity distributions at the occupants' level of CFD simulations with 
different gridding systems for combined ventilation 
It is shown that, the results predicted by different gridding 'systems are generally very 
similar with a discrepancy of less than 5%, although too dense grids may under-predict the air 
temperatures and velocities of some areas in the space (see Figure 3.24 and 3.25 respectively). 
Figure 3.24 also shows that the first two gridding systems may underestimate the air 
temperatures near the ground level of the space. Considering these issues and the balance 
between accuracy and time cost, grid system No. 3 is selected for the use of this research to 
investigate the combined ventilation in atrium spaces. 
3.5 Summary 
The method employed for the air movement study of this research was discussed in this 
chapter. The commonly used research methods, including theoretical and semi-empirical 
methods, experimental methods and numerical methods were reviewed and CFD was chosen as 
the main approach for this research, due to its robustness, cheap cost and flexibility for the 
investigation of design parameters. A commercially available CFD program, FLUENT, will be 
employed. The settings of FLUENT for various flow regimes, such as wind-induced ventilation, 
buoyancy-driven ventilation and combined ventilation, were then introduced and validated 
against well-established theories and recognised experiments. It was shown that, with the 
settings introduced, CFD can be used to achieve sensible results for the study purposes of this 
research on air movement in and around buildings, and consequently this tool will be 
extensively implemented in the next few chapters. 
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DEVELOPING A NEW METHOD FOR THE THERMAL 
COMFORT ASSESSMENT OF ATRIUM SPACES 
4.1 Introduction 
It was stated in Chapter Two that conventional methods for the thermal comfort 
evaluation in buildings had two difficulties dealing with atrium spaces: firstly, they cannot take 
solar radiation into account and thus underestimate the mean radiant temperature (MRT) as a 
result; secondly, the indoor environment has to be assumed as. uniform and temperature 
stratification cannot be accounted for in the space. Focusing on the above issues, this chapter 
sets out to develop a new method enabling the thermal comfort assessment of atrium spaces. 
In order to do this, the environmental parameters of atrium spaces that affect the 
thermal sensation of occupants, including MRT, air temperature and velocity, should be 
modelled first and this is dealt with in Section 4.2 with particular attention on the contribution 
of solar radiation to MRT and the treatment of non-uniform temperature distribution. Since 
several different techniques are used for the environmental modelling, Section 4.3 describes the 
approach to integrate the data obtained from various sources in the modelling process in order to 
realise the assessment. A case study is carried out in Section 4.4 for the demonstration of the 
application of the new method, and finally Section 4.5 provides a summary for the whole 
chapter. 
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4.2 Modelling of the environmental parameters of atrium spaces 
It has been made clear in the review chapter that occupants' thermal comfort level is 
primarily affected by four environmental parameters, which are air temperature, air velocity, 
mean radiant temperature (MRT) and moisture content (See Section 2.4 for details). Generally 
speaking, the passive strategies, such as natural ventilation and shading, can modify the first 
three parameters but their influence on moisture content can be ignored. As a consequence, 
moisture content is usually considered as constant and obtained from weather station, whilst the 
air temperature and velocity and MRT need to be modelled. 
The following parameters are used as the input for the modelling, and in practice these 
parameters can be easily accessed at the early stage by measurement or from other prediction 
tools: 
" The building geometry and orientation; 
" The sun's position and radiation intensity including that of both diffuse and direct 
radiation; 
" The temperature of each surface; 
" The location of glass and its thermophysical properties. 
The thermal comfort condition at the lower occupants' level (1.6m high from the 
ground) will be the only focus for modelling since usually that is the only area occupied. As 
introduced in Chapter Two, a new code has to be developed for the MRT modelling accounting 
for the solar radiation and CFD can be used for the modelling of air velocity and air temperature. 
These two modelling procedures will be introduced respectively in Subsection 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. 
As described in the previous chapter, , 
the mechanism for CFD requires discretising the 
whole computational domain into a large number of small elements, and equations for each 
element are then derived based on the conservation laws. In order to keep the consistency with 
CFD for the further assessment of thermal comfort, the MRT code has to use the similar 
approach to divide the plane at the occupants' level for MRT calculation and the two gridding 
systems employed by the MRT code and CFD should be the same for the final integration. 
4.2.1 Modelling of MRT 
Traditional MRT calculation method is based on the radiation transfer mechanism and 
only the radiative heat transfer from the walls are taken into account. It is derived by using 
absolute surface temperature and the view factor of each surrounding surface, which can be 
expressed by the following equation: 
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I 
T, n t 
(F, T, 4 ) 
=ý 
(4.1) 
where Tmrt is the mean radiant temperature, F, is the view factor from the point interested to 
the surface i, T, is the temperature of surface i and j is the total number of internal surfaces. 
This formula does not consider the influence of solar radiation and thus cannot be applied to 
atrium spaces with large areas of glazing. 
La Gennusa et al. (2005) derived a new MRT calculation algorithm taking solar 
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where Tmr1 is the mean radiant temperature for the grid to be calculated, F, is the view factor 
from the grid to the surface i; F, is the view factor from the grid to the glass surface j; T, is the 
temperature of surface i; Cdn is day-night coefficient (equal to 1 in the daytime and to 0 in the 
night time); Cf is the shading coefficient (equal to 1 when the point is hit by the solar beam and 
to 0 in other cases); e is the emissivity of the human body; a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; 
a,. 
,d 
and a,,, b are the human beings' absorption coefficient 
for diffuse and direct solar 
radiation respectively; Id 
,j 
and Ib are the diffuse and direct solar radiation the grid to be 
calculated receives; fp is the effective area of the projected area of a person. 
Apparently the above equation is too complicated to be solved analytically, thus 
numerical methods have to be resorted to, i. e. the occupants' level has to be divided into a 
number of small grids and then the MRT is calculated for each of them respectively, which also 
means that a computer code has to be used to mitigate the tedious task. The following part will 
introduce the factors to be determined for the realisation of the thermal comfort assessment and 
the related approaches for this purpose. 
It could be seen from the above equation that the radiant heat transfer generally consists 
of three parts: the long-wave, radiation from the wall, the direct short-wave solar radiation from 
the sun that penetrates the glass and the short-wave solar radiation diffused from other surfaces. 
The first part about the radiation from the wall is the same as the traditional method and is 
determined by the view factor and the surface temperature of each wall. The latter two parts are 
about the radiation from the sun and the factors to be determined include the day-night 
coefficient Cd,, and shading coefficient C, , the view factors for diffusion radiation calculation 
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and the solar radiation intensity at the grid. A diagram for the calculation process can be shown 
as below in Figure 4.1. The procedures for the determination of these factors are introduced as 
follows. 
The determination of the coefficient C, n 
is straightforward because it is only related to 
time and the main difficulty will lie in the coefficient C,, which can be determined by the 
following approach: with the sun position and space orientation known, a line parallel to the sun 
rays can be drawn from each grid by the basic knowledge of analytical geometry (one point and 
one slope determine a line). Then whether this line intersects with the plane of glass is checked 
and the value of C, can be designated accordingly: its' value will be specified as 1 if they 
intersect, otherwise it is specified as 0 (as shown in Figure 4.2). 
MRT Calculation 
Radiation from Walls Radiation from the Sun 
N nighttime_I H daytime 
Surface ý Cý=o Con=1 View Factors Temperatures 
Nsee Nnoteee 
Diffuse the sun the sun 
Solar Radiation 




View Factors Diffuse View Factors Solar Radiation 
Figure 4.1: A diagram illustrating the process of MRT calculation for atrium spaces 
Algorithms for the view factors calculations are based on the work of Hamilton and 
Morgan (1952). Since only a simple hexahedral building is considered, two kinds of algorithms 
are needed: one is for horizontal surfaces, i. e. roof and floor, whilst the other is for vertical 
surfaces, i. e. walls (only the horizontal receiving surfaces are considered in this thesis but the 
method developed in this chapter can be easily extended for vertical receiving surfaces). View 
factors for other complicated configurations are also available from other sources' but are not 
discussed here. 
For the walls (see Figure 4.3), the view factor for a small element at the occupants' 
level can be calculated as: 
1A cataloge of radiation heat transfer view factors can be accessed on the website: 
htta: //www. me. utexas. edu/-howell/ 
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where A=a/b; C=c/b; Y=(A2+C2)0.5. 
The direction of the sun rays 
Occupants' level 
Figure 4.2: A diagram illustrating the process of determining the coefficient C, (the figure 
shows an example where the line drawn from the shaded grid at the occupants' level 




Figure 4.3: Illustration of the view factor calculation for walls 
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For the view factors to the roof and floor (see Figure 4.4), the following calculation 
formula can be used: 
A 








(1+ B2)o. s 
tan[(I+B2)0.5 
where A=a/c; B=b/c. 
The solar radiation from the sun that influences the thermal comfort level of an atrium 
building generally includes two parts: direct radiation from solar beams and radiation diffused 
from adjacent buildings or surfaces. The heat transfer process when the solar radiation meets 
transparent surface of a building is illustrated in Figure 4.5, which shows that the solar radiation 
that is incident on a glass will be separated into several parts, including the reflected, absorbed, 
penetrated and diffused respectively. The relative proportion of each part is determined by the 
thermophysical properties of the glass and has been addressed by a number of sources such as 
(van Straaten 1967; Givoni 1976) but for ordinary glass used in buildings the penetrated part is 
usually larger than the others. As a consequence, if the sun's position, the radiation intensity 
and the glass thermophysical properties have been made known at the initial stage, the direct 
and diffuse solar radiation at the occupants' level can be calculated at an earlier stage. 
Nevertheless, it should be noted that only the diffused radiation through the glass is taken into 
account whilst that diffused or reflected short-wave radiation from the walls is ignored. This 
simplification can be regarded as valid for the MRT calculation since most energy incident on 
the walls will be absorbed and then transferred as long-wave radiation, whilst the diffused or 
reflected short-wave radiation only occupies a very small proportion. 
Based upon the above analysis, a code is developed to perform the procedures 
introduced for the MRT calculations at the occupants' level by dividing the occupants' level 
into a number of small rectangular elements. The detailed code can be found in Appendix C. 
Figure 4.4: Illustration of the view factor calculation for roof and floor 
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4.2.2 Modelling of air temperature and velocity 
The modelling of the air temperature and velocity will be implemented by CFD and the 
related settings are very similar to those introduced in the validation studies in Chapter Three 
for different flow regimes. Mostly the evaluation of the thermal comfort level is more 
significant for sealed atria without ventilation, because when ventilation is incorporated, the air 
temperature at the occupants' level will be similar to the outside air temperature and 
consequently the thermal conditions for this circumstance are generally the same as the outdoors 
(this will be demonstrated in Chapter 6, see Figures 6.4&6.9). For this reason, this subsection is 
focused on the modelling of sealed atria without ventilation, although the method to be 
introduced is also applicable for atria with all other types of airflows. 
Figure 4.5: Illustration of the heat transfer process when solar radiation impinges on a 
glass surface 
All CFD settings described in the previous chapter for the simulation of internal natural 
convection are used for this part of study. It should be noted that a non-uniform gridding 
system was used with dense grids near the boundaries and coarse grids in the middle of the 
space to achieve more accurate results; nevertheless, this is very difficult to realise for the MRT 
code and in fact will not be very sensible for the thermal comfort evaluation since the areas in 
the middle of the space are more likely to be occupied than those at the corners and therefore of 
more significance from thermal comfort point of view. Fortunately, as the length of the 
boundary layer near the surfaces are very small compared to that of the edge of building (recall 
that the grid size near each surface is only 0.5mm and the width of the building is 12m), the 
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whole gridding system can still be considered as uniform and the environmental data for the 
boundary layers will be ignored and not used for thermal comfort assessment. 
The above subsections introduced the methods and related underlying assumptions for 
the calculation of MRT and air temperature/velocity respectively. Nevertheless, it should be 
mentioned that these environmental parameters are actually interrelated in reality: the radiant 
heat transfer which determines MRT, is also involved in the heat transfer process for walls and 
air influencing the air temperature and velocity prediction. However, this interaction is 
generally very small and is usually ignored in practice. This assumption is also adopted in this 
research to make the problem tractable. 
4.3 Thermal comfort assessment of atrium spaces 
It was introduced earlier that most thermal comfort indices only consider air 
temperature as the main factor and ignore the effects of solar radiation. In order to account for 
this issue, a widely applied thermal comfort indicator that can take the effects of both radiant 
temperature and air temperature into consideration, PMV/PPD system, will be employed. The 
detailed calculation formulae are Equations 2.1 to 2.5 in Section 2.4.1. 
From the earlier analysis, the air temperature and velocity field at the occupants' level 
can be obtained from CFD and the MRT field can be computed from the code developed. All 
other influential factors are assumed to be known. However, a platform is still needed in order 
to integrate the data from the two analyses. As a high-level language and interactive 
environment capable of performing computationally intensive tasks, in particular the calculation 
in relation to matrix, MATLAB is used for this purpose., FLUENT can export the data of air 
velocities and temperatures from the calculation in ASCII format and then the data can be 
imported to MATLAB. The code for the calculation for MRT calculation can be directly 
developed in the MATLAB environment. Thus, all the data obtained can be finally placed 
together for the PMV/PPD calculation. The code for the PMV/PPD prediction can be seen in 
Appendix D. An application of these procedures for the thermal comfort assessment of atrium 
spaces is shown in the following section. 
4.4 Application of the new method 
4.4.1 A case study 
" Case description 
The geometrical configuration of the case chosen for the demonstration of the new tool 
is shown below in Figure 4.6. It is an enclosed atrium space surrounded by adjacent parts. The 
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length, width and height of the space are all 12m. A typical summer daytime, from gam to 5pm 
is considered and the main purpose for the study is to diagnose whether air temperature or MRT 
is the most important factor possibly leading to overheating. The relative humidity is assumed 
as 50%. As no ventilation is incorporated, air infiltration will be the most significant factor 
influencing the air velocity at the occupants' level, which is assumed as O. lm/s. For the 
PMV/PPD calculation, both of the activity and clothing levels are assumed as 1. Other 
important data, such as the sun position, solar radiation intensity the surface temperatures for 






Figure 4.6: Geometrical configurations of the atrium space that is to be used for the 
illustration of the new method for the thermal comfort assessment (EFGH is the 
occupants' level) 
Table 4.1: Data relevant to the case study 
Surface temperatures (°C) 
top bottom let right back front 
9am 21.2 25.3 24.2 23.1 23.8 22.6 
11am 35.6 27.2 27.8 26.9 28.2 25.8 
IPM 48.7 29.0 32.6 30.7 33.5 28.7 
3m 40.2 28.0 29.3 30.3 31.7 27.6 
5 pm 36.8 27.2 26.8 28.7 27.8 25.9 
Solar radiation 
incident on the roof 
(Wm 2) 
Sun position 
direct diffuse Azimuth Altitude 
9am 353 102 113.7 43.5 
11am 443 186 153.8 56.3 
I pm 443 186 -154.7 56.5 
3 pm 353 102 -115.3 43.8 
5pm 86 20 -88.4 26.4 
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" MRT calculation 
The results of the MRT calculation for each time step are shown below in Figures 4.7 to 
4.11. It can be seen that, the MRT of the areas that the sun can irradiate is much higher than 
that of the area that the sun does not irradiate: usually 10°C or even higher depending on the 
radiation intensity and surface temperatures. If the whole surface is not irradiated (e. g. Figure 
4.11), the MRT distribution has very small variation: only 2 degrees. This actually suggests that, 
solar radiation has a more significant contribution to the MRT than the surface temperatures. 
By comparing the MRT distribution at 9am and 3pm (or 11am and 1pm) when the solar 
radiation for both is the same, the increase of MRT is generally much smaller than that of roof 
temperature; and when there is no solar radiation, the MRT reduces significantly: the maximum 
MRT can reach up to around 310K when where is solar radiation at the occupants' level (see 
Figures 4.7 to 4.10) whilst the maximum MRT is only 302.2K when the sun cannot irradiate the 
occupants' level. 
It is also observed that, the position with the highest MRT is usually in the middle for 
both shaded areas and irradiated areas when the roof temperature is the highest among all 
surfaces or intensive heat transfer is diffused at the roof glass: this is because these areas have 
the largest view factor to the roof surface at this level of height. The position with the lowest 





Figure 4.7: MRT distribution at the occupants' level at 9am 
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Figure 4.10: MRT distribution at the occupants' level at 3pm 
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Figure 4.11: MRT distribution at the occupants' level at 5pm 
" Air temperature calculation 
The results of the air temperature prediction by CFD simulation for each time are 
presented as below from Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.16. It can be seen that, temperatures of those 
grids at the periphery are generally determined by the nearest surface temperatures, and the 
temperatures of those in the centre of the space can be considered as the average of the 
temperatures of surfaces nearby, including the bottom of the space and also the surrounding 
walls. This also suggests that, the temperature of the roof does not have a significant influence 
on the air temperature at occupants' level. Even if the temperature rises to nearly 50°C at 1 pm, 
the highest temperature of the occupants' level is still around 32°C, which is close to the highest 
surface temperature at that time (the temperature of the back surface is 33.5 °C). 






























Figure 4.15: Air temperature distribution at the occupants' level at 3pm 
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Figure 4.16: Air temperature distribution at the occupants' level at 5pm 
" PMV/PPD calculation 
Figures 4.17 to 4.21 show the PMV distribution at the occupants' level for each time 
step by using the tool developed. It can be seen from the results that the PMV distribution has 
the same pattern as the MRT distribution, which means that solar radiation that comes into the 
building through the glass has the most significant impact. This also suggests that, without any 
passive strategies, this building will experience overheating during the period simulated and the 
main cause of overheating of atrium space is the MRT. The greenhouse effect, that used to be 
considered as the biggest problem for overheating, also contributes to the thermal discomfort, as 






Figure 4.17: PMV distribution at the occupants' level at 9am 
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Figure 4.18: PMV distribution at the occupants' level at 11am 
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Figure 4.20: PMV distribution at the occupants' level at 3pm 
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Figure 4.21: PMV distribution at the occupants' level at 5pm 
4.4.2 Discussions 
The previous subsection demonstrated an application of the new method developed for 
the thermal comfort assessment of atrium spaces. It was found that, solar radiation has very 
significant impacts on the thermal comfort evaluation when the sun can irradiate the occupants' 
level as it can dramatically increase the MRT, under which circumstance its effects are more 
influential than the greenhouse effects which can raise the indoor air temperature. 
This result also shows the significance of selecting the glass with appropriate 
thermophysical properties. Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show the MRT and PMV distributions at the 
occupants' level when only direct solar radiation or diffuse solar radiation is considered (the 
radiation intensity is specified as 300W/r2; all surface temperatures are assumed as 24 °C and 
all other environmental and geometrical configurations are the same as the case study for 1I am). 
It is shown that thermal discomfort will occur when the direct radiation is 300W/mz (see Figure 
4.22) but it does not take place when the diffuse radiation is of the same intensity (see Figure 
4.23), and this change can easily realised by the incorporation of a glass with certain 
thermophysical properties. With the thermal assessment tool developed, designers will be able 
to decide what type of glass is needed and whether shading has to be incorporated. 
It was also brought to notice that the temperatures of the surfaces at the upper levels did 
not have significant influence on the air temperature at the occupants' level: it is only 
determined by the air temperatures of the surfaces at lower levels. This is also the fact when 
ventilation is incorporated, which will be further studied in the next few chapters. This finding, 
together with the result introduced above suggests that, in order to avoid overheating in the 
space, the design of lower levels should emphasise the control of air temperature whilst that of 
upper levels should emphasise that of the MRT. As a consequence, in order to maintain the 
thermal comfort at the occupants' level, thermal mass should be used as the main materials for 
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the lower surfaces to mitigate the fluctuation of air temperature whilst shading or glass with 
proper thermophysical properties should be incorporated at higher levels to avoid too much 
direct solar radiation. 
In addition, it is worth mentioning that, apart from research purposes, this new method 
can be applied as a prediction tool at the early design stage to work with other thermal 
simulation tools such as ESP-r and Energyplus to diagnose the main causes of the overheating 
problems of buildings and help with the decision-makers. It can also be used as a monitoring 
tool in real buildings for building energy management and control purposes. It should also be 
noted that, although the approach developed in this chapter only focuses on the thermal comfort 
level at the bottom of the space, it is possible to use the same strategy to deal with other 








Figure 4.22: PMV distribution at the occupants' level when the direct solar radiation 







Figure 4.22: PMV distribution at the occupants' level when the diffuse solar radiation 
intensity is 300 W/m2 and the direct solar radiation intensity is 0 
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Furthermore, it is also hoped that the findings in this chapter can help to develop new 
adaptive thermal comfort models in atrium spaces. It has already been mentioned that the 
adaptive models are focused on the air temperature as the primary indicator, but-in atrium 
spaces the MRT will be equally important. Therefore, if adaptive models are going to be 
developed for free-running atrium buildings, MRT should be incorporated in the models. 
4.5 Summary 
A new tool for the evaluation of thermal comfort level in atrium spaces has been 
developed in this chapter. The temperature and velocity field is obtained from CFD and a code 
is developed for MRT calculation based upon the combination of solar radiation and radiant 
heat transfer from the walls. Then the data from the two sources are integrated using MATLAB 
as the exchanging platform. Finally, an application of the tool is demonstrated by a case study. 
Based on this new approach, it was found that MRT could be a more significant factor 
leading to the overheating of atrium spaces, especially when the sun could directly irradiate the 
occupants' level, which means that the most important passive cooling strategy for this 
circumstance would be the provision of shading devices or changing glass thermophysical 
properties. In addition, it was also shown that the air temperature at the occupants' level is 
mostly affected by the temperatures of the surfaces at lower levels and the temperatures at the 
roof level and the upper areas generally have little influence on the air temperature at the 
occupants' level. 
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WIND-INDUCED NATURAL VENTILATION 
IN ATRIUM SPACES 
5.1 Introduction 
Having developed a new method for the thermal comfort assessment of atrium spaces in 
Chapter Four, the next three chapters will be focused on the study of natural ventilation as a 
passive cooling strategy for atrium buildings with the tool selected and validated in Chapter 
Three. This chapter concentrates on the investigation of wind-induced natural ventilation, and 
the subsequent two chapters will deal with buoyancy-driven natural ventilation and combined 
ventilation respectively. 
Chapter One demonstrated that airflow pattern, air velocity distribution and turbulence 
intensity are the key factors for the evaluation of the ventilation performance of a space, and as 
introduced-in Chapter Two, the most important design parameters that influence these factors 
include roof shape, adjacent buildings and opening characteristics. The investigation of the 
impacts of these parameters will be the main concern of this chapter, and in particular, the 
effects of the roof design will be the primary emphasis. Nevertheless, considering the large 
numbers of possible variations consisted of the above parameters, a thorough study of all 
scenarios is next to impossible. As a result, a basic configuration, based on which alterations 
can be made for comparison, is employed for the parametric study, as shown in Figure 5.1. It is 
a composition of a cubic building with a width of 12m and a height of 12m and a roof, and there 
are two openings at the roof level. Research will be extended to other atria with more 
complicated configurations when the basic version has been sufficiently understood. 
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This chapter starts with a basic analysis of the airflow around a cubic building 
in 
Section 5.2 and tries to identify the possible flow patterns in atrium spaces, based on which the 
effects of the design parameters can be studied. Sections 5.3 to 5.6 investigate the design 
parameters and each section deals with one parameter respectively. Design guidelines are 
produced in Section 5.7 based on the outcomes of the investigations and the findings are also 




Figure 5.1: Schematic illustration of the basic configuration for wind-induced natural 
ventilation study 
5.2 Preliminary analysis 
In order to better understand the driving forces for the air movement in atrium spaces, a 
basic analysis of the airflow around a cubic building is first carried out based on which the 
possible flow patterns in atrium spaces with two roof openings can be defined. 
Wind 







Figure 5.2: The airflow around a cubic building 
It can be seen from Figure 5.2 that, for a sealed building, the oncoming wind blows 
from the left hand side and separates at the roof level when it meets the building because of the 
sharp corner. This results in a stagnation area at the lower level near the ground in front of the 
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building, and as the main flow over the building has an angle from the top surface rather than 
being parallel to it, a reverse flow is produced between the main flow and the roof. The flow 
will reattach to the roof after a certain distance and a recirculation is formed behind the building. 
(Tutar and Oguz 2002) 
If a triangular roof is employed instead of the flat roof, then several different scenarios 
would occur depending on the roof angle. When the roof angle is very large, the roof will 
intrude into the main flow and thus the separation point will move from the left intersection 
corner of the roof and the windward wall to the peak of the roof. Under this circumstance, if 
openings are incorporated, part of the main flow of the wind will enter the building and go 
directly through the roof openings and drive a recirculation in the space, as illustrated in Figure 
5.3 (I). This airflow pattern is actually the same as the one named "skimming flow" by Oke 
(1988) introduced in Chapter Two. However, when the roof angle is small, the separation point 
for the inflow is still at the corner of the roof and the windward wall. In this situation the 
airflow is induced by the airflow below the main flow (suction) such as reattaching flow and 
reverse flow if openings are provided on the roof. Depending on the direction of the air velocity 
at the inlet opening, two airflow patterns can be identified: for the one shown in Figure 5.3 (II), 
the air coming through the inlet goes vertically to the bottom of the space, whilst for the one- 
shown in Figure 5.3 (III), the air flows horizontally forming a small recirculation at the roof 
level and the air movement in the space is driven by a secondary recirculation. 
Wind 
ýýýý 
(I) (II) ((Il) 
Figure 5.3: Three possible airflow patterns for wind-induced natural ventilation in atrium 
buildings with two roof openings 
These three airflow patterns may have very different performances for creating cooling 
effects. Apparently the main flow is much stronger than the reverse flow and "tunnel effect" 
will take place enhancing the airflow going through the openings. Thus the flow pattern (I) 
perhaps induces the highest air velocity at the occupants' level in the space, compared to the 
1 The air speed increases considerably between the obstacles to the wind. This is known as "tunnel 
effect". 
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other two. As regards flow patterns (II) and (III), the air velocity magnitude is significantly 
influenced by the height of the centre of the recirculation and magnitude of the horizontal 
momentum driving the recirculation. A recirculation can be generally considered as a 
symmetric ellipse, and hence the air velocity at the bottom of a recirculation can be regarded 
similar to that at the top with a reduction coefficient which is mostly influenced by the vertical 
size of the recirculation. Therefore, for the same momentum driving the flow, more 
recirculations usually mean more reduction for the air velocity from the main flow. In addition, 
it is also interesting to note that the directions of the air movement at the bottom of the space for 
the three flow patterns are different: that of the first two are opposite to the wind direction 
whilst the last one is the same as the wind direction. 
It can also be inferred from the above analysis that roof angle is a very important factor 
for the airflow pattern, since it determines the location of the separation point of surfaces 
exposed to positive and negative pressures and also it can influence the reverse flow and 
reattaching flow. This also suggests that additional windward adjacent buildings will have very 
significant impacts on the ventilation performance of the space as their presence can change the 
separation point. Nevertheless, the above analysis does not show the full picture and is 
generally quite crude for the use as design guides. - For instance, the factors affecting the 
transition between the flow patterns (II) and (III), and the effects of the recirculation behind the 
building still remain unclear. In order to bridge the gap, CFD simulations are carried out for 
more detailed understanding of the problem and to make clear the effects of the parameters 
involved. 
5.3 Impacts of roof shape 
The ventilation performance of atrium spaces with three common types of roofs is 
investigated in this part of study, including triangular roof, saw-tooth roof and barrel vault roof. 
The impacts of triangular roof are examined firstly, followed by the study of the other two kinds 
of roofs. 
5.3.1 Triangular roof 
CFD simulation is performed for the atrium spaces with a number of different roof 
angles including 0° (flat roof), 5°, 70,10°, 12°, 15°, 18°, 20°, 22°, 25°, 30°, 45°, 60° and one 
without roof, i. e. a courtyard in order to gain an appreciation of the general airflow patterns and 
their performance in the space. The simulations are only 2-D and it is assumed that the wind is 
perpendicular to the roof edge. The openings are located in the centre of each pitch of the roof 
and have the same width of lm. There are no adjacent buildings beside the atrium space. 
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Figure 5.4 illustrates the typical airflow patterns of the wind-induced natural ventilation 
for atrium spaces selected from the simulations. It is observed that the airflow pattern (I) will 
take place for the atrium buildings with roof angle over 25°; the airflow patterns for roof angles 
from 10° to 15° correspond to flow pattern (II); and the courtyard and the atrium spaces with 
roof angles from 0° to 7° and from 18° to 20° have the flow pattern (III). 
tit 
TIM 
(a) No roof (courtyard) (b) Roof angle: 00 
.............. 
/ 
(d) Roof angle: 200 (e) Roof angle: 30° (f) Roof angle: 45° 
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Figure 5.4: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria without a roof 
(courtyard) and with a roof angle of 0°, 15°, 20°, 30° and 45° 
This figure also confirms the preliminary analysis in Section 5.2: the separation point 
for (a) to (d) is located at the top corner of the windward wall when the roof angle is small 
whilst it is located at the roof peak for (e) and (f) when the roof intrudes into the main flow. It 
is also shown from (b) to (f) that, with the increase of the roof angle, the main flow becomes 
closer to the roof and the reverse flow is gradually compressed and finally disappears when flow 
pattern (I) takes place. The separated flow at the windward corner will reattach on the leeward 
pitch for the roof angle 10°-15°(Fig 5.4c), and on the windward pitch for roof angle 18°-20° but 
the reattaching flow is not found for any other roof angles. 
It is interesting to note that, with the increase of the roof angle, flow pattern (III) occurs 
twice: initially when the roof angle is very small, i. e. from 0° to 7° (Figure 5.4b) and then when 
the roof angle is 18°-20° (Figure 5.4d). Nevertheless, a further review shows that they are 
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incurred for different reasons. When the roof is nearly flat, the recirculation at the roof level is 
actually driven by the reverse flow above the roof in conjunction with the back flow from the 
recirculation behind the building and they assist with each other. However, when the roof angle 
increases, the main flow becomes closer to the roof and the reverse flow almost disappears, 
whilst the influences of the recirculation behind the building increase. In addition, when the 
roof angle is 20°, the reattaching flow will separate at the peak of the roof again resulting in a 
shade area at the leeward pitch. Thus the airflow pattern (III) for the 20° roof case is mostly the 
effect of the back flow from the recirculation behind the atrium (see Figure 5.4d), which is also 
the mechanism that occurs for the courtyard case. According to this analysis, two types of flow 
pattern (III) can be distinguished in terms of the driving mechanism for later investigations: 
flow pattern (III). a which is driven by the collective effects of the reverse flow and the back 
flow, and flow pattern (III). b which is dominated by the back flow from the recirculation behind 
the atrium. 
Figure 5.5 shows the air velocity distributions at the occupants' level for the atria with 
roof angles of 0°, 15°, 20°, 30°, 45°, 60° and the courtyard. The velocity coefficient is defined as 
the ratio between the local air velocity and the reference wind velocity defined in Chapter Three 
(4m/s at the roof level which. has a height of 12m). The occupants' level is defined as the level 
1.6m higher than the ground. It can be seen that, atrium buildings with all the roof angles 
generally share a similar air velocity distribution at the occupants' level: the maximum velocity 
is obtained in the centre of the space and the distribution is generally symmetric with lowest 
velocities at the corners. It is also observed that, the airflow pattern (1) generally has the highest 
air velocity among all three flow patterns with the air velocity quite evenly distributed for the 
majority of the area at the occupants' level; the air velocity obtained for flow pattern (111). a is 
the second highest and is approximately half of that of roof angle 30° and 35% of that of roof 
angle 45° and 60°; the air velocity of the flow pattern (II) is slightly slower than the flow pattern 
(III). a, and the flow pattern (III). b, which takes place in the courtyard and the atrium with 20° 
roof, has the weakest performance with the highest velocity coefficient less than 0.08. 
Therefore, based on the above discussions, the air velocity for each pattern can be generally 
summarised as follows although it may be not very precise for transitional phase: 
(I) > (III ). a > (11) > (III). b 
This order also reveals the main factors determining the ventilation performance. For 
flow pattern (III). b, as has been pointed out, it is dominated by the back flow from the 
recirculation behind the building with two recirculations in the space, and more importantly, the 
size of the recirculation at the roof level is quite large, which results in a significant reduction of 
air velocity compared to the main flow. This discussion also suggests that, if strategies can be 
employed to influence the back flow, the ventilation performance can be significantly changed. 
For the courtyard, for instance, if the height of the leeward wall is increased which prevents the 
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back flow, the flow pattern of the courtyard will change to (II) and the air velocity at occupants' 










t roof angle: 0 T roof angle: 15 roof angle: 20 roof angle: 30 
- roof angle: 45 t roof angle: 60 -. - no roof (courtyard) 
Figure 5.5: The distributions of the air velocity at the occupants' level (1.6m) for wind- 
induced natural ventilation of atrium buildings with triangular roofs and different roof 
angles 
A comparison between the ventilation performance of atrium buildings with roof angles 
of 0° and 15° can provide a deep insight into the difference of the mechanism for flow patterns 
(II) and (III). a. As can be seen from Figure 5.5, the air velocity at the occupants' level of an 
atrium building with a roof angle of 0°, in which the airflow pattern is (III). a, is higher than that 
of an atrium with a roof angle of 150 that has a flow pattern (II). The reason for this is that, for 
the building with a roof angle of 15°, the wind shear caused at the opening on the roof, together 
with the opposite flow from the recirculation behind the building significantly weakens the 
horizontal momentum driving the airflow in the space, whilst the air can come in and out of the 
building quite smoothly for the atrium with a roof angle of 00. 
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Figure 5.6: The airflow pattern (left) and the air velocity distribution at the occupants' 
level (right) for wind-induced natural ventilation of a courtyard with increased height of 
the leeward wall 
Figure 5.7 shows the details of the airflow at the roof level for both buildings. It can be 
seen that the air speeds up with the assistance from the back flow and enters the opening for the 
building with roof angle 0°, whilst for the building with roof angle 15°, the horizontal 
momentum of the reattaching wind neutralises the momentum from the recirculation behind the 
building resulting very weak air movement near the opening. The wind shear caused at the root 
level also leads to significant production of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and hence higher 
turbulence intensity, which is then advected from the roof level to the bottom of the space. 
Figure 5.8 compares the TKE and the turbulence intensity at the occupants' level of atria with 
roof angle 0° and 15°, and as can be seen, both the TKE and the turbulence intensity produced 
by the 15° roof are much higher than that of 0° roof. Therefore, from thermal comfort point of 
view, the conditions of the 0° roof will be more favourable, as it can bring on higher air velocity 
with less turbulence intensity for the occupants. 
With respect to the flow pattern (I), the effects of the recirculation behind the building 
are entirely overwhelmed by the main flow. Thus, from the physics point of view, the main 
factors influencing the four flow patterns can be summarised as follows: flow pattern (1) is 
dominated by the main flow entering through the windward opening; flow pattern (11) is the 
result of the interaction of the reattaching flow and the opposing back flow from the 
recirculation behind the building but the reattaching flow is stronger; the reverse flow and the 
back flow assist each other for the flow pattern (III). a, and the back flow from behind the 
building governs flow pattern (II1). b. 
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Figure 5.7: Detailed wind-induced airflow near the inlet opening at the roof level of atria 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the turbulence intensity (a) and the turbulent kinetic energy 
(TKE) (b) at the occupants' level of atria with roof angles of 0° and 15° 
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A figure illustrating the change of the flow pattern with the increase of the roof angle 
for an atrium space will help to further understand the transition process of the flow patterns. It 
has already been introduced that,, the air velocity direction is not the same for all the flow 
patterns and so it is defined that the air velocity is positive (+) when it has the same direction 
with the wind and it is negative (-) when their directions are opposite. As the distribution of the 
air velocity at occupants' level for atrium space with each angle is generally very similar, the 
maximum velocity is employed for the evaluation of the ventilation performance here. Thus we 
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Figure 5.9: The relationship between roof angle and air velocity at the occupants' level in 
atrium spaces 
It is shown in the above figure that, with the change of the roof angle, the air velocity at 
the occupants' level does not change continuously between different flow patterns, but "jump" 
to each other, although the change of the magnitude of the air velocity can be generally regarded 
as continuous. This also means that the air velocity in the space will never be zero. The 
transition from flow pattern (III). a to flow pattern (II) takes place at the roof angle of around 8°; 
and 17° for the transition from (II) to (III). b; and 21° for the transition from (III). b to (I). When 
the roof angle is below 21°, the maximum velocity coefficient for the occupants' level will be 
below 0.16. It can also be seen that, the air movement in the space will be driven by suction if 
the roof angle is smaller than 20°, which is in compliance with the experimental observations of 
van Straaten et al. (1965), who found that, with a low-pitched roof, both leeward and windward 
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sides of the roof are subject to suction and the air stream approaching the building turned 
upwards at a roof angle which varies from about 18° to 25° depending on the height of the wall. 
Having made clear the dominating force for each flow pattern, it is generally quite easy 
to understand the trend of the change of the air velocity in the space with the change of the roof 
angle when the flow pattern is not changed. For flow pattern (111). a, when the roof angle is 
increased, the area between the roof and the reverse flow will reduce. Thus the effects of the 
reverse flow are weakened resulting in lower air movement. For flow pattern (II), the change of 
the air velocity in the space is a little more complicated: initially the air velocity will increase 
but then start to decrease at about 12°. The reason for this is related to the development of the 
reattaching flows. When the roof angle is very low and the reverse flow just disappears (around 
7-10°), the reattaching flow does not develop sufficiently and thus the horizontal momentum 
driving the air movement in the space is very weak. As a consequence, increase of the roof 
angle will help the development of the reattaching flow and the air velocity in the space will 
increase. However, after 12°, the triangular shape makes the roof quite rough and hence reduces 
the effects of the reattaching flow, and the back flow becomes stronger with the increase of the 
roof angle as it can reach more area of the roof which has a low pressure. Thus the difference 
between them becomes smaller, which weakens the airflow in the space when the roof angle is 
increased. This process of change is illustrated in Figure 5.10. For this latter reason, the trend 
for flow pattern (III). b which is controlled by back flow can also be understood. Flow pattern (1) 
is generally governed by the main flow, and with the increase of the roof angle, more wind can 







(a) Roof angle: 100 (b) Roof angle: 12° (c) Roof angle: 15° 
Figure 5.10: Flow pattern (II) for atria with three different roof angles: 10°, 12° and 15° 
Nevertheless, it is of interest to notice that the building with a roof angle of 60° does not 
have a better performance than that of 45°: the highest air velocity at the occupants' level is 
nearly the same as that of 45° and the average air velocity magnitude is significantly smaller 
(see Figure 5.5). This is because, when the roof angle is 60°, the centre of the recirculation in 
the space becomes very high due to the higher level of openings locations and the elliptical 
recirculation becomes more prolate. This does not bring on any difference for the maximum air 
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velocity in the middle of the occupants' level; however it significantly influences the air 
movement at lower corners where larger "shade" area results. A further investigation on the 
comparison of the turbulence properties of atria with roof angles of 45° and 60° shows that the 
atrium with 60° roof generates higher TKE and turbulence intensity for the occupants' level 
(Figure 5.11), which means that the 60° angle does not have any advantage in improving the 
thermal comfort level of the space, compared to the atrium with 45° roof when airflow is 
required. The reason for this is the same as explained earlier for the difference of the turbulence 
properties for roof angles of 01 and 15°: a higher roof pitch causes stronger wind shear resulting 
in more turbulent kinetic energy and higher turbulence intensity. 
As a consequence, it can be generally concluded from the above simulations and 
discussions that the atrium with a roof angle of around 45° (flow pattern I) leads to the highest 
air velocity for the occupants' level with the maximum velocity coefficient of 0.38 and 
relatively lower turbulence intensity than atrium buildings with higher roof pitches. Flow 
pattern (III). a provides a similar air velocity at the occupants' level as flow pattern (II) with the 
maximum velocity coefficient of around 0.1 - 0.15 but generates much lower turbulence 
intensity and less TKE. Flow pattern (III). b, which occurs for the courtyard and the atrium with 
18°-20° roof, has the lowest air velocity in the space with the maximum velocity coefficient 
lower than 0.1. 
It is also worth mentioning the fact that the courtyard, which can be considered as an 
atrium of any roof angle with the largest opening has a poor ventilation performance. This 
implies that opening size has significant impacts on the air movement in the space. This issue 
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the turbulence intensity (a) and the turbulent kinetic energy 
(TKE) (b) at the occupants' level of atria with roof angles of 45° and 60° 
5.3.2 Barrel vault roof 
A barrel vault roof is usually characterised with an arched shape. For ease of 
investigation, only a roof shape as part of a circle is considered in this part of study, 
notwithstanding the existence of other types of vault roofs in reality. The shape of the vault 
roof can be governed by any of the geometrical parameters shown in Figure 5.12 including the 
roof angle a, the tangential angle which is 2a according to geometry, the roof height h and the 
radius R. The roof/tangential angle is employed in this part of study to keep consistency with 
previous studies. 
/ 
Figure 5.12: Geometrical characteristics of a barrel vault roof 
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Figure 5.13 shows the flow patterns of the atrium spaces with a number of different 
angles for vault roof. It is shown that, when the roof angle is below 5°, the flow pattern (III). a 
occurs and atrium spaces with roof angle over 7° have the flow pattern (II). Other flow patterns 
are not found. The separation of the main flow is only observed for atrium spaces with angle 
below 10°. Although these quantitative critical values for roof angles are not in compliance 
with those of triangular roofs for distinguishing flow patterns, further inspection shows that the 
tangential angle for vault roof correspond to the results on the separation point for triangular 
roofs: as described earlier, the separation point will move to the peak of the roof at around 20° 
for triangular roofs. 
It should also be noted that, the main flow will not separate at the peak of the roof for 
the vault roof atria even if the roof angle becomes very high. In other words, the air movement 
in the space can only be driven by suction for barrel vault roofs. This is basically because of the 
shape employed for the roof: as a vault roof, there is no sharp corner on the roof and thus flow 
can move smoothly along its boundary. Therefore, the flow pattern (I) and (IIl). b, which occurs 
with the separation point located at the peak of the roof pitch will not occur. 
Öýý II 
ýi 1ý J 
(a) Roof angle: 5° (Tangential (b) Roof angle: 7° (Tangential 
angle: 10°) 
ii 
(d) Roof angle: 15° 
(Tangential angle: 30°) 
(c) Roof angle: 10° 
angle: 14°) (Tangential angle: 20°) 
(e) Roof angle: 30° 
(Tangential angle: 60°) 
(f) Roof angle: 45° 
(Tangential angle: 90°) 
Figure 5.13: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with a vault roof 
(roof angle: 5°, 7°, 10°, 15°, 30° and 45°) 
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The relationship between roof angle and air velocity at the occupants' level in atrium 
spaces with barrier vault roofs is plotted in Figure 5.14. It can be found that, the atria with 
angle 5° vault roof generally has the same performance with the atria with triangular roof of the 
same angle: they have the same velocity direction and similar value of maximum velocity. 
However, if the roof angle continues to increase afterwards, the velocity distributions at the 
occupants' level of atria with vault roofs differ significantly with those of atria from triangular 
roofs. The maximum velocity coefficient continues to increase with the increase of the roof 
angle until the angle reaches 15° and then starts to decrease. When the roof angle is 45°, the 
maximum velocity coefficient reduces to less than 0.06. 
Further investigation into the mechanism of the airflow shows the reason for the 
above observation. Although atria with roof angle over 7° share the same flow pattern, the main 
flow still separates for the atria with angle 7° and 10° vault roof and as a result the flow is driven 
by the reattachment. This is also the mechanism for atria with triangular roofs when flow 
pattern (II) takes place. However, when the roof angle is above 10°, the flow is driven by the 
main flow rather than the reattachment, which causes more significant air movement in the 
space. As has been pointed out before, the back flow from the recirculation behind the building 
has a negative effect for the flow pattern (II), and this effect becomes greater with the increase 
of the roof angle, which explains why the ventilation performance becomes weaker when the 

















Figure 5.14: The relationship between roof angle and air velocity at the occupants' level in 
atrium spaces with barrier vault roofs 
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Figure 5.15 shows the turbulence intensity distribution at the occupants' level for each 
angle of vault roof. Generally speaking, the turbulence intensity caused by vault roofs is less 
than 20% except when the roof angle is 7, i. e. when the reattachment drives the airflow and it is 
much less than that from the triangular roofs (See Figures 5.8 and 5.11). The turbulence 
intensity of very low roof angles (5°) is nearly the same as that of the correspondent triangular 
roofs, which, together with the observation that each pair has similar air velocity distribution, 
suggests that the ventilation performance of the atria with very low roof pitch (below 5°) is not 
sensitive to the roof shape and in this situation the vault roof atria can be considered as 
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Figure 5.15: The distributions of the turbulence intensity at the occupants' level for wind- 
induced natural ventilation of vault roof atrium buildings with different angles 
From the above discussions, it can be summarised that only two kinds of flow patterns 
can occur for atria with barrel vault roofs, flow pattern (II) and (III). a, which are distinguished 
at roof angle of around 6°; the highest air velocity in the space is induced when the roof angle is 
around 15° with the maximum velocity coefficient of 0.28; the turbulence intensity at the 
occupants' level induced by the vault roof is weaker than that by triangular roofs due to the less 
shear stress caused by its shape. 
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5.3.3 Sawtooth roof 
Having studied two simple types of roofs in the previous two subsections, this 
subsection will move onto the more complicated sawtooth roof, which is often seen in industrial 
buildings and has also been incorporated in atrium buildings, such as the National Trust Central 
Office Swindon (RIBA Awards, 2006). The geometry of an atrium with a sawtooth roof that is 
employed for this part of study is illustrated in Figure 5.16. Three design variables are 
investigated, including the angle of the roof pitch in the roof (supposing all pitches have the 
same angle), the number of the "teeth" and the opening distributions. Four roof angles are 
chosen to represent the possible flow patterns according to previous studies, including 5°, 15°, 
20° and 45°; the number of the teeth in the roof is either three or six; and three opening 
distributions are considered: only the leftmost and rightmost openings are opened; all windward 
openings are opened with all leeward ones closed; and all leeward openings are opened with all 
windward ones closed. Thus, overall 24 simulations are carried out. 
12m 
12m 
Figure 5.16: Geometrical configuration of an atrium with a sawtooth roof 
Let us consider the simplest opening distribution first: when only the leftmost and 
rightmost openings are opened. Figure 5.17 illustrates the flow pattern of each scenario with 
this type of opening distribution. It is shown that under this circumstance roof angle is not very 
sensitive to the flow pattern in atria with a sawtooth roof, especially when the number of the 
teeth is large. It can be seen that, when the number of the teeth is 6, the roof can be generally 
regarded as flat for the prediction of the flow pattern; when the number of the teeth is 3, flow 
pattern (III). a still occurs for all the scenarios except the situation for the atrium with 45° angle 
roof because its leftmost roof pitch intrudes into the main flow. 
With the same flow pattern, the atria with less teeth lead to stronger air movement due 
to the relatively larger openings. As has been pointed out before, the flow pattern (111). a is 
driven by the conjunction of the reverse flow and the back flow from behind the building, and 
the sawtooth has significant impacts on both of them. On one hand, the increase of the pitch 
angle will make the roof "rougher" thus increasing the difficulty of forming reverse flow; on the 
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other hand, as stated earlier, higher roof pitch can increase the effects of the back flow. These 
two effects are contrary and the importance of each of them depends on the roof angle. When 
the roof pitch is low, the latter effect is more important and thus the air movement is enhanced 
with the increase of the roof angle (see Figure 5.17a-l); when the roof angle is very large, the 
former effect will be more significant and the air movement will be weakened by increasing the 
roof angle (see Figure 5.17h). 
The air velocity and turbulence intensity at the occupants' level quantitatively comply 
with previous findings for triangular roofs, with highest air velocity coefficient smaller than 
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Figure 5.17: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with sawtooth 
roofs (when only the leftmost and rightmost openings are opened) 
Figure 5.18 shows the flow patterns when all leeward openings are opened and all 
windward openings are closed. It can be seen that, when the tooth number is 6, the flow pattern 
is (III). a no matter what roof angle is and when the tooth number is 3, the flow pattern alters 
with the change of the root' angle: flow pattern (I II). a occurs fror 5° roof and changes to (I1) 
when the roof angle increases to 20° and then (III). b fier atrium with 45° roof. This transition 
process of the flow patterns clearly shows the effects of the roof angle: it helps to increase the 
size of the recirculation at the roof level. With more evenly distributed openings (when tooth 
number is 6), the level of the increase of the recirculation is generally small with the increase of 
the roof angle, whilst the level of the increase of the recirculation can significantly change the 
flow pattern in the space when the tooth number is 3 (see Figure 5.7). 
When the roof tooth number is 6, the air velocity at the occupants' level increases with 
the increase of the roof angle due to the increased impacts of the hack flow and the atrium with 
a 45° sawtooth roof have the strongest air movement with the maximum velocity coefficient of 
0.17. When the roof tooth number is 3, the recirculation at the roof level may he so large that it 
reaches the bottom of the space, which will significantly reduce the air velocity at the 
occupants' level. As a consequence, the air velocity at occupants' level Or 3-teeth sawtooth 
roof atria will decrease first and then increase until the separation point changes lioiii the corner 
of the windward wall to the peak of the roof pitch, at which moment the hack flow from the 
recirculation behind the building occupies the whole area between the main flow and the roul' 
and induces the airflow in the space. This also sheds some light on the mechanism of the 
airflow of a courtyard introduced earlier (see Figure 5.4a). For atria with 3-teeth sawtooth roof, 
if all leeward openings are opened, the best ventilation perlormance is achieved when the root 
angle is around 200. 
The effect of the roof angle introduced above to enlarge the recirculation at the roof 
level is also found when the windward openings are opened, but it is more significant when the 
number of the teeth is larger (see Figure 5.19). For 6-teeth atria, the flow pattern will sWitch 
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from (I11). a to (11) when the roof angle is over 20° and the air velocity will decrease initially and 
then increase for the same reason explained as for 3-teeth leeward openings cases. For 450 6- 
teeth atria, the maximum velocity coefficient can reach up to 0.18. As regards the 3-teeth atria, 
the air velocity at the occupants' level will reduce with the increase of the rool'angle, which is 
different from the trend of 6-teeth leeward openings atria. This is because the impacts of the 
recirculation behind the building change very little as the leeward openings are closed and thus 
with the increase of the size of the recirculation at the roof level, the air movement is reduced. 
When the roof pitch can intrude into the main flow, flow pattern (I) (or II, there is no diflercncc 
for this case) will be incurred and the an, movement at occupants' level will he greatly enhanced 
with the maximum velocity coetliciest of 0.3. 
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Figure 5.18: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with sa'%tootli 
roofs (when all leeward openings are opened and all windward openings are closed) 
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(g) Roof angle: 45°; tooth number: 3 (h) Roof angle: 45°; tooth number: 6 
Figure 5.19: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with sawtooth 
roofs (when all windward openings are opened and all leeward openings are closed) 
It can be summarised from the above discussions that all three variables that have been 
investigated, namely the roof angle, opening locations and number of teeth can significantly 
influence the ventilation performance of an atrium with a sawtooth roof and their impacts are 
not independent. For the situations where either all leeward or windward openings are opened, 
a higher roof pitch is generally more favourable if the sawtooth number is large, although the 
flow pattern is not the same for windward and leeward conditions: (II) l or the former and (III). a 
for the latter. If the sawtooth number is small, higher pitch will be more suitable when the 
windward openings are opened, and 200 roof will lead to stronger air movement when the 
leeward openings are opened, which is also the case when two openings are provided at each 
end ofthe sawtooth roof. 
5.3.4 Guidance on the roof design of atrium spaces 
This section has identified the possible flow patterns for the wind-induced ventilation in 
atrium spaces through roof openings. Based on the findings on the effects of three types of 
roofs on the wind-induced ventilation performance of atrium spaces, guidance can he developed 
for different design objectives and Figures 5.9,5.14 and 5.17-19 are particularly useful for this 
purpose. Below are some examples of various conditions and relevant design guidance 
developed. 
" Shape horsed design 
For this circumstance, the shape of the rool', i. e. either triangular or barrel vault Or 
sawtooth has already been decided at earlier stage but the roof angle needs to he dctermined 
(and sawtooth number and openings location for sawtooth roof need to be determined too). It 
can be seen that, the best angle for triangular root' atria is 45°, and that for barrel vault root' atria 
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is 15°. If a sawtooth roof has to be used for an atrium, there will be three variables to be 
determined including sawtooth number, opening location and roof angle, and the 
recommendations made at the end of subsection 5.3.3 (the first paragraph of the last page) 
should be followed. 
" Flow pattern based design 
Sometimes the ventilation strategy should be used to assist the other passive or active 
strategies, such as buoyancy-driven ventilation or HVAC systems and consequently a certain 
flow pattern is required. If flow pattern (I) is needed, either triangular roof with roof angle 
above 21°, or sawtooth roof with a small number of teeth and roof angle above 20° should be 
employed, and the openings in the sawtooth roof should be placed on the windward side. 
However, barrel vault roof cannot be used to obtain flow pattern (I). If flow pattern (II) is 
required, all three roofs can be used but the roof angle should be 8° to 17° for triangular roofs 
and above 7° for barrel vault ones; with respect to sawtooth roof, if the openings are placed on 
the leeward side of the roof, the roof angle should be around 15° - 20° and if the openings are on 
the windward side, the roof angle should be larger than 15°. The openings should not be 
provided at two ends in a sawtooth roof in order to achieve flow pattern (II). For other roof 
angles not mentioned above, the flow pattern will be (III). 
9 Design with limited height of the space 
Usually the building site may have certain limitations on the height the building cannot 
exceed, such as those historical areas or those with control of population density. In this 
situation, the design guidance can be obtained by comparing Figures 5.9 and 5.14 (only 
triangular and vault roofs are considered here for ease of demonstration): if the limitation can 
still hold a triangular roof with an angle above 21°, then triangular roof should be chosen to 
induce flow pattern (I); if the limitation can only hold a triangular roof with an angle between 
8°-18°, the vault roof should be used and flow pattern (II) will result; if the limited height is 
extremely close to the roof level, the two roof shapes generally do not have any difference. 
5.4 Impacts of opening characteristics 
Having studied the impacts of the roof shape in the previous section, this section will 
move onto the investigation of the effects of opening characteristics on the wind-induced 
ventilation performance in atrium spaces. The most commonly used type of roof, i. e. triangular 
roof, has been selected for the majority of the investigation of this section, and three 
characteristics of openings, including location, size and opening methods are considered. The 
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location of the openings is investigated first, followed by the discussion on the size of the 
openings, and finally the impacts of the opening methods are studied. Research has also been 
extended to other types of roofs after the triangular roof cases are understood. 
5.5.1 Opening locations 
It can be anticipated from previous studies that, the upper part of the roof has certain 
effects on the formation of the reverse flow and the reattaching flow, because a roof with a 
lower pitch results in stronger reverse flow, and additionally, the sawtooth roofs, which can be 
seen as similar to reducing the height of middle part of the triangular roof can easily lead to 
reverse flow on the roof (see Figures 5.17-19). Thus openings at the upper part of the roof may 
impact on the reverse flow and reattaching flow. The simulations for the sawtooth roofs also 
show that the incorporation of the leeward bottom openings influences the effects of the back 
flow from the recirculation behind the building. As both the reverse flow and the back flow can 
act as the driving force for the indoor air movement, the location of the openings will therefore 
have significant impacts on the ventilation performance. 
In order to reduce the number of simulations and hence simplify the investigation, each 
roof pitch is equally divided into 5 parts and marked as A to E respectively as shown in Figure 
5.20. Thus 5 simulations are carried out for each roof angle firstly with two openings at the 
same level, and then additional simulations based on the alteration of the five simulations are 
also performed for the further investigation of effects of the location of the openings on the 
dominating forces of each flow pattern. Atria with four different roof angles which represent 
different flow patterns of the airflow in the space, including 5°, 15°, 20° and 45° are chosen for 
the study. Adjacent buildings are not considered in this part. 
12m 
12m 
Figure 5.20: Illustration of the opening locations that are investigated in this research 
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" Proof 
Figure 5.21 shows the airflow pattern of atrium spaces with 5° roof and different 
opening locations. It can be observed that, the width of the reverse flow above the roof is 
determined by the distance between the openings; the effects of the back flow will be enhanced 
by placing the leeward opening closer to the back recirculation, as more flow from the 
recirculation will come into the building. It is also of interest to note that, the now pattern 
(III). a occurs for opening locations A-D whilst it changes to (II) when the opening is provided at 
the bottom of the leeward roof. The reason for this can be understood by looking at the detailed 
air movement at the inlet opening. As identified earlier, flow pattern (III). a is driven by the 
collective effects of both reverse flow and back flow, and the horizontal momentums generated 
by these two forces assist each other. However, the reverse flow needs some distance on the 
roof behind the opening for the generation of horizontal momentum, as the direction of the air 
velocity over the inlet is generally vertical (consider the tangential direction of a vertex of a 
major axis of an ellipse). In addition, the development of the horizontal momentum from back 
flow also requires some distance on the solid roof. As a result, when the opening is placed at 
the bottom of the leeward pitch, there will be little horizontal momentum generated from both 
flow and hence the direction of the air velocity at the inlet is generally vertical, whereby flow 
pattern (II) takes place. Nevertheless, this seems contradictory to the findings for sawtooth roof 
atria: it has been demonstrated in Figure 5.18 that flow pattern (I11). a occurs when the leeward 
opening is provided at the bottom of the pitch. This discrepancy is attributed to the roof shape: 
the upward shape of the sawtooth roof near the inlet opening helps the generation of the 
horizontal momentum from the back flow and flow pattern (III) appears as a result, whilst the 
downward orientation of the triangular shape of the leeward roof does the opposite and thus 
flow pattern (II) takes place instead. 
It can also be expected from the above analysis that, more horizontal momentum will be 
induced resulting in stronger indoor air movement when the reverse flow becomes more egg 
shaped (compare a&f; c&g in Figure 5.21). In other words, in order to achieve higher air 
velocity at the occupants' level in the space with flow pattern (III). a, it would be good practice 
to place one opening at the bottom of the windward roof as outlet, provided that inlet opening is 
not placed at the bottom of the leeward roof. The best location for the inlet seems to be at the 
top of the roof, because in this way the peak of the roof does not disturb the development of the 
reverse flow. 
However, if flow pattern (II) occurs, i. e. when there is opening at the bottom of the 
leeward roof, opening at the bottom of the windward roof will not be a good choice, as seen in 
Figure 5.21(e). Two more simulations are performed regarding to the location of the outlet 
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opening (see Figure 5.21h, i), and it shows that the opening in the middle of the windward roof 
results in a slightly higher air velocity at the occupants' level. 
ThI Oll 
(a) Opening location: A+A 
(d) Opening location: D+D 
(b) Opening location: B+B 
(e) Opening location: E+E 
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(g) Opening location: E+C (h) Opening location: A+E (i) Opening location: C+E 
Figure 5.21: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with 5° roof and 
different opening locations 
" 15 ° roof 
The airflow patterns of the atria with 15° triangular roof and several different settings of 
openings are illustrated in Figure 5.22, which shows that flow pattern (II) is the most popular 
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opening (see Figure 5.2Ih, i), and it shows that the opening in the middle of the windward roof 
results in a slightly higher air velocity at the occupants' level. 
(a) Opening location: A+A 
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Figure 5.21: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with 5" roof and 
different opening locations 
" 15°roq/' 
The airllow patterns of the atria with 15°triangular roof and several different settings of 
openings are illustrated in Figure 5.22, which shows that flow pattern (II) is the most popular 
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among all except the last one. It has already been identified earlier that the driving force tier the 
air movement of atria with this roof angle is the interaction between the reattaching flow and the 
hack flow from the recirculation behind the building. Mostly the former flow overy helms the 
latter such as Figure 5.22 (a) - (g) but Figure 5.22(h) shows that the opposite can also happen 
under certain circumstances resulting in the occurrence of flow pattern (III). It should be noted 
that the flow pattern (III) that takes place here is driven by reattaching flow and is different from 
those other two flow patterns (III) a and b which are induced mainly by reverse how sind 
recirculation flow respectively. This flow pattern is defined as flow pattern (Ill). c for further 
use. 
The reason for the presence of' flow pattern (III). c Im this roof angle can he understood 
by analysing the two driving forces separately. Previous studies have pointed out that the 
horizontal momentum of' the hack flow needs sonic distance to develop but its cftccts will 
reduce if the distance becomes too large. I'hese two phenomena together mean that the hack 
flow will be the strongest when the inlet opening is placed near the middle of the leeward roof 
pitch. With respect to the reattaching flow, it is shown in Figure 5.22(a) - (e) that the position 
for the main flow to reattach to the roof can be changed by the location of the outlet opening; in 
the windward pitch: the reattaching point on the windward pitch will move upwards if the 
location of the outlet opening is placed closer to the bottom due to the vertical momentum 
brought within the outgoing air which enhances the separation at the Ichmost corner. This 
upward vertical momentum can also bring the horizontal momentum generated upwards and 
thus make the reattaching flow weaker. As a consequence, when the inlet opening; is hruvidcd 
near the middle of the leeward opening and outlet opening is placed at the IIOUOm, the 
horizontal momentum ot'the hack flow will he the strongest and that of'the reattaching I1om will 
be the weakest, under which condition Flow pattern (III). c "Al result and the air muvcment at 
the occupants' level will be considerably weakened, as seen in Figure 5.22(i). 













(a) Opening location: A+A (b) Opening location: 13+13 (c) Opening location: C+C 
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(d) Opening location: D+D 
(g) Opening location: F+A 
(e) Opening location: F+E 
U) ýý 
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(Ii) Opening location: C+E 
(t) Opening location: AIL 
1 
I ;' 
(i) Openin" location: I: +C 
Figure 5.22: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with I5" roof 
and different opening locations 
Based on the above analysis, higher air velocities at the occupants' level can he 
achieved by either reducing the ef'iects of the back flow or reint'orcing the reattaching flow or 
both. Thus, the inlet opening should be located at the top or bottom level of the leeward pitch 
and the outlet opening should be placed at the top or middle level of the windward pitch. This 
conclusion can be further demonstrated by comparing the ventilation performance of diff'crcnt 
scenarios shown in Figure 5.22: scenario (a) has both virtues introduced above and hence the 
highest air velocities at the occupants' level; reducing the levels of' both openings Mll decrease 
the velocity down (see a-c); when the leeward opening is located at the bottom or top, the air 
velocity in the space will be enhanced (compare c&h, e&g&i). However, there is one exception 
here: atria with opening location (f) also comply with both of' the conditions mentioned ahme 
for a better performance but the result is quite poor. The reason for this is that the peak of the 
leeward pitch is higher than that of the windward one because of the outlet opening and thus the 
reattaching flow, together with the outflow from the outlet will separate when encountering, with 
the leeward pitch, which significantly weakens the reattaching flow driving the airllow in the 
space (see Figure 5.221). 
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" 20° roof 
When the roof angle continues to increase, the windward side of the roof will have more 
significant effects on the separation of main flow at the windward corner. It is shown in Figure 
5.23 that the airflow pattern of the wind-induced ventilation of atria with 20° roof is very 
sensitive to the opening locations. It can be seen that, when the openings are placed near the top 
level, flow pattern (I) occurs, such as (a) and (b); then the pattern changes to (III). b when the 
openings are located near the middle and atria with openings at the bottom of the roof pitches 
lead to flow pattern (II). This is basically because of the pressure distribution on the windward 
roof pitch resulted from the relationship between the main flow and the windward roof pitch: 
positive pressure can be caused at the upper part of the pitch with the pressure of the lower part 
still remained negative due to the more inclined roof. Consequently, when the windward 
opening is located near the top of-the roof, flow pattern (I) will be incurred; otherwise air 
movement in the space will be driven by suction. 
-Nevertheless, scenario (a) and (b) also show that very little flow will enter into the 
building but move quite smoothly along the sharp peak of the roof. As seen also in other 
scenarios (e. g. Figure 5.23f), this phenomenon helps to avoid the generation of the shear stress 
between the roof and the flow and is favourable for the development of the airflow pattern (I) 
resulting in higher air velocities in the space. 
Similar to governing force for the atria with 15° roof, the suction airflow for atria with 
20° roof is also induced by the interaction between the reattaching flow and the back flow from 
the recirculation behind the building. However, due to the higher pitch, the flow for 20° roof 
may separate at the peak of roof resulting in a significant reduction of the reattaching flow and 
thus when the leeward opening is provided near the middle of the leeward roof pitch which back 
flow has significant effects on, the back flow will be stronger and will be the primary source 
driving the air movement in the space (see' Figure 5.23c, d). If the level of both openings 
continue to reduce to the bottom of the pitches, the effects of the back now will reduce as 
explained before and flow pattern (II) will result (see Figure 5.23e). 
The location of the windward opening also has similar effects on the reattaching flow as 
discussed for the 15° roof. When it is located near the top, the reattaching flow can move 
smoothly as mentioned above; when the location is reduced to the middle of the windward pitch, 
the reattaching point would be, moved upwards to the peak of the roof causing significant 
separation of the flow there and hence reduction of its capacity to drive the flow in the space 
(see Figure 5.23 c, h); if, the windward opening is at the bottom, the vertical momentum of the 
outgoing air can help to reduce the separation (see Figure 5.23e, g, i). The airflow pattern for 
this circumstance is dependent of the strength of the back flow and becomes very complicated: 
when the inlet opening is placed near the bottom of the leeward roof and the back flow is not 
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sufficiently developed, flow pattern (II) will take place, as shown for scenario (e); and when the 
inlet opening is placed near the tipper area of the leeward pitch, as the peak of the roof docs not 
bring too much disturbance, the reattaching flow can move smoothly around it and enter the 
building driving the flow in the space with the occurrence of' flow pattern (III). c. as seen fi, r 
scenarios (g) and (i). 
It can be seen from the above discussions that the airflow of'atria with 200 roof' is vcrv 
complicated covering a wide range of flow patterns defined earlier, and this implies that this 
range of angles from 18° to 20° is more like a transitional phase where the performance of' the 
airflow in and around the building is very sensitive to small changes. According to the above 
observation and analysis, in order to achieve higher air velocities in the space. the Iecý. ard 
opening should be placed near the top with the windward opening provided at the bottom if 
flow pattern (Ill). c is needed, whilst both openings should he located near the top if tlovv pattern 
(I) is more favourable and the location of the windward opening is more crucial. Other Ilow 
patterns, including (II) and (IIl). b, generally lead to very weak perf'ormance. 
l l 
,-, _ - 
(a) Opening location: A+A 
(d) Opening location: D+D 
(b) Opening location: 13 + 13 
1ý 








(c) Opening location: CW 
/////ý 
\ 
(1) Opening location: A -I: 
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(g) Opening location: E+A (h) Opening location: C+I: (I) Opening location: I; I (, 
Figure 5.23: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with 20 roof 
and different opening locations 
" 45 " POOP. 
Figure 5.24 illustrates the airtlow patterns cif the Nvind-induced ventilation of atria v\ith 
45° triangular roof and different settings of openings. All the scenarios have llow pattern (I) 
except scenario (a), in which flow pattern (III). h occurs resulting in a very weak performance, 
because the main flow separates at the top of the roof' and the hack flow dominates the air 
movement in the space (see Figure 5.24a). 
It can also he seen from the above figure that the air velocity at the occupants' level is 
generally very evenly distributed, no matter how unevenly the openings are located, such as 
scenarios (f) to (i). This is further confirmed by Figure 5 . 
25, which illustrates the relationship 
between the local air velocity coefficients and their location at the occupants' level. It is shown 
that, the air velocities in the space achieve the highest when both openings are located in the 
middle of the pitches such as scenario (b) and (c). This is because, the "tunnel eticct", which 
flow pattern (I) is based on, is the strongest when the openings are on the same line and the 
wind can directly go through them. The atria with the windward opening at the bottom of the 
pitch have weaker performance than other scenarios: scenario (g) and (i) have the lowest air 
velocity coefficients among all simulations, and the air velocity of'scenario (e) at the occupants' 
level is lower than that of scenarios (b) to (d) which also have "directly-through" opening 
locations. 
It can be summarised from the above discussion that, flow pattern of' the atria vvith 45° 
roof is (I) except the both openings on the windward and leeward pitches are at the top. In order 
to achieve the highest air velocity in the space, both openings should be located in the middle of 
each roof pitch and it is not good practice to place the windward opening at the bottom of the 
roof pitch. 
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(a) Opening location: A+A 
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(d) Opening location: D+D 
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(b) Opening location: 13+13 
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(g) Opening location: F+A (Ii) Opening location: Cf1: (i) Opening location: I.: fC 
Figure 5.24: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria kith 45' roof 
and different opening locations 
Barre/ vault rupf' 
It has been pointed out that, when the roof angle is below 20°, the main flow ill 
separate at the top corner of the windward wall and the ventilation performance in the atrium 
space is generally similar to the correspondent triangular case that has the same t1uvv pattern. 
ý Cn, iý . 
(c) Opening location: C+C' 
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(1) Opcning location: Atl: 
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Therefore, the opening characteristics of this group of atria will also have the similar effects as 
described earlier for 5° and 15° roof atria and there is no need to repeat the investigation here. 
The focus of this part will be the vault roof atria with a tangential angle of more than 20° where 
the main flow will not separate before meeting the atrium roof. The barrel vault roof with a 
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Position (m) 
I1 BtCD -u-- E --t- F --o- G -- H 
Figure 5.25: The distributions of the air velocity coefficients at the occupants' level for 
wind-induced natural ventilation of atrium buildings with 45° roof and different opening 
locations 
(a) Opening location: A+A (b) Opening location: B+B (c) Opening location: C+C 
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(d) Opening location: D+D 
f 
, ýý ,;, 
(e) Opening location: E+E 
-ý , li . 
(t) Opening location: A+[; 
-- -, 'i, -, ___ ý--ý , 
(g) Opening location: E+A (h) Opening location: (' 11: (i) Opening location: F. IC 
Figure 5.26: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with barrel vault 
roof and different opening locations 
Figure 5.26 illustrates the airflow patterns oI' the wind-induced natural vcutilation for 
atria with barrel vault roof and several different opening locations. It is shomn that floe pattern 
(1I) is the most popular among all scenarios, which means that the reattaching flow is the 
dominating force. It has been pointed out in the analysis für the flow pattern of 15° triangular 
roof atria that the reattaching flow is influenced by the location of the outlet opening in the 
windward side and this phenomenon is also observed fin- this part of' study. When the outlet 
opening is located in the tipper area of the roof, the vertical momentum can bring the reattaching" 
flow upwards and even cause separation at the peak of the roofresulting in significant reduction 
of the horizontal momentum near the roof level and hence the air movement in the space, ii'the 
inlet opening is provided at the bottom of' the root' (see Figure5.261&h). In this situation, the 
windward opening at the bottom of the pitch can give a much better perlcrmance (compaar-e 
F igure5.26e&f&h). 
In scenario (t), the separation is too strong and the horizontal momentum from the hack 
flow, drives the airtlow in the space causing the occurrence oI'll ow pattern (III ). h. 'I'll Is anaIN sis 
also suggests that the inlet opening at the top of the roof will help to enhance the airllmý, as the 
reattaching flow at the peak of the roof has very strong horizontal momentum. This can be seen 
by comparing scenario (e), (g) and (i). 
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Based on the above discussion, it can be summarised that, in order to induce stronger air 
movement in the space, the inlet opening on the leeward roof should be placed near the upper 
area. If the inlet opening has to be positioned at the bottom of the roof, the windward opening 
should be provided at the bottom of the roof as well for a better performance. . 
" Guidance on the design of the openings locations 
The above investigations were concerned with the identification of possible flow 
patterns for each typical roof angle and the effects of the location of two small openings on the 
controlling forces of each flow pattern. Based on the relevant findings, design guidance can be 
developed for different design objectives and conditions, and Figures 5.21 to 5.24,5.26 
illustrating the comparisons of the airflow patterns for different scenarios of openings locations 
are particularly useful for this purpose. 
If the roof angle has been specified at earlier stage and the openings locations need to be 
designed to achieve a better performance, the design guidance provided at the end of each 
subsection dealing with each roof angle should be followed, which can be summarised as 
follows (only triangular and vault roofs are considered here and it is assumed that only two 
openings are used on the roof): 
" If the triangular roof angle is below 8°, either of the openings should be provided at 
the bottom of the roof pitches but they cannot be placed at the bottom of the roof at the same 
time; 
" If the triangular roof angle is between 8°-17°, both openings should be placed at the 
top or bottom of the roof; 
If the triangular roof angle is between 17°-21°, at least either of the openings should be 
placed at the top of the roof and it would be better if both of them are positioned there; 
" If the triangular roof angle is above 21°, both openings should be placed at the same 
level, and for the best, they should be positioned in the middle of the roof; 
" If vault roof is used and the roof angle is below 21°, correspondent guidelines above 
for the triangular roofs should be followed; if the roof angle is above 21°, only one condition 
should be avoided, which is that, the windward opening is placed near the top of the roof pitch 
when the leeward opening is at the bottom. Otherwise good ventilation performance will be 
generally achieved. 
If a certain flow pattern is the design requirement, it should be noted that triangular roof 
atria with roof angle below 8° can only produce airflow pattern (II) and (III) depending on the 
location of leeward opening. Those with roof angle 8° -17° generally have flow pattern (II) 
except when the windward opening is at the bottom and the leeward opening is in the middle. 
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The airflow pattern in triangular roof atria with roof angle 17° to 21° covers a very wide range 
and is very sensitive to the openings locations. It is therefore not recommended to use atria with 
this range of roof angle for the control of flow pattern. Atria with roof angle above 21° mostly 
generates flow pattern (I), and the airflow pattern in vault roof atria with angle above 21° is 
generally (II). 
5.5.2 Opening size 
As has been pointed out, the atria with the largest opening size, namely the courtyards 
have a very weak ventilation performance and its flow pattern, (III). b is not commonly seen in 
atria with small openings. In addition, this phenomenon is quite different from ordinary 
buildings with cross ventilation, where larger openings usually result in higher air velocities in 
the space. These suggest that the opening size may have significant impacts on the ventilation 
performance of atria and its effects are quite different from those of simple plane buildings. 
This will be the main concern of this part of investigation. 
Previous studies have made clear the possible flow patterns for the prototype atria with 
each typical roof angle and their associated controlling forces. Based on these findings, this 
subsection will concentrate on how opening size affect the airflow patterns and the air velocity 
at the occupants' level. Similar to the last subsection, this subsection is still divided into five 
parts, each of which deals with one typical roof angle respectively. As has also been shown, 
openings located at the top, middle or bottom of a roof pitch may have very different 
attributions and thus they will be studied separately in each part. 
" Proof 
As has been found out earlier, -two possible flow patterns may occur for atria with 5° 
triangular roof and two small openings: (III). a and (II), and the effects of large openings on 
them are discussed respectively as follows. Let us first consider the atrium with two small 
opening in the middle of the roof pitches. It has a flow pattern of (III). a, as shown in Figure 
5.27 (a). If the size of the leeward opening is enlarged, the back flow from the recirculation 
behind the building will increase and then dominate the airflow at the roof level resulting in the 
flow pattern (III). b. However, with the increase of the leeward opening size, the horizontal 
momentum of the reverse flow is significantly weakened because of the less distance on the 
leeward side of the opening for the development of the reverse flow. Furthermore, the size of 
the recirculation at the roof level is also significantly increased. It can be seen that, in this 
situation the air velocity in the space is significantly reduced, as shown in Figure 5.27 (b) and 
(c). On the contrary, if the windward opening is enlarged, the back flow will not be influenced 
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but more horizontal momentum will be generated by the reverse flow enhancing the air 
movement in the space (see Figure 5.27d&e). 
However, if both openings are located at the top forming a larger opening, it will not 
lead to flow pattern (III). b. When the large opening is on the leeward side, the main flow has 
already started to move downwards over the windward roof pitch and reattach to the roof level, 
which overwhelms the back flow from behind the building resulting in flow pattern (II) (see 
Figure 5.27g); when the larger opening is on the windward side, the same will happen as for 
middle openings and the reverse flow will drive the air movement in the space (see Figure 
5.27h). It can be seen that the air velocities at the occupants' level for both of the above two 
scenarios are higher than the original (see Figure 5.27f), which suggests that, the ventilation 
performance of a courtyard can be improved with a shelter at the roof level that has certain 
length. 
As regards flow pattern (II), i. e. when the leeward opening is placed at the bottom of the 
roof pitch, enlarging the opening on the windward roof cannot change the flow pattern either 
and higher air velocities will be induced in the space, as the effects introduced above; the 
increase of the size of the leeward opening will lead to flow pattern (III). b with the air velocity 
in the space reduced, which also have similar effects as mentioned above. 
(a) Opening size: C+C (b) Opening size: C+3C (c) Opening size: C+5C 
CD 
(d) Opening size: 3C+C (e) Opening size: SC+C (f) Opening size: A+A 
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but more horizontal momentum will be generated by the reverse flow enhancing hic air 
movement in the space (see Figure 5.27d&e). 
However, if both openings are located at the top forming a larger opening, it will not 
lead to flow pattern (III). b. When the large opening is on the leeward side, the main Clow has 
already started to move downwards over the windward roof pitch and reattach to the roof level, 
which overwhelms the back flow from behind the building resulting in l1ow pattern (II) (sec 
Figure 5.27g), when the larger opening is on the windward side, the same will happen as for 
middle openings and the reverse flow will drive the an, movement in the space (see Figure 
5.27h). It can be seen that the air velocities at the occupants' level for both of the above two 
scenarios are higher than the original (see Figure 5271), which suggests that, the ventilation 
performance of a courtyard can be improved with a shelter at the roof level that has certain 
length. 
As regards flow pattern (II), i. e. when the leeward opening is placed at the bottom ofthe 
roof pitch, enlarging the opening on the windward roof cannot change the How pattern either 
and higher air velocities will he induced in the space, as the efTects introduced abMc, tile 
increase of the size ofthe leeward opening will lead to flow pattern (II I). b with the air velocity 
in the space reduced, which also have similar effects as mentioned above. 
- -- - r-- 
(a) Opening size: C+C (b) Opening size: C+3C 
ýý /i 
-ý- ý 
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(d) Opening size: 3C+C (c) Opening size: 5C+C 
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(c) Opening sirs: C+ 5C 
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(g) Opening size: A+5A (Ii) Opening size: 5A+A (i) Opening size: F. iI1 
ýýýý 
- ýý ýýý 
[? +5[. (j) Opening size: 5E+[; (k) Opening size: 
Figure 5.27: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with 5" roof and 
different opening locations and sizes (scenarios a, I'M are reproduced from Figure 5.21 
for comparison) 
Thus, according to the above observations and discussions, it can he sunnniarisrd Ilhat 
the size of the windward opening does not have any influence on the airflow pattern and larger 
size result in stronger air movement; enlarging the leeward opening may induce ll(m pattern 
(III). b and air velocity in the space will be significantly reduced, except lien the windward 
opening is placed at the top under which circumstance the openings on both sides fornº a bigger 
opening on the roof. 
" /5°roo/ 
Recall that the two possible flow patterns that may occur for atria vý ith 1>° rool' and two 
small openings are (III). c and (II) and it is the result of the interaction Of' tvvo counteractive 
forces: the back flow and the reattaching flow. The former occurs when the horizontal 
momentum generated by the back flow is stronger than that by the reattachment, i. e. only when 
the inlet opening is placed in the middle of the leeward roof' and the outlet opening is provided 
at the bottom of the windward roof (see precious subsection fier more details). Otherwise flow 
pattern (II) will take place. 
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Let us still start from the atria with this roof angle and two small openings in the middle 
of the roof pitches. Enlarging the leeward opening cannot change the flow pattern, but it seems 
that the airflow velocity at the occupants' level will decrease first and then increase (see Figure 
5.28b&c). The reason for this is that, both of the driving forces tier this flow pattern, i. e. the 
reattaching flow and the back flow are affected by the size of the leeward opening in the same 
trend. Since both flows need distances on the leeward pitch for their developments, enlarging 
the opening from the middle will weaken both of them. This also shoes that the leeward 
bottom area is of great importance for ensuring a stronger internal air movement of this roof 
angle, which is further confirmed by the scenarios (g), (I1) and (j), as with this bottom opening, 
the horizontal momentum of the hack flow will be the weakest. Increasing the size of' the 
windward opening can result in the occurrence of flow pattern (III). c, as by doing this the 
horizontal momentum of the reattaching flow will he brought upwards due to the vertical 
momentum from the outlet and thus it will he weakened near the roof level (see Ficurc 
5.28d&e). 
Since the reattachment is quite significant For the airflow of' atria with this roof' ang le. a 
continuous roof pitch over a certain distance will he very beneficial kv a good ventilation 
performance. As shown in Figure 5.28 (f) to (k), the main flow can reattach to the leeward roof 
pitch after separation at the leftmost corner and hring on a good ventilation performance at the 
occupants' level with flow pattern (II). 
(a) Opening size: C+C 
i 
(b) Opening size: C+3C 
, 
1I 






(d) Opening size: 3C+C (c) Opening size: 5C+( 
/_ 
ýý N ýý; ýý"i 
(I) ( )I)cning sirs: I; 1 F, 
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(g) Opening size: E+51; 
ell, 
(j) Opening size: A+5A 
(I1) Opening size: 5E+f-'. 
(k) Opening size: 5A+A 
Ihi 




(I) Opening size: 3I,, f 31': 
Figure 5.28: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria ý%it h 15" roof 
and different opening locations and sizes (scenarios a, 1&i are reproduced from Figure 
5.22 for comparison) 
Up to now the flow pattern for the courtyard, (III). h has not appeared. Further 
simulations show that it will occur when both openings are large, as seen in Figure 5.29 (. I). 
This is because, under this circumstance, the large opening on the windward side breaks the 
development of the reattaching flow and the opening on the leeward side attracts (arge amount 
of back flow. 
It can he seen from the above analysis suggests that, the airflow pattern of atria v' ith this 
roof angle is quite complicated and it depends on the size of hoth openings. Flow patternn (III). c 
occurs when the leeward opening is small and is placed in the middle of the roof' pitch, and the 
size of the windward opening for this circumstance does not have any influence; flow pattern 
(111). b is incurred only when both openings are large; flow pattern (II) will take place for all 
other conditions. In order to achieve higher air velocity in the space, longer continuous root 
pitch on one side is preferred which helps the development of the reattaching flow. 
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Previous studies on the ventilation performance of atria with this roof angle have 
suggested that the pressure near the top of the windward pitch will be positive, and this means 
that the main flow can separate at the peak of the roof. As a consequence, when the leeward 
opening is enlarged, more back flow of the recirculation from behind the building, will come 
into the building and drive the airflow in the space resulting in flow pattern (III). b, as shown in 
Figure 5.29 (b), (c), (g) and 0). 
Increasing the size of the opening on the windward roof cannot change the flow pattern 
(compare Figure 5291&h, i&k), except when it is located at the middle of the pitch (see Figure 
5 29d&e), under which condition the flow pattern changes From (1110) to (111). c because 
stronger reattachment is induced by the larger opening. For other situations flow pattern (II) 
will result and higher air velocities in the space can be induced by larger windward opening, 
especially when the leeward opening is at the top and all the windward roof is used as an 
opening. In fact, this result suggests an efficient way for improving the ventilation performance 
of a courtyard by using a shelter from the leeward side. BY comparing the vcntihation 
performance of shelters with different angles (see Figures 5.27h, 5.28k, 5.29k), it is shown that 
shelter with an angle of 200 results in the highest air velocities in the space vv ith the maxintuni 
velocity coefficient of 0.63, which is even higher than that induced by 45° roof with two 
openings (see Figure 5.25, maximum less than 0.5). Later study will show that further increase 
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Figure 5.29: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria ý%ith 20 roof 
and different opening locations and sires (scenarios a, f &i are reproduced from Figure 
5.23 for comparison) 
According to the above discussion, to enhance the airflow in the space. it is good 
practice to enlarge the outlet opening in the windward roof but it should be noticed that 
hN 
doing so the flow pattern will be changed when the inlet opening is placed in the middle of the 
leeward root. Increasing the size of the leeward opening will result in weaker air mov cmeut in 
the space with the occurrence of the flow pattern (111). b. 
" 45" roof' 
The investigation ot'the opening location ol'atria with 45° rool'has indicated that the top 
part is the most important for the airflow pattern and it has been suggested that, only whcii the 
top part has been occupied by openings, the airflow flow pattern will change from (I) to (111). b. 
This result is further verified by the following study ofthe el'l cts of the opening site. 
As shown in Figure 5.30 (d), even with both very large openings on both windward and 
leeward openings, the Clow pattern (I) still occurs driving in the air movement in the space. 
Although enlarging the opening size is able to increase the air velocity in the space. the 
increment is generally very small: the maximum velocity coefficients induced by scenarios (b) 
and (c) which have 3 times bigger openings on windward side or lecý%ard side are only 1 5° and 
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10% more than that by (a) respectively. With 4 tines as the size of the openings employed in 
scenario (a), scenario (d) generates the maximum velocity coefficient of U. 7, which is 4W/o more 
than (a) does. These observations show that two small openings are quite effective for inducing 
the air movement in the space and the efficiency will reduce with the increase of the openings, 
especially when only the size of one opening is increased. 
The scenario (e) shows the airflow pattern of a courtyard with a shelter of 45° and the 
maximum velocity coefficient is around 0.55, which is less than that ol'the courtyard with a 200 
shelter (0.63) as described earlier. This shows that a shelter with an angle of 20" vv ill he more 
efficient in inducing wind-driven natural ventilation in the space. 
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(d) Opening size: 4E+4!? (e) Opening size: 5A+A 
Figure 5.30: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with 45" roof 
and different opening locations and sizes (scenario a is reproduced from Figure 5.24) 
" Barrel vuu/t roof 
Barrel vault roof atria with a tangential angle of 300 are employed I'Or the study of the 
effects of the opening size. Figure 5.31 illustrates the airflow patterns of the atria V%ith vault 
roof with different sizes of openings provided at the roof Ievel. Since the reattaching Ilow is the 
driving force, the roof pitch on the leeward side that helps the continuous mrnement of the 
reattaching flow near the roof level is quite important. It is shown in scenarios (c). ((.: ) and (, I). 
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when the whole leeward pitch is used as an opening, the reattaching flow will separate from the 
peak of the roof causing significant reduction of the air velocity in the space. In particular, 
when the windward opening is placed at the top as well, the horizontal momentum of the 
reattaching flow near the roof level will be overwhelmed by that from the back flow of the 
recirculation behind the building and as a result flow pattern (III). b will be incurred (see 
scenario j). 
Enlarging the windward opening size seems a good way of improving the ventilation 
performance of vault roof atria. By comparing scenarios (a), (d) and (e), (f) and (h), (i) and (k), 
it is shown that higher air velocity in the space can be induced and the flow pattern does not 
change with this variation. This also suggests that the leeward part is the most important 
component to ensure a good ventilation performance in the space for vault roof atria with a 
tangential roof angle above 20°. 
" Guidance on the design of the openings sizes 
Usually designers have the intuition that enlarging openings can always be an efficient 
approach to increase the airflow rate in the space; however, the investigations of this section 
suggest that the application of this approach is dependent on the flow pattern in the space and 
the guidance summarised below should be followed by designers in order to use larger openings 
to improve the ventilation performance: 
" when the air movement in the atrium space is driven by suction flows resulting in flow 
pattern (II) or (III), i. e. triangular roof atria with roof angle below 21° and all types of vault roof 
atria, the opening on the windward roof pitch should be enlarged and the opening on the 
leeward roof pitch should be kept small; (it should be mentioned that this is not the only way for 
the purpose but this approach is applicable for all roof angles; other approaches exclusively for 
particular roof angle can be found in the summaries at the end of each subsection) 
" when flow pattern (I) takes place, i. e. when the triangular roof angle is more than 21°, 
traditional design guidelines on opening sizes can be used: increasing the size of either opening 
can help improve the airflow in the space but the ventilation performance is generally 
determined by the size of the small opening. 
5.5.3 Opening methods 
Treated as "holes" in the roof, openings in previous investigations can be generally 
regarded as retractable or roll-up windows. Although this kind of opening is common in reality, 
there are also some other openings whose opening method may have significant impacts on the 
airflow in and around the building. In fact, in addition to the empty area for the air to come in, a 
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window also provides opening surfaces and edges that can also affect the airflow because they 
may enhance or block the movement of the air around the opening. One example that has been 
mostly adopted in practice is pivoting windows whose edges can intrude into the airflow and 
certainly have some influences as apparently they are not parallel to the streamlines. 
This subsection will focus on this issue and study two types of pivoting openings in 
terms of the pivoting axis: when the axis is in the middle and when it is on the edge. The atria 
with 5°, 15°, 20° and 45° triangular roof and two small openings are chosen to represent flow 
pattern (III). a, (III). b, (II) and (I) respectively. The pivoting opening can be used either in the 
windward roof or in the leeward roof or both. 
In order to enhance the natural ventilation in the space, the opening edges should be 
used in such a way that the driving force can be reinforced and/or the counterforce can be 
weakened when they are opened. With this principle and the airflow patterns identified earlier, 
it is therefore not difficult to understand the effects of the opening methods on the ventilation 
performance of atria with each roof angle. Figures 5.32 to 5.35 present the airflow patterns of 
the wind-induced ventilation in typical triangular roof atria with different angles which are 
incorporated with various settings of pivoting windows. 
For atria with 5° roof where the airflow is driven by the reverse flow in conjunction 
with the back flow from behind the space and these two forces support each other (see scenario 
a), incorporation of pivoting window on the leeward roof pitch with the upper edge as the 
pivoting axis can enhance the reverse flow coming into the building and hence the internal air 
movement if the opening angle is appropriate (compare b&g). When pivoting window is used 
on the windward pitch and the upper-edge is still the pivoting axis, the opening angle should be 
generally larger for better ventilation performance as it results in larger opening area for the 
outlet (see c&i). If the pivoting window is used in such a way that the air is blocked for coming 
in or going out of the building compared to (a), the flow pattern will change depending on the 
opening angle. For instance, when the leeward opening is a pivoting window with lower edge 
as its pivoting axis (see f), apparently the opening edge blocks the reverse flow that comes from 
the right hand side of the opening and the direction of the air velocity at this opening has 
changed to vertical resulting in the occurrence of flow pattern (II). It can also be seen that, for 
this situation, pivoting windows as inlets will be more efficient than as outlets as they control 
the driving force (compare f&h). Similar examples include scenario (h) where the outlet 
pivoting opening blocks the air to get out of the space. The pivoting windows with the axis in 
the middle of the opening may have both positive and negative effects on the airflow described 
above and their effects are very similar to those with the axis on one extreme edge but which 
one depends on its opening angle. It can be seen that, scenarios (e), (j) and (k) are similar to (d), 
(i) and (f)'respectively but the flow is slightly weaker. 
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(e) Opening size: 5C+C 
(k) Opening size: SA+A 
_= 
(c) Opening size: C+5C 
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1, ý pal, ý. 
1ýý\, Ji'; 
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(t) Opening sirr: I. +F. 
7% 
l 
(i) opening size: AA 
Figure 5.31: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with barrel vault 
roof and different opening locations and sizes 
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(b) Opening size: C+3C 
(I1) Opening size: 5E+F 
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(g) right pivoting (upper edge) 
(b) right pivoting (upper edge) 
(e) both pivoting (middle) 
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(I1) Ieft pivoting (lower edge) 
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(c) left pivoting (upper edge) 
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(f) right pivoting (lurver edge) 
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(i) Icti pivoting (upper edge) 
(j) left pivoting (middle) (k) both pivoting (middle) 
Figure 5.32: Airflo-tv patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for aria +ith S" 
triangular roof and pivoting openings 








(b) right pivoting (upper edge) 
(d) both pivoting (upper edge) 
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(e) both pivoting (middle) 
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(Ii) Ielt pivoting (lower aloe) 
1_ 
ý1ý , 
(j) let pivoting (middle) (k) both pivoting (middle) 
(c) Icft pivoting (upper edge) 
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I/ 
(1) right pivoting (lower edge) 
F V4 .17 
(i) Iclt pi' ating (upper cdge) 
Figure 5.33: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria %%ith 15" 
triangular roof and pivoting; openings 
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(d) both pivoting (upper edge) 
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(c) lei, t pivoting (upper edge) 
(I) right pivoting (Iovýer edge) 
1 ýý 
(i) Ict"t pivoting (upper edge) 
} 
(j) left pivoting (middle) (k) both pivoting (middle) (I) both piNoting 
Figure 5.34: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with 211" 
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(h) right pivoting (upper edge) 
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(d) both pivoting (upper edge) 
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(b) right pivoting (upper edge) 
(e) both pivoting (middle) 
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(Ii) left pivoting (lower edge) 
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(1) right Pivoting ( lover e(Ige) 
\ 11ti 
( , ý} ýaI 
(i) Iclt pivoting (upper edge) 
r'1 
(j) left pivoting (middle) (k) both pivoting (middle) (I) right pivoting (middle) 
Figure 5.35: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria w ith 45" 
triangular roof and pivoting openings 
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Based on the above discussions, it can be summarised that, in order to use pivoting 
windows to improve the ventilation performance, the edge of the window should be able to 
enhance the driving force, i. e. the reverse flow, if the flow pattern is to be kept unchanged; 
otherwise changing flow pattern to (II) by opening edges will also be a good choice. 
The observations for the ventilation performance of 5° roof atria can also apply for 15° 
roof atria. It can be seen from Figure 5.33 that, when the driving force of the flow in the space, 
i. e. the reattaching flow is blocked by the opening edges, such as scenarios (b), (c), (g) and (j), 
the airflow will be significantly weakened; on the contrary, if the opening edge can obstruct the 
counteracting force, i. e. the back flow, or enhance the reattaching flow, the magnitude of the air 
velocity at the occupants' level in the space will be increased, such as scenarios (f) and (k). It is 
also observed that the separation of the main flow can be caused due to the opening edge on the 
windward pitch and the back flow will dominate the internal air movement resulting in the 
occurrence of flow pattern (III). b. An interesting scenario is (d), which can be considered as a 
composition of (b) and (c). Although either (b) or (c) does not have a good ventilation 
performance and their flow patterns are different, their combination leads to a much better 
situation, basically because of the enhanced "tunnel effects" formed by the two opening edges. 
For 20° roof atria (Figure 5.34), in order to improve the ventilation performance of the 
space, apart from enhancing the back flow like scenarios (b) and (e) on the leeward side of the 
roof, another efficient way is to use the windward opening edge to cause separation of the main 
flow, as seen in scenarios (h) and (i). Scenario (1) is a combination of the above mentioned 
strategies and has the highest air velocity in the space, but scenario (h) should be the most 
efficient: the single pivoting window on the windward side can not only induce the flow to get 
out of the building but also result in the separation for the main flow. It is also observed that, 
the leeward opening edge can also bring on the change of flow pattern if it blocks the back flow, 
as shown in scenarios (f) and (k). 
The effects of the pivoting windows on the ventilation performance of the 45° roof atria 
are very easy to understand (see Figure 5.35): when the opening edges block the oncoming main 
flow, the airflow rate in the space will be weakened (e. g. scenarios f, h, j, k; 1); when they are 
parallel to the wind direction, the air velocity at the occupants' level will be increased (e. g. b, c, 
d, e); otherwise the pivoting windows will not have significant impacts (e. g. scenarios g&i). 
5.5 Impacts of adjacent buildings 
As has been pointed out, the separation of the main flow at the windward top corner of 
the atrium space has significant effects on the ventilation performance of the space, and it is 
easy to understand that the presence of the windward adjacent buildings can block the wind and 
move the separation point forward. The leeward adjacent buildings will occupy the area for 
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developing the recirculation behind the building and hence may have influence on the back flow. 
Consequently, it is anticipated that the adjacent buildings on both sides will have certain 
impacts on the ventilation performance of atria and this is the main concern of this section. The 
impacts of the windward adjacent buildings are investigated first, followed by the study of the 
effects of the leeward adjacent buildings. The typical atrium roofs used before will also be 
employed for this part of study. It is assumed that the height of the adjacent building is the 
same as that of the roof level, 12m. 
5.5.1 Windward adjacent buildings 
9 Triangular roof 
It can be envisaged that, if the windward adjacent building is very wide, the main flow 
will separate at the most windward top corner and then fully reattach to the top surface of the 
windward, adjacent building before meeting the atrium roof pitch. In this situation, the 
windward roof pitch will expose to positive pressure and flow pattern (I) will result regardless 
of the roof angle. This is illustrated in Figure 5.36. It is also observed that the width of the 
adjacent building that enables the full reattachment of the main flow is not the same for all roof 
angles but increases with the increase of the roof angle. The width needed is around 14m when 
the roof angle is 5°; 20m for 15°; 24m for 20° and 45° roof will require around 32m for the full 
reattachment. 
(a) roof angle: 5°; width of the windward (b) roof angle: 45°; width of the windward adjacent 
building: 36m 
'o' .ý (c) roof angle: 15°; width of the windward (d) roof angle: 20°; width of the windward 
adjacent building: 24m adjacent building: 24m 
Figure 5.36: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with triangular 
roofs and windward adjacent buildings 
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adjacent building: 18m 
developing the recirculation behind the building and hence may have influence on the hack llový. 
Consequently, it is anticipated that the adjacent buildings on both sides will have certain 
impacts on the ventilation performance of atria and this is the main concern of this section. The 
impacts of the windward adjacent buildings are investigated first, followed by the study of the 
effects of the leeward adjacent buildings. The typical atrium roofs used before vviII also he 
employed for this part of study. It is assumed that the height of' the adjacent building is the 
same as that of the roof level, 12w. 
5.5.1 Windward adjacent buildings 
" Triangular roof 
It can be envisaged that, if the windward adjacent building is very wide, the main l1oNN 
will separate at the most windward top corner and then fully reattach to the top surface of the 
windward adjacent building before meeting the atrium roof pitch. In this situation. the 
windward roof pitch will expose to positive pressure and flow pattern (I) will result regardless 
of the roof angle. This is illustrated in Figure 5.36. It is also observed that the width of' the 
adjacent building that enables the full reattachment of the main flow is not the sank for all roof 
angles but increases with the increase ot-the rout-angle. The width needed is around 1,1111 hen 
the roof angle is 5°; 20m for 15°; 241n For 20° and 45° roof' will require around 32ni for the full 
reattachment. 
/ýýý(ýCý17`ý 1 <<ýý, )1ýI' ý, 
(a) roof angle: 5°; width ofthe windward (b) roof angle: 45°; width ot'the windvýard adjacent 
building: 36nß 
(c) roof angle: 15°; width of the windward (d) root'angle: 20°: width ')l the vv indward 
adjacent building: 24m adjacent building: 2' li» 
Figure 5.36: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria with triangular 
roofs and windward adjaccnl buildings 
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adjacent building: 18m 
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As has already been made clear, for roof angle below 21°, the ventilation of the 
prototype atria is driven by suction when there is no adjacent building beside the atrium and the 
flow pattern is (III). a, (11) and (I11). b for 5°, 15° and 20° roof respectively. Thus, there must be a 
transition process for the airflow pattern of atria with these roof angles if adjacent buildings are 
added. Figure 5.37 illustrates the airflow patterns for the atria with these roof angles when the 
adjacent building is not wide enough to change the flow pattern to (I). It is shovvn that a reverse 
flow will be induced between the windward opening and the leftmost top corner. and flow 
pattern (II) occurs tor atria with all three different roof angles. It can he seen that, the presence 
of the windward adjacent building brings the separation point forward and the main flow has 
already begun to reattach to the roof level from above the windward opening. "Thus. for 5" roof. 
its horizontal momentum at the inlet opening can easily overwhelm that from the hack Ilow and 
becomes the driving force fier the air movement in the space. For 15° and 20° roofs, the main 
flow can reattach the roof from a higher position due to earlier separation than that of tlºc single 
stand-alone atrium building and thus the flow will reattach to the roof more snºootlily resulting 
in higher air velocity in the space. 








(a) roof anglc: 5° (b) root angle: 15" (c) rool'angle: 20 
Figure 5.37: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for atria i%ith triangular 
roofs and windward adjacent buildings of a width of 61n 
Figure 5.38 presents the relationship bet\\ecn the maximum air vvelocit\ coeHicicnt at 
the occupants' level and the width of the windward adjacent building. It showw, that. for atria 
with a roof'angle below 20°, the air velocity in the space increases with the increase ofthe width 
of the adjacent building, especially when the flow pattern has become stable. Nevertheless, tlºe 
increasing speed reduces down when the adjacent building is wider and it becomes zero ''Then 
the main flow fully attaches to the root'. I however, tier atria with 450 root', the air velocity at the 
occupants' level will decrease first and then increase it' the width of the adjacent building is 
continuously increased. This is because, when there is no adjacent building, the main l1o \\ ill 
directly enter into the building through the windward opening: however, when the width of the 
adjacent building is intermediate, the main claw will separate at the most \ýind\\ard corner and 
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only part of the separated flow enters into the building and as a result the airflow in the space 
will be weaker; when the adjacent building is very wide, the main flow can fully reattach to the 
roof level and enables more air to get in the building, thus enhancing the airflow in the space. 
However, due to the friction of the roof, the flow is still much weaker than the situation when 

















Width of the windward adjacent building (m) 
-$ roof angle: 5 -0- roof angle: 15 --I roof angle: 20 -0- roof angle: 45 ' 
Figure 5.38: Relationship between the maximum air velocity coefficient and the width Of 
the windward adjacent building; 
It can also be seen that, when the adjacent building is wry \\ide (im less than 18111). the 
air velocities of different roof angles become very similar to each other with a discrepancy less 
than 15%. When the airflow becomes stabilised and does not change with the increase oI the 
width of the adjacent building, the order of the magnitude of the air velocity is the sane as that 
of the roof angle since higher roof pitch has larger vertical opening area. This analysis actually 
suggests that, when the adjacent building becomes very wide, the ventilation performance of ilhc 
atria will become insensitive to the roof angle. 
According to the above discussions, it can be summarised that, over the whole process 
of increasing the width of the windward adjacent building,, the airflow pattern for all roof angles 
will be finally (I) with the occurrence of (II) during the transitional process. For atria with 
lower roof angles where the ventilation is driven by suction, the windward adjacent building can 
help to enhance the an, movement in the space. I lowever, with respect to the atria vv ith high 
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roof angle where flow pattern (I) occurs, it is not good practice to place any adjacent building on 
the windward side of the space for promoting internal airflow. 
I 
\\ 
(a) no adjacent building (b) width of the windward adjacent building: 6m 
(c) width of the windward adjacent building: 16m 
Figure 5.39: Airflow patterns of the wind-induced natural ventilation ut'45" roof atria ý%itIi 
different widths of windward adjacent building 
" ('ourIl'cn'd 
Fhe results on the effects of the windward adjacent building obtained in above studies 
are still applicable for courtyards: the separation point is moved forward, the main flow starts to 
reattach to the roof level earlier, thus increasing the horizontal momcntuin of' the main Ilov% at 
the root level. Therefore, its impact is very similar to that of increasing the heil ht of the 
leeward wall and the ventilation performance can be greatly improved with the flovv pattern 
changed from (III). h to (1I) (sec Figure 5.40). 
It is also observed that, when the flow pattern has been changed to (II), the variation 
trend of the air velocity in the space includes two different parts which distinguish when the 
adjacent building is I8m wide. For the first part, the main flow has not fully rcattachcd to the 
roof level and the flow direction above the courtyard is downward and windward, i. e. both 
horizontal and vertical momentums are strong. In this way, the flow has more intention to reach 
to the bottom of the space and drive the air movement there. As a consequence, vk ider adjacent 
building reduces the downward momentum and hence the air velocity at the occupants' level. 
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When the adjacent building is wide enough, the flow can fully reattach to the roof hclorc 
ºneeting the courtyard. Because of the roof, part of vertical momentum disappears and the other 
part is transferred to horizontal momentum. '['his process also needs certain distance and Ný idcr 
roof means more horizontal momentum before arriving at the stahilisation point. I'his is also 
the reason for the trend of the air velocity change of the second pail. Nevertheless. when floNv 
pattern (II) occurs, the difference between any two scenarios is quite small with a variation of 
less than 16%. 
To sum up, the windward adjacent building is very hcIptluI for the enhancement the 
airflow in a courtyard, but there is a critical width of the adjacent building for this purpose, over 










Width of the adjacent building (m) 
(a) airflow pattern for a courtyard with a (b) relationship between maximum velocity co ell icient 
windward adjacent building of I2nt and the width ot, the adjacent builclino 
Figure 5.40: investigation of the impacts of the windward adjacent buildings on the 
ventilation performance of a courtyard 
" Barrel vault roof 
The study of the vault roof atria with a tangential angle below 20° can refer to previous 
studies for 5° and 15° and will not be repeated here. Vault roof atria with a tangential angle of' 
300, which were also used before, are employed for this part oI investigation. 
Figure 5.41 compares the airflow patterns of a stand-alone vault roof atrium and another 
vault roof atrium with a windward adjacent building. It is observed that the windward adjacent 
building does not have any effect on the flow pattern of the wind-induced air movement of atria 
with vault roofs, even when it is very wide and the main flow can fully reattach to the root. 
With respect to the magnitude of the air velocity at the occupants' Icvel, it generally has the 
same trend as that for atria with 45° triangular roof, because they have the sank effects on the 
main flow in terms of the separating and reattaching phenomenon, and thus windward adjacent 
building cannot significantly improve the ventilation performance ofthc space. 
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(a) no adjacent building (b) width of the windward adjacent buildin : 2Am 
Figure 5.41: Comparison of airflow patterns of the wind-induced natural ventilation of an 
stand-alone vault roof atrium and one vault roof atrium with a windward adjacent 
building 
" Scnu'inollt roof 
Finally let us take a look at the complicated sawtooth roof. Atria with typical roof 
angles, 15° and 450, have been chosen for the study. Figures 5.32 and 5.43 compare Ica irflow 
patterns of the wind-induced ventilation of stand-alone sawtuoth roof atria and those vv itli 
windward adjacent buildings. It can he seen that, lör 15° sawtooth roof atria where the airflow 
in the space is driven by suction, the windward adjacent building can help v%ith the enhancement 
of the internal air movement för both tooth number conditions (see scenarios a to c in 1)0111 
figures), because it reduces the separating effects at the lelt top corner of the atrium, thus 
resulting in stronger horizontal momentum that drives the indoor airflow. 
Situations for 45° sawtooth roof are much more complicated. When all lce and 
openings are opened with windward openings closed, the effects of' adjacent buildings are not 
very significant as separation still occurs due to the high roof pitch (see scenario d in both 
figures), and the flow pattern remains as (III). h. II' all windward openings are opened with 
leeward openings closed, although Clow pattern (I) is incurred due to the adjacent buildilws, the 
internal airflow is not significantly enhanced as well. This is basically because of the shape of 
the roof: there is no directly through path for the main flow for such shape of' roof, WhiCh tile 
basis of flow pattern (I) "tunnel effect" relies on. With regards to the bottom openings 
situations, the air flow rate at the occupants' level can be increased by windvýard adjacent 
buildings. The reason for this varies for different tooth numbers. When tooth number is 3. the 
adjacent building can change the floh pattern from (III). h to (I), ýNhich is the similar to the case 
of 20° triangular roof. when the tooth number is 6, the reason is the same as explained liar 




(a) 15°, leeward openings 
(d) 45°, leeward openings 
iý ýý ,. 
(b) 15°, windward openings 
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ill < <ýý ý 
(e) 45°, windward openings 
(c) + 241n windward adjacent building 
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(e) + 24m windward adjacent building 
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(I) 45°, huttoin uhcninIs 
(d) A 24m windward atljaccnt building 
(1) + 24m windward adjacciit building 
Figure 5.42: Airflow patterns of the wind-induced natural ventilation of sawtouth roof 
atria with windward adjacent building (tooth nuºnhcr: 3) 
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(b) + 24m windward ad iccnt building (a) + 24n1 windward adjacent building 
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(a) 15°, leeward openings 
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(d) 45°, leeward openings 
(a) + 24m windward adjacent building 
(b) 15°, windward openings 
(e) 45°, windward openings 
JF, 
/\\ (9)) 
(c) 15°, bottom openings 
L-- - 
(I) 45°, hUttunu openings 
(h) + 24m windward adjacent huildling 
T 11 
(d) 24m windward . ºd accnt building 
1- 
(e) + 24m windward adjacent building (1) + 24m windward adjacent building 
Figure 5.43: Airflow patterns of the wind-induced natural ventilation of sawtoot I) roof 
atria with windward adjacent building (tooth number: 6) 
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(c) + 241n windward adjacent building 
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Based on the above discussions about the effects of windward adjacent buildings on 
several different forms of roofs, the conditions for the use of adjacent buildings to improve the 
ventilation performance of atrium buildings with two small openings in the roof (also including 
courtyard cases and sawtooth roof atria with roof angle less than 20°) can be summarised as 
follows: main flow separates at the windward top corner if the atrium is stand-alone and the use 
of windward adjacent building can result in the disappearance of the separation above the atrium 
roof level. For sawtooth roof atria with roof angle above 20°, among the three openings 
distributions tested, the adjacent buildings are useful for bottom openings situations only. 
5.5.2 Leeward adjacent buildings 
0 Triangular roof 
Figure 5.44 illustrates the airflow patterns of triangular roof atria that have different 
roof angles and 12m leeward adjacent building. It can be seen that, for all roof angles, the flow 
pattern remains the same as that of the related stand-alone atrium space. This is easy to 
understand for atria with roof angle of 5°, 15° and 45°, as the effect of the back flow from 
behind the building is basically assist (i. e. 5°) or counteract (e. g. 15° and 45°) other forces and it 
is not the only driving force for the internal air movement. However, for 20° roof where the 
dominating force is the back flow, it seems a little strange that the flow pattern is not changed 
with the incorporation of leeward adjacent building. Further investigation shows that this is 
because of the corner between the adjacent building top surface and the leeward roof pitch 
where recirculation is-formed since there is an angle between the main flow and the leeward 
pitch due to the separation at the peak of the roof. 
The relationship between the width of the leeward adjacent building and the maximum 
air velocity at the occupants' level is shown in Figure 5.45. It can be inferred from the figure 
that the effects of the leeward adjacent buildings on the air velocity magnitude at the occupants' 
level are determined by the role that the back flow plays in driving the internal air movement. 
As identified earlier, for flow pattern (I) and (II), the back flow acts as the counterforce and thus 
the use of leeward adjacent building will enhance the airflow, as seen for roof angle 15° and 45°; 
however, for flow pattern (III), the back flow is part of the driving force and therefore 
employing leeward adjacent building will lead to the reduction of the air flow rate in the space. 
Nevertheless, it can be seen that the impacts of the leeward adjacent buildings are quite small 
compared to those of the windward adjacent buildings, and the most significant one takes place 
for the 15° roof where the two counteracting forces that induces the airflow, the reattaching flow 
and the back flow are similar in scale, which means the reduction of the back flow can 
contribute more to the internal flow than other cases. It can also be observed that only a small 
width is needed for the realisation of the impacts (6m for this case) and further increase of the 




(a) roof angle: 5° (b) roof angle: 15° 
(c) roof angle: 200 (d) roof angle: 45° 















Width of leewward adjacent building (m) 
-0 roof angle: 5 ' 
-0- roof angle: 15 
-A- roof angle: 20 
-6- roof angle: 45 
Figure 5.45: Relationship between the maximum air velocity coefficient and the width of 
the leeward adjacent building 
" Courtyard 
Although courtyards and 20° root' atria have the sane flow pattern (III ). b, the leeward 
adjacent buildings will have very different impacts on them because the corner betvýccn the top 
surface of the leeward adjacent building and the leeward root pitch fiºr 20° case will not be 
formed as a courtyard does not any roof pitch at all. It can be seen from Figure 5.46 that, ý\ ith 
the leeward adjacent building, the ventilation performance of the courtyard can be greatly 
enhanced and the flow pattern changes from (III). h to (II), since the back flow vanishes may 
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due to the leeward adjacent building. The effects of the leeward adjacent building on the 
magnitude of the air velocity at the occupants' level of a courtyard are generally the sank as 
described above for the triangular roof atria: it is very of ective initially but further increase 
does not have any significant impact. 
(a) a stand-alone courtyard (b) a courtyard with aI 2m wide leeward adjacent building, 
Figure 5.46: Comparison of the airflow patterns of a stand-alone courtyard and a 
courtyard with a leeward adjacent building 
" Other rows 
The effects of the leeward adjacent buildings on the back flow discussed above are also 
observed for atria with other roofs. The leeward adjacent buildings for vault roof atria \\11h 
tangential angle above 20° will have similar effects as those for atria with 45° triangular roof 
and does not significantly influence the internal airflow, as shown in Figure 5.47. Figure,, 5.48 
and 5.49 further demonstrate more examples for sawtooth roof atria. It is still shown that, the 
incorporation of leeward adjacent building for the enhancement of the airflow in the space is 
only sensible for the cases where flow pattern (II) occurs, including scenarios (a) for 3-tooth 
roof atria and (h) for 6-tooth roof atria; it is not of much significance for other Ilmw patterns 




(a) a stand-alone vault roof atria (I 5°) (a) + 6m wide leeward adjacent building 
Figure 5.47: Comparison of the airflow patterns of a stand-alone vault roof atrium and a 
vault roof atrium with a leeward adjacent building 
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(a) 15°, leeward openings 
(d) 45°, leeward openings 
(c) I50, bottom openings 
P, W, 
'ýi; ýý Ili i 
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(1) 45", bottom openings 
(h) 24m Icourc1 acijaccnt building 
i ;> 
(e) + 24m windward adjacent building (1) -+ 24iu windvýard adjacent building 
Figure 5.48: Airflow patterns of the wind-induced natural ventilation of saww tooth roof 
atria with leeward adjacent building (tooth number: 3) 
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(b) 15°, windward openings 
(e) 45°, windward openings 
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(a) + 24rn leeward adjacent huilding 
(d) ý 24m Nvinclward adjacent building (c) + 241n windward adjacent building 
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(d) 45°, leeward openings 
(b) 15°, windward openings 
(e) 45°, windward openings 





(c) 15°, bottom Openings 
f'ý'ý, 
(1) 415°, bottom openings 
(b) + 24m windward adjacent building 




(d) f- 24ni windward adjacent building 
(e) + 24m windward adjacent building (t) + 24m wind%vard adjacent huildinp 
Figure 5.49: Airflow patterns of the wind-induced natural ventilation of sawwtooth roof 
atria with leeward adjacent building ((ooth number: 6) 
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(c) + 24nß windward adjacent building, 
5.5.3 Collective impacts of windward and leeward adjacent buildings 
The above studies investigated the impacts of windward and Iecward adjacent buildings 
separately and it is shown that their effects are quite different: the windward adjacent buildings 
only influence the main flow whilst the leeward adjacent buildings affect the hack floNv, It is 
therefore envisaged that, if both of windward and leeward adjacent buildings are employed, 
their collective effects can be simply predicted by adding their separate effects together. Figure 
5.50 shows a simple example of the wind-induced ventilation of an atrium with a 15° triangular 
roof to demonstrate this. It can be seen that, if there is no adjacent building, the maximum 
velocity coefficient of the stand-alone atrium is only 0.12. with the ? lni vvindvýard adjacent 
building only, it increases to 0.22; with the 121n leeward adjacent building only, it is 0. I8; with 
both, it reaches up to 0.25. 
ý*- ý, i 
I 
(a) a stand-alone 15° roof atrium (a) + 24m windward adjacent huildinu 
11li ý' 
(a) + 12m leeward adjacent (a) + 24m windward adjacent building ' 121n lee aid 
building adjacent huildin! g 
Figure 5.50: Comparison of airflow patterns of atria with 15" triangular roof's and 
different settings of adjacent buildings 
5.5.4 Guidance on the design of the adjacent buildings 
The above studies suggest that, the windward adjacent huildint, s usually have 
significant impacts on the ventilation pertörmance of atrium spaces with roof- openings, 
especially for those atria with the separation of the main flow at the vvind\ýard top corner, \01ilst 
the effects of the leeward adjacent buildings can he generally ignored. Based on these findings, 
guidance on the design of the adjacent buildings can he developed tier different design 
objectives, and Figures 5.38 and 5.45 that illustrate the relationship between the '\ idth of 
adjacent buildings and the air velocity in the space are very valuable for this purpose. Some 
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commonly seen conditions and related design guidance developed are shown below (only 
atrium spaces with two roof openings are considered here unless specifie(l). It should he 
mentioned that the guidelines developed below are all för adjacent buildings ýýith the sane 
height of the atrium space. 
0 Roof shape based design 
Sometimes the roof shape, i. e. either triangular or harrel vault or sawtooth or 110 ro01 
(courtyard) has already been determined at earlier stage but the width of the adjacent buildings 
needs to be determined for the enhancement of'ventilation performance. 
" For a courtyard, either windward or leeward adjacent buildings can significantly 
enhance the airllow of the space. This also suggests that courtyard should not be placed alone 
along the wind direction if it is incorporated to induce more signilicant ventil. ºtiun, as shown in 
Figure 5.51. 
-- . wind direction 




Figure 5.51: Comparison of the ventilation performance of three layouts of a building ww ith 
a courlvard 
" If the triangular root angle is below K", the incorporation ut' vv ind%% and ad, occnt 
building can help to enhance the ventilation in the space but its width should exceed that ()I'the 
atrium building; the effects of leeward adjacent building can he generally ignored; 
" Ifthe triangular roof angle is between 8°-17°, adjacent buildings on either side can he 
used to improve the ventilation performance in the space; 
" If the triangular roof angle is between 17°-? 1°, only the adjacent building on the 
windward side of the atrium space can have significant positive impacts; 
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" If the triangular roof angle is above 21°, windward adjacent building will have 
negative effects, and the impacts of leeward buildings can be ignored; 
" If vault roof is used and the roof angle is below 21°, correspondent guidelines 
introduced above for the triangular roofs are still applicable; if the roof angle is above 21°, the 
effects of the adjacent buildings are similar to those for triangular roof atria with angle above 
21°; 
" With respect to atrium spaces with sawtooth roofs, the effects of leeward adjacent 
buildings are generally ignorable with very few exceptions (see Page 173 for details). 
Windward adjacent buildings are useful if the roof angle is below 21° but their effects will be 
dependent of the opening distributions if the roof angle is above 21°. 
" Flow pattern based design 
It was already made clear that, the incorporation of leeward adjacent building will not 
change the flow pattern in the atrium space, whilst the windward adjacent building can move the 
separation point forward and lead to flow pattern (I) for all roof angles if it is wide enough. In 
other words, when the windward adjacent building is very wide, the flow pattern will be 
insensitive to the roof angle. 
5.6 Conclusions and discussions 
This chapter has systematically studied the wind-induced natural ventilation of atrium 
spaces with two roof openings with particular focus on the impacts of three design parameters, 
including roof shape, opening characteristics and adjacent buildings. This section sets out to 
summarise the physics for this ventilation strategy and develop design guidance for the 
incorporation of the strategy based on the understandings obtained from the detailed 
investigations earlier. The limitations of this strategy will also be discussed at the end of this 
section. 
5.6.1 Physics of the model 
It has been known from the analysis of the airflow around a cubic box that, when the 
oncoming wind meets a building with sharp corners, the main flow will separate at the 
windward top corner resulting in reverse flow and reattaching flow above the roof level, and a 
recirculation flow will be incurred behind the building. These flows will be the primary forces 
that drive the ventilation if openings are provided in the roof of the building. 
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For the wind-induced ventilation of the prototype atrium illustrated at the beginning of 
this chapter (see Figure 5.1), which has the same width and height of 12m and an opening in 
each roof pitch, five different flow patterns can be defined in terms of the driving forces and the 
air movement as follows. Figure 5.52 repeats some typical flow patterns used before for 
demonstration. 
Flow pattern (1): the main flow enters the space through the windward opening and 
leaves from the leeward opening, and thus the internal airflow can be regarded as being driven 
by "tunnel effect". As the main flow does not separate at the windward top corner, the reverse 
flow and the reattaching flow will not appear at the roof level in this flow pattern. Back flow 
from the recirculation behind the building acts as a counterforce but it is very weak compared to 
the main flow. This flow pattern generally induces the highest airflow rate at the occupants' 
level in the space among all five flow patterns, because the main flow has much stronger 
horizontal momentum than other flows. 
Flow pattern (II): the main flow separates before meeting the windward opening and 
the internal air movement is driven by the reattaching flow on the leeward pitch of the roof. 
The back flow still acts as a counterforce for this flow pattern. The air coming into the building 
through the leeward opening has a vertical direction and it will directly go to the bottom of the 
space. This movement of air requires that the horizontal momentum of the reattaching flow 
should overwhelm or at least equate to that of the back flow. It can also envisaged that this flow 
pattern usually have the largest turbulence intensity at the occupants' level as the turbulence 
caused by the shear at the roof level is convected to the bottom of the space. 
Flow pattern (III). a: the three type (III) flow patterns are quite similar: they are all 
driven by secondary recirculation because the direction of the momentum of the air that enters 
the building through the leeward opening is horizontal towards the opposite direction of the 
wind. However, the dominating flows for each of them are quite different. Flow pattern (IUI). a 
is driven by the cooperation of reverse flow and back flow, and the two driving forces assist 
each other. 
Flow pattern (III). b: this flow pattern is driven by the back flow. Since the back flow 
is not strong, the air velocity induced in this flow pattern is usually very weak and thus should 
be avoided. 
Flow pattern (III). c: this flow pattern is very similar to flow pattern (III). b. The only 
difference is that is that, in this flow pattern most of the air coming. into the building is from the 
reattaching flow whilst it is from the back flow. Sometimes transitional flow pattern may occur 
in-between these two patterns, i. e. part of the air is from the back flow and the other part is from 
the reattaching flow. They are not distinguished in this research as the main concern of this 
thesis is the driving force rather than the mass flow. Since the driving force is the same as that 
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(a) Flow pattern (I) 
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(c) Flow pattern (III). a 
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(d) Flow pattern (III). b 
(b) Flow pattern (II) 
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(d) Flow pattern (III). c 
Figure 5.52: Possible airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for the prototype 
atrium space (which has a triangular roof and one small opening in each roof pitch) 
The above identifications of the possible flow patterns suggest that the air movement in 
and around an atrium space is driven by the interaction of the main flow, reattaching flow, 
reverse flow and the back flow around the building. It can be seen that, only now pattern (I) is 
driven by the positive pressure caused by main flow and all the others are driven by "suction". 
In other words, the windward opening is inlet for flow pattern (I), whilst it is outlet for all other 
flow patterns. Reverse flow only occurs for flow pattern (III). a and all other flow patterns are 
the interaction of the reattaching flow and the back flow. Back flow appears in all flow patterns 
with positive effects on patterns (III). a&b&c but negative effects on patterns (I) and (11). 
Understanding how design parameters affect these flows will be very important for the 
prediction of the airflow pattern and evaluation of the ventilation performance at the early 
design stage, and this is elaborated in terms of each flow. 
Main flow is essentially "original" flow of the oncoming wind. Separation caused by 
the sharp corner before the wind enters the windward opening can significantly weaken the 
main flow near the roof level and even cause the main flow to go over the windward roof pitch 
rather than enter the windward building, under which condition the internal flow will be driven 
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by suction. It is also observed that not all shape corners will cause separation of the main flow 
and this is dependent of the angle between the two surfaces that form the corner. 
These descriptions mean that, whether flow pattern (I) can take place for the prototype 
atrium is determined by the interrelationship between the location of the corner, the location of 
the opening and roof angle. According to simulation, the flow pattern (I) will occur when the 
roof angle is above 21° and not both openings are at the top; or when the roof angle is 18° to 20° 
and openings are placed near the upper area; and when there is wide windward adjacent 
building so that the separated main flow can fully reattach to the top surface of the windward 
adjacent building before meeting the opening in the windward roof pitch of the atrium. Flow 
pattern (I) will never occur for barrel vault roof atria due to its roof shape, and it takes place for 
sawtooth roof atria if the width of the windward adjacent building is very large and an opening 
is provided on the most windward roof pitch, or if the roof has a small tooth number, an angle 
over 21° and an opening on the most windward pitch. 
Reattaching flow is intrinsically main flow too but it is the main flow that has 
separated and then reattached to the roof level. Two important factors that determine the effects 
of the reattaching flow are the reattaching point and the distance along which the reattaching 
flow develops after the reattaching point. If the main flow reattaches onto the windward pitch 
near the peak of the roof after separation at the windward top corner of the atrium, the flow may 
separate again at the peak of the roof and this will result in very weak reattaching flow on the 
leeward roof pitch, which is the case for many scenarios with 20° triangular roof (see Figure 
5.23c&d&h) or vault roof with large angles (see Figure 5.26f) which has a flow pattern of (III). b. 
If the flow can reattach to the leeward pitch of the roof but there is not much distance available 
for the development of the flow, such as the situation where roof angle is 15° and the leeward 
opening is too large, the reattaching flow can be overwhelmed by the back flow, thus resulting 
in the flow pattern (III). c (see Figure 5.22i). The position of the windward inlet can also affect 
the strength of the reattaching flow, as the vertical momentum within the air going through the 
opening can bring the horizontal momentum near the roof upwards, thus weakening the 
horizontal momentum of the reattaching flow that drives the internal airflow. Examples of this 
have been shown in the study of the opening location of the atria with 15° triangular roof (see 
Figure 5.22) and those with vault roof (see Figure 5.26). When the momentum of the 
reattaching flow has well developed, flow pattern (II) will occur. 
Back flow is the airflow that is from the back of the atrium space, i. e. it has an opposite 
direction of the oncoming wind. This usually results from the "wind shade" behind the building 
or the corner between roof and the top surface of the leeward adjacent building. The back flow 
only has effects on the leeward roof pitch which are determined by the roof angle and the 
opening location and area. It has been made clear that the effects will more significant on 
higher roof pitch and/or larger opening. The back flow also needs some distance for its 
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development but too far distance from the bottom of the roof pitch will weaken its effects. As a 
result its impacts will reduce from the middle of the leeward roof pitch to the two ends. 
As introduced before, the collective effects of design parameters on the reattaching flow 
and the back flow determine the flow pattern (II) and it takes place when the former is stronger 
than the latter. In other words, flow pattern (II) will occur when the reattaching flow has 
developed better than the back flow has. Simulation results have shown that, for the stand-alone 
prototype atrium with two small openings, flow pattern (II) will take place when the roof angle 
is below 18° and when the inlet opening is placed at the bottom of the leeward roof pitch; under 
the same condition for 18° to 20° but the outlet opening is not at the upper area of the windward 
roof pitch (otherwise flow pattern (I) will occur as introduced above); when the roof angle is 8° 
to 15°, and the conditions that the inlet opening is in the middle of the leeward roof pitch, and 
that the outlet is at the bottom of the windward pitch do not happen simultaneously. Flow 
pattern (II) is also the dominating pattern for vault roof atria with a tangential angle over 21° 
and two small openings, and the only exception happens when the windward opening is placed 
at the top with the leeward opening in the middle of the roof pitch. It also occurs for sawtooth 
roof atrium buildings when leeward openings are opened and tooth number is small or when 
windward openings are opened and tooth number is large. 
Reverse flow is the small recirculation at the roof level that develops when there is 
large room between the separated main flow and the roof surface. This definition actually 
suggests that the reverse flow only occurs when the roof angle is very small. In order for the 
reverse flow to develop horizontal momentum, there should also be enough distance on the 
leeward side of the inlet opening, which also means that the reverse flow will not be the driving 
force for the internal air movement if the leeward opening is provided at the bottom of the roof 
pitch. These discussions also suggest the conditions for the occurrence of flow pattern (III). a. 
Simulation has shown that it occurs when the roof angle is below 8° for the prototype atrium 
and the leeward opening should include some middle or upper area. It also takes place for atria 
with sawtooth roofs when tooth number is large and windward openings are opened, or when 
tooth number is small and leeward openings are opened (see Figures 5.18&5.19). It is also 
envisaged that the vertical size of the reverse flow at the roof level has significant effects on the 
magnitude of the air velocity in the space and larger size usually result in higher reduction from 
the main flow. Consequently, the distance of the two openings should be kept larger in order to 
induce stronger air movement in the space. 
It has to be mentioned that the conditions listed above for each flow pattern to take 
place is not complete and it is next to impossible to do so, since there are too many parameters 
involved and even more variations for the combination of these parameters. In order to gain a 
precise appreciation of the flow pattern for a real case, it is suggested that readers should refer to 
the figures in the previous detailed studies. 
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5.6.2 Design guidance 
Based on the understanding of the controlling forces for each flow pattern, plenty of 
strategies can be employed for the enhancement of the airflow of the prototype atrium space. 
Examples that have been introduced in this chapter include using pivoting windows, changing 
opening size, relocating the windows, employing adjacent buildings and modifying roof shapes 
and angles. Their effects on the internal air movement are generally summarised as follows: 
Roof angle is perhaps the most important design parameter for the ventilation 
performance of the stand-alone prototype atrium. When the openings are located in the middle 
of the both pitches, roof angle will determine the flow pattern of the space: flow pattern (I) will 
occur roof angle above 211; (II) for 8°-17°; (III). a for 0°-7°; (III). b for 18°-20°. High roof pitch 
will also lead to more significant impacts from the back flow. Roof angle around 45° induce the 
highest air velocity in the space and further increase of the roof angle will lead to higher 
turbulence intensity. However, if windward adjacent buildings are employed, especially when 
they are very wide, the roof angle will become insensitive to the ventilation performance of the 
space. The relationship between the roof angle and the air velocity in the space for triangular 
and vault roof atria is illustrated in Figure 5.9 and 5.14 respectively. 
The opening location should vary for different flow patterns in order to achieve the 
best ventilation performance of the prototype triangular roof atrium. For roof angle above 21° 
with flow pattern (I), the two opening should be on the same level of each roof pitch to enhance 
the "tunnel effect" and simulation also shows that the best position should be in the middle of 
the roof. For roof angle 8°-17° with flow pattern (II), the inlet opening should be located at the 
top or bottom level of the leeward pitch to reduce the effects of back flow whilst the outlet 
opening should be placed at the top or middle level of the windward pitch so that the reattaching 
point is not too close to the peak of the roof. For roof angle below 8° with flow pattern (III). a, 
the leeward opening should be located at the upper area of the pitch to allow the development of 
the reverse flow and the windward opening should be positioned near the bottom of the pitch to 
enlarge the distance between the two openings for more horizontal momentum. Another option 
for this roof angle is to change the flow pattern to (II) by placing the leeward opening at, the 
bottom of the leeward opening which impedes the development of the reverse flow and for this 
circumstance the windward opening location should follow the guidelines of flow pattern (II) 
introduced above. With respect to roof angle between 18° and 20°, both openings should be 
placed near the top to change flow pattern to (I). For vault roof atria with a tangential angle 
above 21°, the leeward opening should be placed in the upper area of roof pitch to avoid the 
separation of the main flow. Figures 5.21-5.24 and 5.26 compare the airflow patterns in atrium 
spaces with various opening locations of the typical roof angles. 
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Enlarging opening size does not necessarily improve the ventilation performance of the 
space and similar to the opening location, different approaches should be adopted for different 
flow patterns. For atria with roof angle above 21° with flow pattern (I), increasing the size of 
both openings' size will enhance the air velocity in the space if the both openings do not occupy 
the top area at the same time; for roof angle 8°-17° with flow pattern (II), continuous roof pitch 
will help the development of the reattaching flow and thus for the improvement of the 
ventilation performance it will be favourable to locate both openings together or place them at 
the bottom of the roof pitch; for flow patterns (III). a and (III). c with roof angle 0°-8° and 18°-20° 
respectively, enlarging the windward opening will make the ventilation performance even worse 
as the recirculation at the roof level will be bigger resulting in more reduction from the main 
flow; and thus the windward opening should be enlarged instead to enhance the internal airflow. 
This strategy has also proven efficient for the barrel vault roof atria with tangential roof angle 
above 21°. Figures 5.27 - 5.31 show the comparisons of the ventilation performance of atrium 
spaces with different sizes of openings for several typical roof angles. 
Incorporating other opening methods, such as the opening edges of the pivoting 
windows is also an efficient approach to enhance the ventilation in the space. The pivoting 
windows can be used in two ways: either it can be used to enhance the controlling forces of each 
flow pattern, such as those used for flow patterns (I) and (II) or it can be employed to change the 
flow pattern, especially when the original flow pattern does not induce a good ventilation 
performance, such as those for flow pattern (III). In order to enhance the controlling forces, the 
opening edges should be parallel to the flow it is intended to reinforce or blocks the 
counterforce. To change the pattern (usually to flow pattern 11), the window edges should be 
opened to the vertical direction. Relevant comparisons of the flow patterns in the atrium spaces 
with different opening methods are shown in Figures 5.32 - 5.35. 
Adjacent buildings can also be helpful for the internal air movement. Windward 
adjacent buildings can move the separation point forward and allow the main flow to reattach to 
the top surface of the adjacent building before meeting the atrium roof. In this way it changes 
the flow pattern to (I) for the triangular roof atria no matter the roof angle and as a consequence 
significantly improve the ventilation performance of the prototype atria with roof angle smaller 
than 21°. However it does not help atria with roof angle over 21°, and in addition, wide 
windward adjacent buildings make the roof angle insensitive to the airflow in the space. 
Leeward adjacent building is helpful for atria with all roof angles in spite of its limited 
effectiveness as it weakens the back flow. Simulation also shows that either windward or 
leeward adjacent buildings can greatly improve the ventilation performance of a courtyard. The 
relationship between the air velocity in the space and the width of the windward/leeward 
adjacent building is illustrated in Figure 5.38 and Figure 5.45 respectively. 
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The above guidelines are made assuming that all other parameters are fixed expect the 
one that is being discussed and some detailed guidance can be found at the end of each section. 
Nevertheless, it has to be admitted that it is not possible to include all design conditions in this 
piece of work and develop relevant design guidance. However, it is believed that, with the 
understanding of effects of related design parameters introduced above and those valuable 
graphs made illustrating the relationship between the ventilation performance and different 
variables, designers should be able to develop their own design guidelines for other more 
complicated situations. 
5.6.3 Other discussions 
This part of study is focused on the wind-induced ventilation of atria through roof 
openings and it is assumed that there are no openings available at the occupants' level. This 
condition is not only encountered in atrium spaces but it can also be seen in many other types of 
buildings such as some large scale industrial buildings where security concerns may not allow 
people to open windows at the occupants' level, and also the attic of a house with skylights. It 
is therefore believed that the findings of this research will also be of some benefit for these 
applications in addition to atrium type buildings. 
It has to be admitted that cross ventilation through the openings at the occupants' level 
is much more efficient. As shown in Figure 5.53, with an additional opening on the leeward 
wall, the airflow rate at the occupants' level is significantly increased compared to those 
scenarios without it. It is suggested that the openings at the occupants' level will always be the 
first choice whenever possible. However, there are many occasions where openings at the 
occupants' level cannot be incorporated and the ventilation has to be induced from the roof level: 
such as when there is too much noise and air pollution from the outdoor traffic; or the wind is 
too heavy and is not suitable for direct use; or the opening is too far away such as the condition 
in the middle of a very long shopping street; or there are too many obstructions near the opening, 
etc. 
It should also be noted that the airflows investigated in this chapter are all driven by 
recirculation rather than direct flow and it was shown that recirculation can be effective in 
producing cooling effects if appropriately designed. In fact, the use of recirculation can be quite 
commonly seen in our everyday life. Consider a single-sided office as shown in Figure 5.54a, 
the windows are only available on the right hand side and the left hand side is attached with a 
corridor. If the wind direction is parallel to the opening, the ventilation will be driven by the 
recirculation induced by wind and it can be envisaged that the cooling effects under this 
circumstance will be better than the situation where the wind is perpendicular to the building 
facade. Figure 5.54b illustrates another example of using recirculation for cooling purposes in a 
room where the space between the window and the entrance forms the path for the main flow 
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and the airflow around the occupant is driven by recirculation. It is anticipated that the 
guidelines developed in this chapter will also be useful for these circumstances, such as the 
facade design for the former case. 
Finally, it should also be mentioned that there are many limitations for this part of study. 
As introduced in Chapter Two, the aspect ratio of the width to height is quite crucial for its 
application: the primary recirculation is formed when the aspect ratio is between 0.7 and 1.3 
over which the airflow at the bottom will be driven by secondary recirculation which will 
significantly weaken the air movement at the occupants' level. In addition, the number of the 
conditions considered in the study is quite limited and it is impossible to cover all of them since 
there are too many variations. Furthermore, quite a few quantitative values were suggested in 
the study but it should be noted that they are only for the atrium with the shape illustrated at the 
beginning of this chapter, i. e. 12m wide and 12m high, and they are from 2D simulations. 
II. 
(1) 5° roof (2) 15° roof 
7/z/7 ý7,: ý-5" 
1 0 
(3) 20° roof (4) 45° roof 
Figure 5.53: Airflow patterns of wind-induce natural ventilation for the prototype atria 
when an additional opening is provided at the occupants' level 
(a) ventilation of a single-sided office (plan) (b) cooling ventilation by recirculation 
Figure 5.54: Two examples illustrating use of recirculation for ventilation 
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orn. 
BUOYANCY-DRIVEN NATURAL VENTILATION 
IN ATRIUM SPACES 
6.1 Introduction 
Having examined the impacts of atrium design parameters on the performance of wind- 
induced ventilation in the previous chapter, this chapter is intended for the study of buoyancy- 
driven natural ventilation in atrium spaces as a passive cooling strategy. Compared to wind- 
induced airflow which is significantly influenced by the external forces such as back flow, 
reattaching flow, reverse flow, etc, buoyancy-driven flow is mostly affected by internal forces, 
i. e. the static pressure difference generated by the difference between the indoor and outdoor air 
temperatures, and as a result its effects are less sensitive to the design parameters that are only 
relevant to the outside forces such as the roof and adjacent buildings. This difference between 
the two ventilation regimes also means that the methods used to investigate them are not the 
same: instead of parametric study employed for the wind-induced ventilation studies, the 
investigation of the airflow driven by buoyancy forces in this part will be more focused on the 
physics of the ventilation and the applicability of the generalised algorithms for different 
circumstances, based on which the impacts of the design parameters are further studied. 
As has been pointed out in Chapter One, the study on buoyancy-driven natural 
ventilation in this chapter will be concerned with two issues in relation to the thermal and 
geometrical characteristics of atrium spaces. Firstly, the effects of the heat sources on the 
ventilation performance will be studied, especially when they are located on the vertical wall 
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irradiated by the sun, and this will be the main topic of Section 6.2. Secondly, the impacts of 
large openings on the level of the neutral plane will be investigated in Section 6.3 so that the 
neutral plane can be controlled in order to aid the ventilation of adjacent buildings. Design 
guidance is also developed respectively regarding to each issue at the end of each section, and 
finally a summary of this chapter is provided in Section 6.4. 
6.2 Impacts of heat sources 
In order to simplify the investigation in a logical and scientific way and reduce the 
number of the simulations that have to be carried out, three prototypes are employed as the basis 
models based on the two basic flow regimes identified in Chapter Two, i. e. displacement 
ventilation and mixing ventilation, as illustrated in Figure 6.1: the first two are for the study of 
displacement ventilation (cross displacement ventilation and single-sided displacement 
ventilation respectively) whilst the last is for that of mixing ventilation. The atrium building to 
be studied has the same geometrical dimensions as the one used for the study of the wind- 
induced ventilation in the previous chapter, i. e. it is still a 2D cubic model with a width of 12m 
and a height of 12m. For displacement ventilation, the openings have a height of 1m and are 
located Im away from the nearest horizontal surfaces (which is the top surface for upper 
openings and the bottom surface for the lower openings), as shown in Figure 6.1 (I) and (11). 
The opening for the mixing ventilation is 2m high and is placed in the middle of a vertical wall, 
as seen in Figure 6.1 (III). Both the location and the intensity of the heat source will have 
certain effects on the ventilation performance, and their impacts will be studied in terms of each 
prototype. 
(I) cross displacement (II) single-sided displacement (III) mixing displacement 
ventilation ventilation ventilation 
Figure 6.1: Three prototypes for the investigation of the buoyancy-driven natural 
ventilation of atrium spaces 
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6.2.1 Cross displacement ventilation 
In order to investigate the effects of the location of the heat source, the whole surface of 
the building is divided into a number of small edges that are of equal length (3m), and each of 
them work as the source emitting a heat flux of 60W/m2 for a different scenario, as shown in 
Figure 6.2. The outside air temperature is specified as 17°C (290K). These values are the same 
as those used for validation studies. Thus a total number of 14 simulations are carried out for 
initial investigation, apart from which additional simulations will also run for further 
comparison and analysis. 
Figure 6.2: The locations of the heat sources simulated in the study of cross displacement 
ventilation 
Chapter Two has introduced a generalised algorithm for the calculation of airflow rates 
of buoyancy-driven natural ventilation with a uniformly distributed indoor air temperature 
(Equation 2.11). Using this equation, a reference airflow rate for the model illustrated above in 
Figure 6.2 can be obtained as 0.25m/s. In fact this airflow rate is the highest for the heat flux 
available as all energy is used to induce the air movement and no energy accumulates in the 
space. By defining the airflow rate coefficient as the ratio of the airflow rate simulated by CFD 
to the reference airflow rate, we can plot the airflow rate coefficients of the buoyancy driven 
natural ventilation for different locations of the heat source in Figure 6.3. The tendency of the 
efficiency of the heat source with the variation of its location is discussed below. 
Vertical tendency of the efficiency of the heat source 
It can be seen, that, the heat source located at the similar vertical height generally has 
similar performance, such as those located on the floor or the ceiling, and the discrepancies 
between them are less than 12%. However, the efficiency of the heat source reduces 
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significantly with the increase of its height: the heat sources located on the ground level can be 
more than three times as efficient as those on the ceiling. 
This can be understood by plotting the vertical temperature profiles for scenarios with 
different locations of the heat source, as shown in Figure 6.4. According to energy conservation 
laws, the energy emitted from the heat source is transferred to heat up the air coming into the 
building from lower opening and raise its temperature from lower outside temperature to the 
higher temperature near the upper opening (actually part of the energy is also used to provide 
the kinetic energy for the air movement, but this part is very small compared to the other used 
for heat energy and thus can be ignored). This can be expressed by Equation (2.24): 
E= pCpq(T, -To) (2.24) 
In this way, it can be inferred that, high air temperature at the upper part of the space 
will result in a lower airflow rate. As shown in Figure 6.4, higher location of the heat source 
will lead to a higher air temperature near the upper opening and hence a lower airflow rate. 
Figure 6.3: The airflow rate coefficients of the buoyancy-driven cross ventilation for 
different locations of the heat source 
In addition, in relation to the high temperature near the top of the building opening 
caused by the heat sources located very high, bi-directional flow may occur for the upper 
opening, which essentially reduce the effective opening area (as defined in Chapter Two, 
Section 2.6.2) and hence the airflow rate. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.4 which compares 
the airflow fields with two different locations of the heat source. It is shown that, when the heat 
source is located on the floor, the lower opening will act as inlet and the upper opening as outlet 
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(as seen in Figure 6.5a); however, when the heat source is placed at the upper area of the space, 
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Figure 6.4: Vertical temperature profiles of the buoyancy-driven cross ventilation for 
different locations of the heat source 
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Figure 6.5: The airflow fields of buoyancy-driven cross ventilation fur hS0 heat source 
locations 
'I'hc reason for the occurrence of' the hi-directional flow is that, higher heat source 
location will significantly increase the height of' the tell Iperatin-e strat heat on intert Ice and 
hence the neutral level which determines the airflow direction for buoyancy-driven ventilation, 
and when the neutral level intersects with an opening, hi-directional flow will lake place. 
A diagram illustrating this process in detail based on the pressure (Iillcrcnce analysis is 
presented in Figure 6.6. It is known that, when the heat source is located at the tipper area of' he 
building, the air temperature at lower levels of the building will he the same as the outside (also 
as shown in Figure 6.4). Thus the internal and external pressures should have the same slope 
below the temperature interface, as seen in Figure 6.6. Above the temperature interface, the 
indoor air temperature will be higher than the outside due to the energy from the heat source and 
the slope of the external pressure will he steeper than that of' the internal pressure since higher 
all, temperature result in lower air density and according to idea gas law. 'I lie intersection of the 
internal and external pressures will he the position at which the internal and external pressure 
difference is zero and this level is known as "neutral level". As a consequence. the neutral level 
should always be higher than that of the temperature interlace. the integral pressure dil'lcrence 
generated through two openings should be zero to comply with the conservation lams. and as a 
result the shaded area below the neutral level should he the same as that above the neutral level. 
This in fact suggests that the distance between the neutral level and the tcinhcraturc interlace is 
dependent on the size of both openings, because opening area is an important factor affcctink; 
the integral pressure difference of an opening. Generally speaking, the larger the upper opening. 
the higher the neutral level. 
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It is also known that, the level of the temperature interface is determined by the location 
of the heat source if the building height and the areas and the locations of the openings do not 
vary. When the location of the heat source is not very high, the temperature interllice \\ ilI be far 
below the lower edge of upper opening and the neutral level will not intersect with the upper 
opening. As a result hi-directional flow will not occur (as seen in Figure 6.6a). I lowever, when 
the temperature intertace is already very close to the upper opening (such as the case when the 
heat source is located at T2 or LI, see Figure 6.4), the neutral level will easily intersect mth tile 











(a) When the temperature inter) ice is not very high (neutral level does not intersect  ill, the 




upperupening neutral plane 
---trmyrruturr irrtrrtirre 
lower opening 
1.1 '! L 
(b) When the temperature interface is very high (neutral level intersects vv ith the upper opening 
and bi-directional flow occurs) 
Figure 6.6: The vertical pressure distributions for buoyancy-driven cross ventilation 
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It is also known that, the level of the temperature interface is determined by the location 
of the heat source if the building height and the areas and the locations of the openings do not 
vary. When the location of the heat source is not very high, the temperature interface will be far 
below the lower edge of upper opening and the neutral level will not intersect with the upper 
opening. As a result bi-directional flow will not occur (as seen in Figure 6.6a). However, when 
the temperature interface is already very close to the upper opening (such as the case when the 
heat source is located at T2 or L1, see Figure 6.4), the neutral level will easily intersect with the 
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loweropeninol 
Pressure 
(a) When the temperature interface is not very high (neutral level does not intersect with the 




upper opening neutral plane 
--- temperature tnterjuce 
o-- ------------ lower opening 
Pressure 
(b) When the temperature interface is very high (neutral level intersects with the upper opening 
and bi-directional flow occurs) 
Figure 6.6: The vertical pressure distributions for buoyancy-driven cross ventilation 
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It has already been described in Chapter Two that, the conventional generalised 
algorithms used for the prediction of the airflow rate and the neutral level are based on the 
assumption of small openings over which the pressure is uniformly distributed. In other words, 
they will not be applicable for large openings with bi-directional flows. This issue will not be 
further discussed here but will be the topic of a later section. 
Horizontal tendency of the efficiency of the heat source 
It is also observed that, for the heat sources located on vertical walls, those on the outlet 
side wall (right hand side) have a higher effectiveness than those on the opposite wall (left hand 
side) at the same height, such as L2 and R1, L3 and R2. The reason for this can be explained by 
examining the air flow pattern and the air temperature distributions near the upper opening. 
When the heat source is located on the right hand side wall, the air coming into the building 
from the inlet will more efficiently bring the heat emitted to the upper openings by convection 
(compare Figure 6.7a&b), which leads to a generally higher air temperature at the upper 
openings and hence a lower airflow rate(see Figure 6.7c). 
Other indices for the evaluation of the performance of buoyancy-driven ventilation 
When ventilation is incorporated and an opening is provided at the lower level, the air 
temperature will be almost the same as the outside air temperature due to convection (also see 
Figure 6.4; the air temperature at 1.6m level is generally the same as outside) and mostly 
airflow rate, which can also be regarded as the air velocity coming into the building through the 
lower opening, is the most important factor determining the performance of the buoyancy- 
driven ventilation in atrium spaces from thermal comfort point of view, because under this 
circumstance it can generally represent the air velocity at the occupants' level. In addition, 
higher airflow rate also means that more air can be exchanged between the inside and outside 
environment, and more excessive heat can be brought out. However, it should be noted that one 
exception also exists when the airflow rate cannot accurately represent the ventilation 
performance. 
Figure 6.8 shows the flow fields of two scenarios with different heat source locations 
and compares the air velocities at the lower opening and the occupants' level. It can be seen 
that, when the heat source is extended to the lower opening, the airflow rate will be increased as 
the size of the heat source is increased (see Figure 6.8c). However, the air velocities at the 
occupants' level are significantly reduced to less than 0.08m/s for the increase of the size of the 
heat source, which is only one third of those without heat source extension (see Figure 6.8d). 
The reason for this can be understood by examining the airflow fields shown in Figure 6.8a&b. 
When the heat source is very close to the inlet, such as shown in Figure 6.8b, the energy emitted 
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from the heat source will be directly transferred to the air coming through the lower opening, 
and the air temperature at the lower opening will be higher than the inside. As a consequence 
the air will go upwards from an earlier point near the lower opening due to the buoyancy forces 
compared to the scenario where the heat source is kept away from the inlet. This also means 
that, higher airflow rate does not necessarily induce higher air velocities at the occupants' level 
and it would not be good practice to use the heat source too close to the lower opening to 
generate ventilative cooling effects. 
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(c) comparison of the air temperature at the upper opening 
Figure 6.7: The airflow fields and temperature distributions at the outlet for the 
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(b) heat source location: I. 3 + extension tu the 
lower opening. 
Position (m) 










(d) air velocity distributions at the occupants' level 
Figure 6.8: Comparison of the airflow fields and velocity distributions for two scenarios Of 
buoyancy-driven natural ventilation 
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Intensity of the heat source 
Figure 6.9 presents a comparison between two scenarios of buoyancy-driven natural 
ventilation with the same the heat source location (L3) but with different intensity. It is shomn 
that the intensity of heat source can only aftcct the magnitude of the air velocities and 
temperatures in the space but it has little to do with the general patterns of the air movement and 
temperature/velocity distributions at the occupants' level. This result is the same tier that o1 
point heat source (plume) obtained by linden et al. (1990). It can also be seen that even if the 
heat source is very intensive (200W/m' means that the ground should be nearly 50"C higher 
than the air temperature), the indoor air temperature at the occupants' level is still the same as 





















(b) air velocity distributions at the occupants' level 
Figure 6.9: Comparison of two scenarios of buoyancy-driven natural ventilation w ith 
different intensities of' the heat source 
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The above investigations in relation to the effects of the heat source can be generally 
summarised by the following key points: 
0 The efficiency of the heat source reduces with the increase of the height of its 
location, because more heat will be accumulated at the upper area of the space 
and thus less energy can be used for the provision of the kinetic energy of the air. 
In addition, it is also observed that bi-directional flow can occur for the upper 
opening when the heat source is located very high. 
" For heat sources located on vertical walls, those on the upper opening side wall 
will have a higher efficiency than those on the opposite side at the same level. 
The reason for this is that when the energy emitted by the heat source located on 
the upper opening side wall will be more easily brought to the outlet, thus 
resulting in higher air temperature and hence lower airflow rate. 
" The heat source located very close to the lower opening may lead to very low air 
velocities at the occupants' level, since the air will directly go upwards once 
coming into the building without going into the deep inside of the space due to 
the buoyancy forces. 
" The intensity of the heat source cannot change the airflow pattern and the height 
of the temperature stratification interface. 
" When ventilation is incorporated, the air temperature at the occupants' level will 
be very similar to the outside regardless the intensity or location of the heat 
source. 
6.2.2 Single-sided displacement ventilation 
Figure 6.10 presents the airflow rate coefficients of the single-sided buoyancy-driven 
natural ventilation for different locations of the source emitting a heat flux of 60W/M2. It can be 
seen that the key points obtained from the cross displacement buoyancy-driven natural 
ventilation are also applicable for the single-sided displacement buoyincy-driven ventilation 
regarding to the variation of the efficiency of the heat source with the change of the heat source 
location. Bi-directional flow can also take place for the upper opening when the heat source is 
located near the, top of the space for the same reason explained earlier. The detailed 
investigation and analysis of the single-sided displacement ventilation is excluded here as it is 
generally the same as that of the cross displacement ventilation. 
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6.2.3 Mixing ventilation 
Figure 6.11 shows the airflow rate coefficients of the mixing type buoyancy-driven 
ventilation with heat sources emitting a heat flux of 60W/m2 located at different areas of the 
space. It can be seen that mixing type buoyancy-driven natural ventilation has a number of 
different characteristics from displacement ventilation studied in the previous subsection (the 
reference airflow rate is 0.12m/s, as calculated using Equation 2.18, which is around half of that 
for displacement ventilation). 





0.88 1 0.87 1 0.94 0.96 
Figure 6.10: The airflow rate coefficients of the single-sided buoyancy-driven ventilation 
for different locations of the heat source 
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Figure 6.11: The airflow rate coefficients of the mixing buoyancy-driven ventilation for 
different locations of the heat source 
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Firstly, it is shown in Figure 6.11 that the conventional algorithm significantly over- 
predicts the airflow rate: the highest airflow rate that can 
be achieved by plain heat source 
located on the building surface is less than half of the reference airflow rate. The reason 
for this 
inefficiency of the heat source is that vertical temperature stratification traps much energy at the 
upper area. In this way, the underlying assumption for the use of the algorithm, i. e. the uniform 
distribution of the air temperature is violated. As shown in Figure 6.12, the vertical temperature 
stratification is still very strong even when the heat source is located at the bottom (ßl), for 
which circumstance the air temperature of the displacement ventilation is uniformly distributed. 
This actually means that, mixing type ventilation does not result in a "well-mixed" air 
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Figure 6.12: Vertical temperature profiles of the mixing and displacement buoyancy- 
driven ventilation when the heat source is located at the bottom (B1) 
Secondly, although the variation of the airflow rate of the mixing ventilation with the 
height of the heat source on the left hand side wall is the same as that of the displacement 
ventilation, it is observed that the heat sources located at the right bottom corner lead to 
extremely low airflow rate, which is less than 10% of the reference airflow rate. The reason for 
this is attributed to the flow patterns these heat sources result in. Figure 6.13 illustrates the 
detailed airflow fields of the mixing buoyancy-driven natural ventilation of two different heat 
source locations, B1 and B3. It can be seen that, due to the different locations of the heat source, 
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the airflow patterns for the mixing buoyancy-driven ventilation can be just the opposite: when 
the heat source is located at B 1, the air in the space moves clockwise and the outside air can 
come in through the lower part of the opening resulting in a higher airflow rate, as seen in 
Figure 6.13a; when the heat source is located at B3, the indoor air moves anticlockwise and 
very little outside air can get into the building because the air movement brings the energy from 
the heat source to the opening by convection, as seen in Figure 6.13b&c. It is shown that, for 
heat source located at B3, the air temperature over the whole opening is higher than the outside 
temperature, which impedes the external air to come into the space. These two now patterns 
can be schematically illustrated by the diagram shown in Figure 6.14. 
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(c) comparison of the air temperature distribution at the opening 
Figure 6.13: Two different airflow patterns of the mixing buoyancy-driven natural 
ventilation 
Figure 6.14: Schematic illustration of the two different airflow patterns of the mixing 
buoyancy-driven natural ventilation 
This result suggests that the airflow rate is very sensitive to the flow pattern, and it is 
necessary to convect the air with high temperature to the opening from the upper side in order to 
gain a higher airflow rate and hence enhance the efficiency of the heat source. To achieve this, 
the optimised heat source should be on the opposite side of the wall with the opening or the 
upper area of the space or the far corner of the lower level from the opening; the heat source 
located beneath the opening should be avoided. 
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Thirdly, the air velocities at the occupants' level are not always related to the airflow 
rate. As shown in the above Figure 6.13a&b, although the two flow patterns illustrated above 
generate different airflow rates, they seem to produce similar magnitudes of the air velocities at 
the occupants' level. This is further investigated by plotting the air velocity distributions of 
more heat source locations (see Figure 6.15). It can be seen that, the air velocities at the 
occupants' level are at maximum when the heat source is located at the bottom of the space (See 
BI to B4) but then reduce significantly with the increasing of the height of the heat source. The 
air velocity becomes very small when the heat source is located near the top of the building, 
such as L1 and RI. It should be also noted that, the air velocities achieved by heat sources 
located at the bottom of the space are actually very high and the maximum air velocity can be 
twice as the reference airflow rate (0.12m/s), which is similar in scale with that of displacement 
ventilation with the heat source of the same intensity (see Figure 6.9b for comparison). 
The above investigation means that mixing type ventilation is able to generate high air 
velocities for occupants despite of the low air exchange rate. Nevertheless, it is also suggested 
that, if the opening is not located at the occupants' level, the heat source has to be placed at the 
lower level to "suck" the air from the inlet to provide cooling effects for occupants. However, if 
the opening is provided at the occupants' level, the air velocity at the occupants' level can still 












Figure 6.15: Air velocity distributions of the mixing buoyancy-driven natural ventilation 
for different heat source locations 
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(h) air velocity distribution at the occupants' level 
Figure 6.16: Airflow pattern and velocity (listlihution at the occupants, level of the mixing 
buoyancy-driven natural ventilation when the opening is located at the occulº: ºnts' level 
and the heat source is located at I. 1 
By summarising the ahuve studies, several kev points can he obtained l' ith regard to the 
effects of the heat source on the ventilation perfori118I1cc of the mixing huoyanc -driven natural 
ventilation: 
" the vertical temperature stratification akNavs exists 1,0r in ix iii type huovanc\- 
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driven natural ventilation, even when the heat source is located al the bottom of 
the space, which results in a much lower airflow rate coil pared to displacement 
ventilation. 
" Two different airflow patterns can be distinguished ti>r the internal air movenicnt 
of the mixing type buoyancy-driven ventilation, and they have very significant 
impacts on the airflow rate. The flow pattern is determined by the location of the 
heat source: the heat source located beneath the opening can result in a vors luvý 
airflow rate. 
0 In spite of the low airflow rate, mixing type ventilation can create Strung air 
movement for the occupants' level iFeither the opening or the heat source or hoili 
are located at the bottom ofthe space. 
6.2.4 Design guidance and discussions 
Having separately investigated the ef'fccts oh the heat source on the tmo f10vß reginºeS 01 
buoyancy-driven natural ventilation, some general design guidelines can he obtained as fullo s: 
0 Since the ventilation perl )rmance of the displacei»ent ventilation is much heiter 
than that of' the mixing ventilation if both have the same Opening area and 
intensity of the heat source, 11isplaccntcnt ventilation shun Id aI avs he the first 
option for designers if possible; 
" Either an opening or the heat sourer should he located near (lie ground in oorddcr to 
generate sufficient air velocities at the occupants' level for hutlº IIov% regimes: 
this also means that, the bottom openings of the atriunº to the mllsIo e, such as the 
entrance or windows, should he encouraged to Open during; the výarni vveatlier for 
cooling effects; 
" It is better to locate the heat source on the Opposite Nall of the Outlet upenini-I as 
this reduces the heat accumulated around the outlet consuniin, V, niOIC energy I- on 
the source for the heat transbcr; 
" The heat source should not he placed too close to the lower opening to avoid It)vv 
air velocities at the occupants' level due to direct hcating of the air cOnIin . 11110 
the space; 
" The building roof should he the last option tu he used as the heat source, since not 
only does it have a very low efficiency, it also causes very high temperature for 
the upper area of the building which may lead to overheating problems I, ur the 
Occupants in adjacent pails. 
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It should be note that, although designers cannot directly locale the heat source for 
passive strategies, the results obtained above regarding to the effects of' heat sources can be used 
to help designers with the selection and location of the materials for building stu-t'accs in order 
to incorporate buoyancy-driven natural ventilation for the cooling of the space. Two issues are 
the main concerns for this purpose: the thermal comfort of' the occupants' level and the 
efficiency of' the heat source. 'T'hus, on one hand, the lower occupants' level should not he 
irradiated directly by the sun in order to avoid too high MR"I and hence overheating of'the space. 
On the other hand, the heat source should be located at the lower part of the building to enhance 
its efficiency. Considering, these two issues and also the conditions obtained earlier. the 
optimised locations ofthe heat source for each flow regime can be illustrated as figure 6.17. 
_il 
i l! i 
Figure 6.17: Optimised locations for the hext source for different tlºº-. % regimes ººf 
buoyancy-driven natural ventilation (shaded areas are the locations of the heat sources) 
Lightweight materials that can he easily heated \vith significant increase oI its 
temperature, such as timber and metal should he placed at these areas tier creating the heat 
source. 'T'hen the location of' the transparent materials can be dteternºined according to the 
position of the sun to allow the sunshine to penetrate into the space and heat the Ii"'Imweighit 
materials. Shading should he provided to prevent the sun from directly irradiating the occupants. 
and thermal mass can he used at the bottom to reduce the teniperatºure Iinetuation at the 
occupants' level and also avoid the unnecessary heat loss/gain. In addition, the material of th e 
roof should either be reusing thermal mass or transparent: Iightwcight materials should be 
generally avoided from thermal comfort point of view because this I MIN accumulate large 
amount of energy at the upper area of the space. 
Nevertheless, it should be noted that the above decisions are made I'm iininediate 
cooling effects, but in the long run, the thermal effects of these materials ýýiiI certainly interact 
with each other, which may affect the thermal envirunnment at the Occupants, level and alter the 
suggestions above. This issue is far beyond this research since thermal siinulatio n has to he 
used hör this purpose and will it he addressed in future work. 
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6.3 Impacts of large openings 
The previous section is primarily concerned with the ventilation pcrforinancc 01' the 
atrium space itself whilst this section sets out to study the use of atrium space as the huf fcr none 
to aid the ventilation of the adjacent spaces. It has been demonstrated in Chapter One that, one 
of the most important factors for this purpose is the neutral level, which should be higher than 
the uppermost opening in order to "suck" the air from adjacent buildings so that the Iiigh 
temperature air from the atrium building will not get in the adjacent building causing, 
overheating problems. This section is in particular interested in the neutral level of 
displacement ventilation, since the neutral plane will ccrtainlý intersect v'ith the opening or 
mixing type ventilation. 
It was proposed in Chapter Two that enlarging the upper Opening will he a Ih. +sihlc 
approach to raise the height of' the neutral level, but this would incur hi-directwwd t1oký and 
thus violate the underlying "small-opening' assumption I'm- the prediction of' the neutral le ei 
and related airflow rate. In order to deal with this issue, a theoretical analysis is pertornicd linst 
in Section 6.3.1 to develop some new generalised algorithms that can he used I'Or "large 
openings", and then their applicability is studied by CIA) simulations in Section 6.3.2. 
6.3.1 Theoretical analysis 
Consider the simple prototype illustrated in Figure 6.18. l his model in t'cºct is the ý, ºnºr 
as that used for the displacement huoyancy-driven natural ventilation study in Section 2.1 . 
I. It 
is a building with two openings, and the openings sires and the distance bcl cen the openings 
can be seen in the figure. The indoor and outdoor air temperature are both regarded as 
uniformly distributed and they are T, and 7;, respectively. For summer Cases, 1, is u suallý Iºi,, Iºrr 
than 7;,. The neutral level is delined as the distance bctýNecu the neutral plane and the I& ei 
edge of'the inlet. Only 2D situation is considered here but the result will also he extended to 31) 
later. 
Chapter Two has introduced the conventional algolithnms fier the Conditions where there 
are only small openings, i. e. the pressure over the opening is uniformly distrihuted, and the 
neutral level for this circumstance can he calculated as: 
h Y, ýº 
ß. f7 
(2.13) 
where y is the opening ratio and is calculated by 7=',,,,. 'I /(. 'I hus, the neutral plane 
will vary between zero and the distance between the openings, /º, with the variation of the sirr 
of the upper opening and this process is monotonic. I lowever, this will never become practical 
because the neutral plane may intersect with one opening when it becomes very close too the 
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upper or lower extreme, and the openings cannot he assumed as small openings any more as hi- 
directional flow is incurred. As a consequence an approach that can he used to deal vý ith ion- 
uniform pressure distribution is needed for this situation. 
7. 




Figure 6.18: Schematic illustration of the Simple Iºh. Nsic. ºI iiiodcI cuusiºlercºI ill this Iiid 
(7; >T, ) 
It can be seen from the above analysis that, there are three fl()w modes in terms of Ihr 
position of the neutral level as fellows: 
(I) when the neutral height is at intermediate level ot'tlhe lower opening; 
(II) when the neutral height has no intersection mvith openings; 
(III) when the neutral height is at the intermediate level of the higher opening. 
The pressure distributions inside and outside the building fier these three modes can he 
illustrated in Figure 6.19. As the pressure distributions for large openings cannot he assunºcd as 
constant, a multiple element approach has to he adopted, i. e. an opening is divided into small 
parallel sub-openings and Clow rates are calculated individually for each sub-opening. thus the 
overall airflow rate can be considered as the integration of that Of all the Small CICII)CIIIS. 
Detailed description of the basic theory for the analysis of large opening, is introduced by h ei 
al. (2000). 
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Define that Il is overall vertical distance from the lower edge of' the lower opening to 
the upper edge of the higher opening and U is the depth of the room. Or now We (I), the 
pressure difference at the higher opening can be obtained by: 
/1 / 
Ap =f nvgdlz ((,. 1) 
where I is the height of' the opening. "I'hus by substituting Equation (6.1) into (2.6) and by 
integration, the airflow rate through upper opening can he calculated as: 
9jý=3(CnD 2Apg/ P) (11-h)'-(11 h l. )' (6.2) 
Likewise, the airflow rate through the lower opening can he expressed as: 
,)3 
91. =3 (C/)D 2Apg/p, ) 
Thies, by equaling the airflow rates through higher and lower opening,, we have: 
{t' -(lý -{r)' /I -! t)' - (II (6.4) 
The airflow rate of the building can he expressed by the airllo\% raic hA I he" neutral 
level, i. c. the incoming flow rate: 
9=3(C1, D f)g/f))hH2 ((,. S) 
Considering the energy balance equation for the building and huussincul apps inºation, 
we have (also seen as Equation 2.24): 
1: '=Fp('1, gAT (0.6) 
Ap/ p = AT / 7;, (6.7) 
By substituting Equations (6.6) and (6.7) into (6.5 ), it can he obtained that: 















(h) Il()W UlOde (11) 
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r r; rýr, f, 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(C) flr)\1 I110(lt' (III ) 
Figure 6.19: The pressure distribute ns of the three flow modes of hu(qancy-driven 
natural ventilation with large openings 
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By the same token, we can obtain the following equation tier the prediction OI' the 
neutral level of flow mode (II): 
h2-(h-l, )'=(H-/i) (6.9) 
and the equation for airflow rate calculation: 
2 2gE 3' 
9=(-Cý) ( )' {r'-(h-1, )' 3 TC,, P 
For flow mode (III ), we have: 
i111 
h'-(17-{, 
2 7g ýE 
q =(3CD) (T ý, 
(H-! i) ((. 12) 
 ,. E 
It can be seen from Equations (6.4), (6.9) and (6. I 1) that, similar to Ihr situation of 
small openings, when large openings are incorporated, the neutral level is still (Ictcrntined h) 
the distance between the higher and Iower openings and the opening sizes, and it i, tint related 
to the temperature clificrcncc between the inside and outside air. Nevertheless, the neutral 
height cannot he calculated with only opening area ratio and overall Iºcight. I he absolute liciplit 
of' each opening is also important, as the flow mode cannot he decided vv itIº tic opening ratio 
and the overall vertical distance only. 
It is also shown that, in order to calculate the airlluw rate, it is necessar to make clear 
the neutral level first so that the flow mode can he determined and the ahpnopriatc cquation call 
be chosen. I lowever, because of' power 3/2, it is not possible to obtain anal Iical Solution t-ur 
Equations (6.4), (6.9) and (6.11 ) directly. Fortunately, it is noted that. I, ur all of thcni, the tell 
hand side is a monotonically increasing Function while the right hand side is a moinotonicallý 
decreasing one. This suggests that only one solution exist fier each of' them and numerical 
approach can be employed for each set ()1 '//, I, and /, . 
Consider a model illustrated as Figure 6.18 and start wit Ii tIºr siIt aIion heu bot Iº 
openings are of' equal size. 'T'hus initially the neutral height is exactly at the middle Icvei 
between the two openings. When we increase the height of the lower opening 1, according to 
Equation (6.9), the value of the Ictt hand side function will increase, and tIºus the neutral le ei 
will reduce in order to increase the value of function uf'the right hand side to keel) the equation. 
The further increase cif the lower opening area will further result in the reduction oI' the neutral 
height and at some point the neutral plane will meet with the upper edge ººI the Io\ýer opening. 
At this stage, h =11 , and equations (6.9) and (6.4) become the same. 
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If'we continue to increase the lower opening area, the equation (6.4) applies and by the 
similar analysis of above, it could be interred that the neutral height \ý III increase because the 
sign of // in Equation (6.4) is opposite to that of Equation (6.9). This means that, il the height of' 
the higher opening 1,, and the overall vertical distance // are fixed, there is a lowest position for 
neutral plane and this occurs when the neutral plane is of the same height with the upper edge of 
the lower opening. For the same reason, when the lower opening size and the overall vertical 
distance are fixed, there would be a highest level of neutral plane if we increase the area of the 
upper opening. 
More interestingly, i1' we substitute l,, with I, and /1 with /, ti)r all equations regarding 
to the neutral height, it can he easily find that the new solution t, ur these equations have the 
following relationship with original solution: 
/Irr =f1- l7rr. 
ur r, ýrrr rl (6. l_ß) 
Fills mcans that, by exchanging the location of' the two Openings, the Ilmv m ode vý iII not he 
changed. Comparison between Equations (6.8) and (6. I2) suggests that the airtlaw rate vv ill not 
be altered as well by doing so. The whole airflow is just 'rotated' an angle OI' 180". 
It can also be seen that, with the increase of lower openit1 area, IIºe air floowww rate vv III 
increase as well, no matter which mode the airflow is. Nevertheless, ditlereºtt tlmmmv nodes have 
different increasing rate, as Fquation (6.8), (6.10) and (6. I2) etil'l r from each otlher. I"Al IMI10ns 
(6.8) and (6.12) show that, when hi-directional flows occur, the airtlovv rate výill he Im cm-1) 
proportional to the heiiht ol'the neutral level. It IS also worth ineººtioninu that, Mien Iari; e 
openings are incorporated, the airflow rate may not he influenced very signitieantlý h> "nºaller 
openings, as hi-directional flow can occur and some part of the larger opening Call conipicinclit 
the area shortage of the small opening. 
6.3.2 (Fl) simulation 
he basic geometry and setting o, III ('1'1) Sill) 11I; 1tiini I1; 1,1110 ; 1111 ' I1ý1"I11; 111 11 H 
the one employed for buoyancy-driven cross ventilation, as illustrated in Figure 6.2.1 he heat 
source is located on the floor to produce it unil, urm air temperature (list ribut [oil in the space. 
Two groups of' simulations are performed. In the first group, the site of the higher opening is 
fixed as Im and the area of' the lower changes from l in to 7m. In the other group the sue of 
Io\\cr opening is fixed as I in and the area of the higher opening changes t-roni I in to 7m. 
Figures 6.20 to 6.23 show the airflow fields of the buoyancy-driven natural ventilation 
with different openings sizes. It can he seen that, when the opening area ratio is big, small 
enough, hi-directional flow occurs Or larger openings (See Figures 62 1 and 6.23). although the 
now patterns inside the buildings für them are quite different. \\'hen the opening area ratio is at 
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intermediate level then the airflow will be the displacement ventilation (', cc Ii ores 6.20 and 
6.22). These results confirm the theoretical analysis on the general flow regime perlOrmed 
earlier. 
Figure 6.24 presents quantitatively the height of' neutral plane and the airflow rate 
predicted by both theoretical calculation with törmulae developed earlier and CIA) sinlulatio ll 
when the height of the upper opening is I in and the size of the lower opening, varies. It is 
shown that good agreement between the two methods has been achieved with only junior 
discrepancies for the prediction of the neutral plane when lower opening area is small. I lie Ilow 
mode for these situations is simple displacement ventilation without bi-directional 11ow for huch 
openings, i. e. flow mode (II). The discrepancy is partly attributed to the tact there is nO simple 
and direct approach to determine the neutral height for CIA) simulation. In this studs, this is 
done by comparing the vertical static pressure distribution of the central line in the building; and 
that of far field. I lowever, as the flow has significant impacts on the pressure distributions, slic 
result is very sensitive to the selection of the lines for comparison. This problem does not exist 
for hi-directional flow modes (I) and (III), because fier these circumstances the incufril Ieýei can 
he easily determined by the position on the opening where the x-velocity is zcru. But still, 
general trend of the change ol'the height of' neutral plane \\ ith the increase ot, the lo er opening 
Size is clearly shown. 
'ýa., 
1'" ýýI II iii' , ýýýý a. 
l\~ 
){ 
Y fii, " ! far tý'e * t; l"ýt 
Figure 6.20: Airflow field of' buoyancy-driven na tur; rl ventilation 1%hen the lo er opening 
height is 2m and the upper opening is I in 
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K *'zra 
r, T5 1ý'y 
ti t t'ýý t 
Figure 6.21: Airflow field of buoyancy-driven natural ventilation when the h)%%(1 opening 
height is 5m and the upper opening is I in 
., 
.\. - 
Figure 6.22: Airflow field of'buoyancv-driven natural ', cntilatiou heil the Iuttcr opcninv 
height is Im and the tipper opening is 2nº 
Figure 6.23: Airflow field of buoyancy-driven natura I veutilaIion %%hen the Io%%cr opening 
height is Im and the upper opening is 5m 
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It can also be seen that, with the increase of the lower opening area horn I in. the neutral 
level reduces dramatically and when the opening area increases to about 2.5nº, the neutral Icvcl 
reaches to the lowest level and the flow mode switches from (II) to (I). Then the height of the 
neutral plane increases almost linearly with the increase of the area of the Tower opening. *I he 
airflow rate continuously increases with the increase of' the lower opening area and the 
increasing rate keeps nearly constant all the time, even when the opening area ratio is very snºall 
(1/10). This confirms the results of former theoretical analysis and suggests that increasing the 
area of larger openings may be still an efficient way to enhance the airflo rote because the 
flow mode has changed and the part of the larger opening can assist the small opening. 






-o--Theoretical calculation --O-C FD simulation J 
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Lower opening size (m) 
(h)'I'hc airflow rate predicted by theoretical analvAk and ('I I) Aniulation 
Figure 6.24: Comparison of the neutral level and ail-114m rate obtained from theoretical 
calculation and CFI) simulation for huovancy-driven natural ventilation %s hell the site of 
the lower opening varies (the height of the upper opening is constantly 1111) 
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The above figure also shows that, with the increase of' the lower opening height I'roni 
I m, the neutral level reduces dramatically and when the opening area increases to ahout 2.5in_ 
the neutral level reaches to the lowest level and the flow mode switches from (11) to (1). *I Ilen 
the height of' the neutral plane increases almost linearly with the increase of- the area of' the 
lower opening. The airflow rate continuously increases with the increase of'the lmýer opening 
area and the increasing rate keeps nearly constant all the time, even hen the opening area ratio 
is very small (1/10). This confirms the results of' firmer theoretical analysis and suggests that 
increasing the area of' larger openings may be still an eflicicnt way to enhance the airtl0« rate 
because the flow mode has changed and the part of' the larger opening can assist the small 
opening. 
The height of the neutral level and the airflow rate predicted by theoretical calculation 
and CIA) simulation are compared in Figure 6.25 kw the case when the height of' the Io er 
opening is fixed and that of the higher Opening is varied. Generally speaking. agreement on the 
qualitative trend or the change of the neutral height and the airflow rate is shown but si , nif 
ical l 
discrepancy does exist, especially for the predicmkm of the neutral height. The reason for this IS 
actually the same as that für the inefficiency of airflow rate the mixing ventilation introduced 
earlier: the air movement brings the energy fmm the heat source to the tipper opening k0liclº 
increases the air pressure there, thus impeding the external air cunºing into the huililing. Please 
see Figure 6.23 for the flow pattern in the space, and the temperature distributions of Io spaces 
with large openings (one with lower large opening and the other witli upper large Opening) are 
illustrated in Figure 6.26. 
9 
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(a) The neutral level prc(lictcd by theoretical analysis and CFI) simulation 
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Upper opening size (m) 
(b) The airflow rate predicted by theoretical anale sis anti ('FD simulation 
Figure 6.25: Comparison of the neutral level and airflow rate obtained from theoretical 
calculation and C7FD simulation for buoyancy-driven natural ventilation ww hen the size or 
the tipper opening varies (the height of the lower opening is const. uttly Int) 
(a) when hi-directional 11ovti occurs for lovýer (h) vvIirn hi-directional Ilový ocetli or upper 
opening (the airflow field was illustrated in opening ((he airflow field illustflhle(i in 
Figure 6.19) I' igu re 6.2I ) 
Figure 6.26: The temperature distribution of buovancv-driven natural ventilation I%ith 
large openings (lines are the temperature contours) 
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It can be seen from Figure 6.26 that, when bi-directional flow occurs for the lower 
opening, there is still strong vertical temperature stratification there since the temperature 
contours are generally horizontal. This means that the temperature of the air coming into the 
building is relatively cool whilst the air going out of the building from this opening is warmer. 
However, when the bi-directional flow takes place at the upper opening, the air temperature at 
the large opening is nearly uniformly distributed in the vertical direction, and it is warmer than 
either the inside or the outside of the building, as seen in Figure 6.26b. As a consequence, this 
layer of air with high temperature becomes a barrier between the building and the external 
environment reducing the air exchange. 
6.3.3 Conclusions and design guidance 
In order to predict the neutral level and the airflow rate for the space where bi- 
directional airflow occurs, a number of new generalised algorithms have been developed based 
on a multiple element approach which divides a large opening into small parallel sub-openings 
and hence enables the treatment of the openings with non-uniform pressure distribution. In fact, 
these new algorithms can take the place of those conventional ones because all openings can be 
regarded as "large openings", no matter whether bi-directional flow occurs. 
CFD simulation was performed in order to verify the theoretical analysis, and good 
agreement was achieved both qualitatively and quantitatively for flow mode (I), i. e. when the 
neutral level intersects with the lower opening. However, there are significant discrepancies 
between the CFD simulation and theoretical prediction for flow mode (lii), although to some 
extent they show the same trend for the change of airflow rate and neutral height when the 
upper opening increases/decreases. This is attributed to the airflow pattern and associated 
temperature distribution in the space: when bi-directional flow occurs for the upper opening 
(flow mode III), the energy emitted from the source will be convected to the opening forming a 
barrier impeding the outside air to come into the building, which significantly reduces the 
airflow rate and causes erroneous prediction of the neutral level. 
With regard to the control of the neutral level, it should be noted that, for a fixed lower 
opening, there is a highest neutral level which is achieved when it is at the same height with the 
lower edge of upper opening. Further increase of the opening size will lead to the reduction of 
the neutral level. In addition, when bi-directional flow occurs, the ventilation efficiency will be 
significantly reduced. Fortunately this problem can be mitigated if considered from a 3D 
perspective. 
In essence, from the pressure point view, the basic strategy to raise the height of the 
neutral plane is to increase/decrease the pressure difference between the inside and outside at 
the upper/lower opening but increasing the pressure difference at the upper opening will be 
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more favourable since reducing the pressure difference will cause the reduction of airflow rate. 
As introduced earlier in the subsection of the theoretical analysis, for a large opening, the edge 
farther sway from neutral level (the lower edge of the lower opening and the upper edge of the 
upper opening) can generate larger pressure difference. This means that, in order to increase the 
pressure difference on the two sides of an opening, it will be better to increase the depth of an 
opening than to increase its height: as seen in Figure 6.27, the opening on the left building will 
lead to a higher pressure difference and hence higher neutral level and airflow rate than the one 
on the right building will if they have the same size and the upper edges are on the same level. 
As a consequence, it can be concluded that, horizontal/vertical strip window can be used for the 
upper/lower opening in order to increase the neutral level from a 3D point of view and this will 
not result in the bi-directional flow reducing the efficiency of the openings. Nevertheless, it 
should be noted that, the underlying assumption for this conclusion is that the inside air 
temperature is uniformly distributed. When temperature stratification exists, the vertical air 
pressure is distributed as shown in Figure 6.6, and it can be seen that the shape of the lower 
opening cannot change the pressure difference, because the air temperature below the 
temperature interface is generally identical. 
Further to this, it can be easily inferred that openings on the roof level, i. e. openable 
skylights, can generate the largest pressure difference, since this is the farthest level available 
from the neutral plane, and this means that, openable skylights can help to increase the neutral 
level for displacement ventilation. The area of the opening will be the only crucial factor 
affecting the neutral level and its shape will be of little significance because the static pressure 
difference is the same everywhere at this level. 
Figure 6.27: Increasing the height (left) or increasing the depth (right) of an opening for 
improving the performance of the buoyancy-driven natural ventilation 
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The above descriptions are focused on the control of the neutral level for displacement 
ventilation. With respect to mixing type ventilation, the neutral level will be certainly in- 
between the lower and upper edges of the opening as bi-directional now always occurs. Thus, 
in order to raise the height of the neutral plane, the opening has to be placed very high, and it 
has been suggested before that, under this condition the heat source has to be located very near 
to the bottom to achieve acceptable air velocities at the occupants' level, which may bring on 
the risk of thermal discomfort because of overheating at the bottom. 
6.4 Summary 
This chapter studied the buoyancy-driven natural ventilation for the use of two purposes: 
(I) to generate cooling effects for itself; (II) to aid the ventilation of adjacent buildings. For the 
first purpose, the impacts of the heat sources were studied in terms of their effects on the airflow 
rate and air velocity distribution at the occupants' level. The optimised heat source location for 
different flow regimes was identified, and guidelines for the location of heat source and 
associated building materials were developed. It was also shown that displacement ventilation 
is a very efficient approach to reduce the air temperature at the occupants' level down to the 
outside level. As regards the second purpose, it was suggested that neutral level is the most 
important factor and some new algorithms for the prediction of the airflow rate and neutral level 
when the neutral level intersects with openings were developed and then compared with CFD 
simulations. It was found that neutral level is mostly affected by geometrical parameters 
including the openings' locations and sizes and the distance between the openings when the 
indoor and outdoor temperature profiles has been determined, and the new algorithms can be 
very effective when bi-directional flow occurs for lower opening but less effective when bi- 
directional flow takes place for upper opening. Design guidelines for the increase of the height 
of the neutral level were also provided. 
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7 
COMBINED WIND AND BUOYANCY 
DRIVEN NATURAL VENTILATION IN ATRIUM SPACES 
7.1 Introduction 
Chapters Five and Six have studied the ventilation performance of atrium spaces when 
either wind forces or buoyancy forces dominate the air movement. However, the two forces can 
often work together in similar scale in reality, such as when the oncoming wind is not strong 
and the solar radiation is very intensive, and in this situation the airflow is driven by the 
combination of them. 
The review in Chapter Two has introduced that previous studies on the airflows driven 
by combined forces have suggested that an interesting characteristic for this type of flow is that 
multiple stable solutions may exist for the same set of physical and geometrical parameters 
depending on different initial conditions when the two forces oppose with each other. It was 
also noticed that most research was focused on the investigation of the situations where two 
forces entirely oppose each other based on analytical methods. The prototype employed in this 
group of research was illustrated in Figure 7.1b (repeated from Figure 2.16). This chapter sets 
out to extend the research of this area to another common situation: when the two forces partly 
assist each other whilst partly oppose each other. In other words, in this situation, the stronger 
force cannot entirely overwhelm the weaker one and even assist the weaker force. The study in 
this part is particularly interested in two fundamental prototypes, both of which can be regarded 
as based on the prototypes of Figure 7.1: 
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(1) The first prototype has the same wind direction and building configuration as the 
model where two forces assist each other (see Figure 7.1a) and the only difference 
is the location of the heat source: previous studies presume that the heat source is at 
the bottom but here it is on the vertical wall, which is quite common for atrium 
spaces. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 7.2a. 
(2) The second prototype is similar to the original opposed model of Figure 7.1b and 
the only difference is that large openings are incorporated, as shown in Figure 7.2b. 
(a} ýý WINO (b) WIND -., *"-' 
Figure 7.1: A schematic diagram illustrating the conditions for which wind and buoyancy 
forces assist (a) or oppose (b) each other (Heiselberg et al. 2004) (repeated from Figure 
2.16) 
) Wind Wind 
Figure 7.2: Two prototypes employed for the study of combined buoyancy and wind 
driven natural ventilation (shaded areas are the locations of the heat sources) 
It can be seen that, for prototype (I), although the bulk flows of the wind forces and 
buoyancy forces assist each other at the openings, the internal airflow patterns driven by the two 
forces are opposite. As regards prototype (II), the flow direction will become opposite when the 
wind forces overwhelms the buoyancy forces, and this transition process will result in bi- 
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directional flows due to the large opening incorporated (this will be introduced in detail later). 
As a result the external wind forces will assist the part of flow at each opening that has the same 
direction of the wind direction whilst oppose the other part of flow. 
This research will first study whether multiple solutions still exist for each prototype, 
and then investigate whether this has any significant influence on the evaluation of the cooling 
effects at the occupants' level, based on which relevant design guidelines can be developed. 
Section 7.2 will focus on the first prototype shown in Figure 7.2a, and the second one is dealt 
with in Section 7.3. A preliminary analysis is performed for each section, and then CFD 
simulations are carried out, followed by the discussions and design guidelines drawn at the end 
of each section based on the investigations. A summary of the chapter is finally provided in 
Section 7.4. 
7.2 Combined ventilation with small openings only (prototype 1) 
7.2.1 Preliminary analysis 
Let us consider the ventilation performance of the space when only one force dominates 
the air movement. Figure 7.3 illustrates the airflow patterns driven by buoyancy forces and 
wind forces respectively. It is shown that, although the bulk flows driven by the two forces 
have the same direction and they should assist each other, but the detailed directions of the 
internal air movement of the two forces differ for some areas: for instance, the air near the top 
of the building moves towards the right for the buoyancy-driven flow due to the heat source 
located on the left hand side wall whilst it moves towards the left for the wind-driven flow as 
the recirculation induced by the main flow going across the building. 
ýý 
(a) buoyancy forces dominate the airflow (b) wind forces dominate the airflow 
Figure 7.3: The airflow patterns of combined ventilation prototype (I) driven by buoyancy 
forces (a) and wind forces (b) (direction arrows are shown for this figure but will be 
omitted for the rest figures of this section as they are the same) 
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The above description suggests that, when the two forces work together, there must be 
competition between the two forces near the top of the space to determine the airflow direction 
and hence which direction the energy is convected. As a consequence, from the flow pattern 
point of view, the two forces oppose each other for prototype (I), although the two forces should 
assist each other from the bulk flow point of view. 
It should be noted that, for this circumstance, the competition is not between the main 
flows driven by the two forces, but between the recirculation of one flow and the main flow of 
the other. As has been introduced in Chapter Five, the recirculation airflow is usually much 
weaker than the main flow, and this actually means that, it will be very difficult for one force to 
dominate the flow, because in order to do so, the recirculation driven by this force should still 
be much stronger than the main flow of the other force. As a result this force has to be much 
stronger than the other, which requires either extremely intensive solar radiation or extremely 
high wind speed, and this will not be common in reality. Recall that Chapter Two has 
introduced that multiple solutions can exist when the two forces are opposite and one cannot 
overwhelm the other. Thus the above analysis may suggest that prototype (I) will have a much 
broader range of environmental conditions for the existence of solution multiplicity due to the 
difficulty of one force to entirely defeat the other. 
It can also be seen from Figure 7.3 that, the two flow patterns generated by two forces 
have very different air velocity distributions at the occupants' level and hence different cooling 
effects. As introduced in the previous chapter, the cooling effects are poor when the heat source 
is located very close to the lower opening, but the wind-driven airflow can provide sufficient air 
movement for occupants. Thus it will be very interesting to know how these two forces 
together influence the thermal comfort at the occupants' level, and in particular, whether 
different solutions have different performance to generate cooling effects if multiple solutions 
do exist. 
It is also worth mentioning that, as the counteractive force for one driving force (either 
buoyancy forces or wind forces) is the recirculation of another force, it will be not possible to 
implement the study with conventional analytical methods such as those introduced in Section 
2.5.3, because there are still no widely recognised ways to express the recirculation airflows in 
an analytical form. Instead CFD simulations will be carried out to test the points made above. 
7.2.2 CFD simulations 
The building configurations employed in the CFD simulations are the same as that for 
the buoyancy-driven natural ventilation. It is a 2-D rectangular building 12m wide and 12m 
high. Both of the openings have a height of Im and are located Im, away from the nearest 
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horizontal surfaces. The heat source on the left vertical wall constantly emits a heat flux of 
200W/m2, which generates an airflow rate of around 0.3m/s if no wind presents. The wind 
profile used is the same of that for the wind-induced ventilation study and the reference velocity 
changes from 0. lm/s to 0.9m/s with a step of 0.1m/s. Thus both of the conditions where wind 
forces are stronger and those where buoyancy forces are stronger can be simulated. The two- 
way approach introduced in Chapter Three (Section 3.4.5) is also used here to test the existence 
of the multiple solutions, i. e. the initial conditions which emphasise the wind forces will be used 
for the first group of simulations (which means that the airflow is dominated by wind forces at 
the preceding moment), and the second group tries to find the solutions emphasising the 
buoyancy forces (which means that buoyancy forces dominate the airflow at the preceding 
moment). 
" Existence of multiple solutions 
Figure 7.4 illustrates the flow patterns for the first group of simulations and it is shown 
that, for all wind speeds, the wind can generally dominate the air movement at the bottom of the 
space: the wind blows deeply into the space and then moves upwards along the inside wall. 
This is very similar to the wind-dominated situation as shown in Figure 7.3b. However, the 
airflow near the upper area of the building is quite different depending on the wind speed. 
When the wind speed is lower than 0.2m/s, the wind forces are much weaker than the buoyancy 
forces and the air going upwards near the right vertical wall driven by the wind will be 
overwhelmed by the airflow induced by the buoyancy forces. As a result the outgoing flow 
across the upper opening is entirely from the buoyancy flow, as seen in Figure 7.4(a) and (b). 
The airflow of the wind forces can only lead to recirculations at the bottom of the space, which 
impedes the outside air to come into the building. 
When the wind speed is higher than 0.3m/s, wind forces can overcome the recirculation 
of the buoyancy-driven flow and thus part of the outgoing flow is driven by the airflow from the 
wind. The proportion of the airflow from the wind out of the overall outgoing flow increases 
with the increase of the wind speed, as seen in Figure 7.4(c) to (i). The flow pattern becomes 
stable when the wind speed exceeds 0.6m/s. It is also observed that, the recirculation of the 
wind cannot overwhelm the buoyancy forces and therefore the air near the heat source located 
on the left vertical wall always moves upwards. 
Figure 7.5 shows the airflow patterns of the CFD simulations for the second group 
which emphasises the buoyancy forces. It can be seen that, all flow patterns obtained by the 
simulations of this group are fundamentally different from the corresponding flow patterns with 
the same wind velocity and the airflow at the bottom of the space is controlled by buoyancy 
forces: the air coming into the building will be directly sucked up without going deeply into the 
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space and all the flow patterns show significant similarity with the flow pattern of buoyancy- 
dominated situation as shown in Figure 7.3 a. 
It can also be observed that, the simulations for the second group have a number of 
characteristics identified earlier for the first group of simulations: for instance, when the'wind 
velocity is low, the outgoing air is only driven by buoyancy forces, and wind forces will 
gradually dominate the outgoing air when the wind speed increases. 
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(g) v=0.7m/s (h) v=0.8m/s (i) v=0.9m/s 
Figure 7.4: The airflow patterns of combined ventilation prototype (I): when the wind 
forces are emphasised for the initial conditions settings 
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space and all the flow patterns show significant similarity with the 110vk pattern of huovancý- 
dominated situation as shown in Figure 7.3a. 
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Figure 7.5: The airflow patterns of combined ventilation prototype (I): when the buoyancy 
forces are emphasised for the initial conditions settings 
7 
The above analysis shows that multiple solutions do eist liar the hrOOtOýt> l)e (I) of 
combined ventilation and it is observed that the airf10w pattern fin the actual Solution tends to 
be similar to that at the preceding moment: if' the wind forces are dominant at the preceding 
moment, the airflow pattern for combined ventilation will he highly associated vv itlº that for tile 
wind-dominated situation and if the dominating force at the preceding moment is the huowancy 
forces, the airflow pattern four combined ventilation ill , Iiovv great situ iaritý to That for the 
buoyancy-dominated situation. This result also suggests that, the analysis of the airf1o pattern 
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with one single force will be very helpful for the determination of the flow pattern of the 
combined ventilation. 
It is also found that the environmental conditions for solution multiplicity to occur for 
prototype (I) do have a very broad range since different flow patterns are found for all wind 
velocities. (Recall that in the validation studies of the CFD settings for combined ventilation in 
Section 3.4.5, multiple solutions only exist when wind forces and buoyancy forces are quite 
similar in scale. ) 
" Influence of solution multiplicity on the evaluation of ventilation performance 
Figure 7.6 shows the airflow rates predicted by the two groups of simulations. It can be 
seen that the CFD simulations with both initial conditions settings predict the same tendency of 
the airflow rate with the variation of the reference wind velocity, although discrepancies exist at 
some points (less than 15%), especially between when the reference wind velocity is very high 
or very low. This is because, when the wind speed is very low, the initial conditions with the 
emphasis of wind forces will result in the recirculation of the wind-driven flow at the bottom of 
the space which impedes the air to come into the building, as shown in Figure 7.4(a); when the 
wind speed becomes very high, the initial conditions with the emphasis of the wind forces will 
bring more energy out of the building and result in lower air temperature (also see Figure 7.5a) 
and hence lower airflow rate. Nevertheless, these discrepancies are still generally acceptable at 
the early design stage for prediction purposes, and this means that, when the bulk flows of the 
wind forces and buoyancy forces assist each other, the airflow rate can be calculated at this 
stage regardless of the initial conditions. 
However, the CFD simulations with different initial conditions show very different 
performance on providing cooling effects for the occupants' at the bottom of the space. As has 
been suggested earlier, the air movement near the ground level of the building tends to be 
similar to that at the preceding moment and it has also been made clear in the preliminary 
analysis that the cooling effects generated by the two single forces are quite different (see 
Figure 7.3). These descriptions suggest that solution multiplicity of combined ventilation may 
have significant influence on the evaluation of the thermal comfort at the occupants' level and 
the effects generated by the related passive strategies. 
Figure 7.7 further demonstrates this by comparing the velocity distributions at the 
occupants' level and the vertical temperature profiles in the space for the two simulations with 
different initial conditions when reference wind velocity is 0.5m/s. It is shown that, although 
the vertical temperature profiles are quite similar, the air velocity distributions at the occupants' 
level are very different. 
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of the airflow rates of combined ventilation prototype (I) 
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(a) comparison of the vertical temperature profiles 
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(b) comparison of the air velocity distributions at the occupants' level 
Figure 7.7: Comparison of the vertical temperature profiles and velocity distributions at 
the occupants' level of combined ventilation prototype (I) predicted from CFD simulations 
with different initial conditions (the reference wind velocity is 0.5m/s) 
7.2.3 Discussions and design guidance 
The significance of the above investigations can be summarised and discussed as 
follows. Firstly, in addition to the airflows driven by opposed forces, multiple solutions also 
exist for assisting flows. In fact, all airflows driven by combined forces are opposed flows in 
the sense that the driving forces cannot assist each other everywhere in the flow field. It is quite 
clear that the directions of the momentums driven by the buoyancy forces and wind forces are 
different: it is upward for the buoyancy force whilst. it is along the wind direction (usually not 
upward) for the wind forces. As a result it is very probable that the flow patterns generated by 
the single force to oppose each other even if the bulk flows have the same direction. These 
descriptions actually suggest that solution multiplicity should be a very widely applied 
characteristic for combined airflows other than a special feature of ventilation with opposed 
bulk flows (the details of the mechanism of solution multiplicity will be further discussed in the 
next section). The relationship between the bulk flows of different driving forces cannot be 
used as the main factor to judge the existence of the multiple solutions. 
Secondly, different solutions of a combined ventilation problem may have very 
different effects on the thermal comfort of the space, which suggests that, to understand the 
initial conditions for combined ventilation problems is very important for precise evaluation of 
the ventilation performance. In other words, combined ventilation problems should be 
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considered in an unsteady context other than in a steady one. It should be noted that, when the 
bulk flows are assisting, different solutions can produce similar airflow rates but different flow 
patterns; when the bulk flows are opposing, the airflow rates predicted by different solutions are 
different. Related to this, it is found that the study of the ventilation performance when the 
possible single forces are dominate will be very helpful as the flow pattern of one solution is 
very similar to that when a certain single force controls the flow. 
Thirdly, the CFD simulations also suggest that the initial conditions may bring on either 
positive or negative effects for the ventilation performance, and this means that, effective 
incorporation of a ventilation strategy also depends on the ventilation performance at the 
preceding moment. For instance, at a certain moment only buoyancy-driven ventilation is 
available and it is incorporated. It is also known from forecast that wind will be coming and 
thus wind-induced ventilation can be used. However, if the wind-driven ventilation is directly 
used, the performance would be not effective as the initial conditions emphasise buoyancy 
forces and the flow pattern illustrated in Figure 7.5 rather than in Figure 7.4 will result. This 
means that the buoyancy forces have negative effects for the next moment although they are 
positive at the time-being. As a consequence, in order to better utilise the wind-induced 
ventilation, the effects of the buoyancy-driven natural ventilation should be reduced before the 
wind comes. This also shows the significance of precise control of each strategy for a more 
controllable indoor environment, especially when combined ventilation occurs very frequently. 
7.3 Combined ventilation with large openings (prototype 2) 
It has been made clear in the last section that, multiple solutions exist for combined 
ventilation with small openings where no bi-directional flows occurs regardless of the 
relationship of the bulk flows driven by different forces. This section will extend the study of 
small openings to the situation where large openings are incorporated and bi-directional flows 
take place, and see whether multiple solutions still exist and how they affect the evaluation of 
the ventilation performance, based on which the mechanism for solution multiplicity is 
discussed. 
7.3.1 Preliminary analysis 
Let us consider the analysis of combined ventilation with small openings first and then 
extend the result to large opening cases. For a prototype building illustrated in Figure 7.8a, 
when no wind presents, the neutral level will be in-between the vertical distance of the two 
openings, as also shown in the previous chapter. The indoor and outdoor pressure distribution 
along the vertical direction for this circumstance is shown in Figure 7.8b. When there is wind 
blowing from the upper opening side, the outdoor pressure on the windward side wall will 
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increase and as a result the height of neutral plane, where the indoor and outdoor pressure 
(a) (b) 
equals, has to rise because the indoor pressure should become greater than the outdoor pressure 
to keep the balance. For the same reason, the wind will also reduce the outdoor pressure on the 





Figure 7.8: Schematic illustration of a prototype building when no wind presents and only 
buoyancy forces dominate the flow 
This analysis in fact suggests that, neutral plane is not unique when wind forces present 
in buildings, and each wall has its own neutral plane. The positive wind pressure will push the 
neutral plane upwards whilst the negative wind pressure will push the neutral plane downwards. 
Duan and Li (2005) derived following equations for the calculation of the height of the neutral 










KH (7.2) Au +, 4, ' Au + A/ 
where K= '" , which expresses the relative intensity of the pressures generated by two forces, 
e 
i. e. wind forces and buoyancy forces. The tendency of the neutral levels on windward and 
leeward walls with the variation of the wind pressure can also be seen from the above two 
equations. 
The above equations also suggest that, when the wind pressure increases to certain level, 
the neutral planes of two walls may intersect with the openings if both openings are large 
external pressure 
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enough, and bi-directional flows will be incurred. In fact, this is very similar to the analysis on 
the buoyancy-driven natural ventilation with large openings in the previous chapter. The 
pressure generated by the buoyancy forces over the opening will not be uniform due to the large 
openings but the wind pressure can be generally considered as uniformly distributed there. As a 
result the wind pressure cannot equate to the static pressure difference everywhere on the 
opening and thus bi-directional flows can take place. If wind pressure further increases, the 
neutral planes will get over the openings and flow directions for both openings will be reversed. 
This process is illustrated in Figure 7.9. Nevertheless, it would be very difficult to obtain the 
analytical solutions for the neutral levels and airflow rates for combined ventilation with large 
openings like those for buoyancy-driven airflows, because there are too many unknowns 
(several neutral planes may exist which make the airflow pattern very complicated). 
-º Wind ) wind 
ý- 
--- neutral plane 
)Is - wind 
neuhnlplane 
neutral plane 
heat source heat source heat source 
(I) (1r) (nA 
Figure 7.9: Schematic illustration of the movement of the neutral plane with the increase 
of the wind pressure (only the neutral plane on the windward wall is shown) 
Recall the conditions for the existence of multiple solutions introduced in Chapter Two: 
basically this is because the airflow has to comply with both mass conservation and energy 
conservation. For small openings cases, when the buoyancy forces and wind forces are equal to 
each other, the airflow will have to stop because the pressure difference is zero (also see 
Equation 2.6), which will never be possible as this violates the energy conservation laws: the 
energy from the heat source is mostly transferred to heat the exchanging air. As a result the 
airflow direction will be reversed suddenly without reaching to zero when one force 
overwhelms the other, and in this way multiple solutions will occur with hysteresis behaviour. 
However, for buildings with large openings, the air movement through an opening will 
never stop according to the above analysis because the wind pressure and the static pressure 
over an opening cannot be exactly opposite. From this point of view, solution multiplicity will 
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not occur for combined ventilation with large openings as the airflow direction can change 
smoothly and there is no sudden reverse of flow directions. 
7.3.2 CFD simulations 
The building configuration used for the CFD simulations in this part is the same of the 
prototype of the previous section: it is 12m high and 12m wide. Two large openings with the 
same height of 4m are incorporated at upper and lower levels. They are placed 1m away from 
the nearest horizontal edge. The oncoming wind blows from the upper opening side and the 
reference velocity increases from O. lm/s to 0.9m/s with a step of O. lm/s. The log-law wind 
profile introduced in Chapter Three is also used here. The heat source is located on the floor 
with a constant flux of 100W/m2 which can induce an airflow rate of around 0.3m/s when no 
wind presents. The two-way approach for the initial conditions settings used before is also 
employed to seek the multiple solutions. 
The flow patterns when either of the two forces dominates the air movement are shown 
first in Figure 7.10 and it can be easily known that the airflow directions for the two flow 
patterns are opposite. It is found that the flow pattern will be very close to that shown in Figure 
7.10 (a) when the reference wind velocity is not higher than 0.2m/s, whilst it will be very 
similar to that illustrated in Figure 7.10 (b) when the reference wind velocity is higher than 
0.5m/s. When the wind velocity is between 0.3m/s to 0.5m/s, bi-directional flows are observed 
for both types of settings of initial conditions and multiple solutions are found for all situations 
where bi-directional flows take place. Figure 7.11 illustrates the detailed airflow fields of the 
two simulation results when the wind reference velocity is 0.3m/s. In this situation the 
buoyancy forces are slightly stronger than the wind forces. 
- ýý 
0 
(a) buoyancy-dominated airflow (b) wind-dominated airflow 
Figure 7.10: Airflow patterns when either of the two forces dominates the air movement 
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(b) when the buoyancy forces are emphasised by the initial conditions 
Figure 7.11: Airflow fields for combined ventilation prototype (II) with different settings 
of initial conditions when the reference wind velocity is 0.3m/s 
Apparently the above two flow patterns are quite different and it can be observed that 
the airflow is driven by the forces emphasised by the initial conditions: the first flow illustrated 
in Figure 7.11 (a) is driven by the wind forces whilst the second one is driven by buoyancy 
forces as shown in Figure 7.11 (b). This can also be seen by examining the main inflow 
openings for both situations: for scenario (a), the inlet is not very clear because recirculation 
flows take place for both openings, and the net airflow rate through each opening is only 
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0.03m/s, but clearly the lower opening will be the main inlet for scenario (b) because no 
recirculation occurs for lower opening and most air coming into the upper opening just directly 
goes out. For this situation the net airflow rate is 0.15m/s, which is much higher than scenario 
(a). The two scenarios also predict very different temperature profiles in the space as shown in 
Figure 7.12, and the velocity distributions at the occupants' level are compared in Figure 7.13. 
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of vertical air temperatures at the centre of the space for 
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of air velocities at the occupants' level for prototype (II) of 
combined ventilation 
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It can be seen from the above two figures that, the results simulated with two different 
initial conditions significantly differ from each other. The scenario (b), which emphasises 
buoyancy forces, produces higher air temperature in the space and thus stronger buoyancy 
forces, which result in higher air velocities at the occupants' level as buoyancy forces are still 
the main forces driving the air movement in the space for this wind velocity. 
7.3.3 Discussions 
The main points of the investigations performed above can be summarised and 
discussed as follows. Firstly, the transition process for prototype (II) of the combined 
ventilation with the increase of the wind velocity has been identified. The wind pressure can 
push up the neutral plane on the windward wall and push it down on the leeward wall. When 
the neutral plane intersects with an opening, bi-directional flow will occur and further increase 
of the wind velocity will allow the neutral plane go over the opening resulting in the entire 
reverse of the flow direction. The whole transition process has also been observed by CFD 
simulations. 
Related to this, it should be noted that bi-directional flows may be an important 
characteristic for combined airflows when the two forces are similar in scale and large openings 
are incorporated. Here large openings are defined as those over which the static pressure cannot 
be considered as uniformly distributed. This may lead to difficulties for the prediction of the 
ventilation performance for combined ventilation at the early stage because there is still no 
analytical approach available, and computational methods, either multi-zone approaches (e. g. 
Duan and Li 2005) or CFD simulations have to be resort to. It is also shown that the study of 
the ventilation situation with one single dominating force will be of help for the investigation of 
the performance of combined ventilation because the result airflow pattern will be very similar 
to the situation where the forces emphasised by the initial conditions dominate the flow. 
Secondly, the above study also provides evidence to show that multiple solutions do 
exist for bi-directional flows even if no sudden reverse of the flow direction occurs. This seems 
contradictory to the mechanism for the presence of solution multiplicity but actually it does not. 
Although the sudden reverse of the airflow direction will not occur for an opening, this may 
take place for a grid in the computational domain of CFD. Basically the conservation laws that 
are used in macroscopic approach in Chapter Two for the analysis of solution multiplicity are 
also applicable for any grid in CFD (see those basic equations of CFD in Chapter Three). Thus 
when the sudden reverse of the flow direction occurs for a grid (this will at least occur at the 
grids on the neutral plane because the pressure difference there is always zero), multiple 
solutions will exist for the simulation results of this small element, and the information of this 
grid will also propagate to other areas in the whole computational domain resulting in different 
flow patterns for different initial conditions. 
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7.4 Summary 
This chapter extended the research of combined ventilation on conventional models to 
another common situation where the two forces partly assist with each other and partly oppose 
each other, and two prototypes are employed for the investigation: one is that the two bulk flows 
assist each other but the recirculation flow of one force opposes the main flow of the other; the 
other is that two forces oppose each other and large openings are incorporated resulting in bi- 
directional flow. 
It was found that different solutions present for both prototypes depending on the 
settings of initial conditions, and this provides evidence that solution multiplicity is an 
important characteristic for combined airflows regardless of the relationship of the bulk flows of 
different driving forces or the occurrence of the bi-directional flows. The reason for this is 
revealed by examining the combined ventilation with large openings: even a small element in 
the whole flow field has encountered equal driving forces and result in sudden reverse of the 
flow direction due to conservation laws, multiple solutions for the whole domain will be 
incurred. This also suggests that solution multiplicity should exist for a very wide range of 
airflows driven by combined forces since it is very difficult for different forces to entirely assist 
each other everywhere in the flow field. 
It was also shown that different solutions generated very different ventilation 
performance. This means that, for combined ventilation, the effects of a ventilation strategy 
will also be dependent on the conditions at the preceding moment and in addition, a strategy 
may bring positive effects for this moment but may be negative for the next one. As a 
consequence, the combined ventilation problems should be considered in an unsteady manner 
other than a steady one, and precise control of the ventilation strategies will be very important in 
order to achieve a higher efficiency. It is also suggested that the study on the ventilation 
performance when only one single force dominates the airflow will be very valuable for the 
investigation of that of combined ventilation as they are closely related. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
8.1 Conclusions 
The purpose of this research has been to develop design guidelines and relevant 
prediction tools for the incorporation of natural ventilation in atrium spaces as a passive cooling 
strategy. Focused on the thermal and geometrical characteristics of atrium spaces, the stated 
objectives of the research were (repeated from Chapter One): 
To develop a new approach for the thermal comfort assessment of atrium spaces 
taking the impacts of solar radiation into account; 
" To investigate the wind-induced natural ventilation through roof openings of 
atrium spaces; 
0 To study the effects of the heat sources on the buoyancy-driven natural 
ventilation and to develop algorithms for the prediction and adjustment of the 
neutral level, especially when large openings are incorporated; 
" To examine combined natural ventilation when buoyancy forces and wind forces 
partly oppose each other and partly assist each other. 
These objectives have been realised in Chapter Four to Chapter Seven respectively and 
the major findings for each of them can be summarised as follows: 
1. Chapter Four developed a new method for the assessment of thermal comfort level 
of atrium spaces taking solar radiation into account by using MATLAB as a data 
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exchanging platform. A code for the calculation of mean radiant temperature 
(MRT) was developed first enabling the treatment of the contribution of solar 
radiation to MRT, and CFD was used to predict the air temperature and velocity at 
the occupants' level. All the data obtained were then put together in MATLAB for 
PPD/PMV calculation. Based on this new approach, it was found that MRT could 
be a more significant factor leading to the overheating of atrium spaces, especially 
when the sun could directly irradiate the occupants' level, which means that the 
most important passive cooling strategy for this circumstance would be the 
provision of shading devices. In addition, it was also shown that the air 
temperature at the occupants' level is mostly affected by the temperatures of the 
surfaces at lower levels and the temperatures at the roof level and the upper areas 
generally have little influence on the air temperature at the occupants' level. These 
findings together in fact suggest that the upper surfaces of the space irradiated by 
the sun can work as the heat source driving the buoyancy-driven natural ventilation 
in the space if needed, in which way both the MRT and the air temperature at the 
occupants' level can be avoided becoming too high due to the location of the heat 
source. 
2. Chapter Five studied the wind-induced ventilation through roof openings by CFD 
simulations; in essence, this type of ventilation is driven by the recirculation of the 
main flow rather than the direct use of the oncoming wind. It was identified that 
the main forces controlling the air movement include the main flow from the wind, 
the back flow from behind the building, the reverse flow and the reattaching now 
at the roof level. The possible flow patterns were also defined and the dominating 
forces for each of them can be considered as different organisations of the above 
forces. It was observed by CFD simulations that the ventilation performance is 
closely associated with the pattern of the flow: the recirculation driven by the main 
flow will be the strongest whilst that driven by the back flow will be the weakest. 
Based on these identifications of the flow pattern and the relevant controlling 
forces, the effects of the design parameters, such as the roof shape and angle, the 
width of the adjacent buildings and the openings' size and location were 
investigated and a number of valuable graphs were drawn for the use of designers, 
including Figures 5.19 and 5.14 illustrating the relationship between the roof angle 
and the ventilation performance for-different roof shapes; Figures 5.38 and 5.45 
illustrating the relationship between the width of the adjacent buildings and the 
ventilation performance; Figures 5.27 - 5.31 illustrating the relationship between 
the opening size and the ventilation performance; Figures 5.21-5.24 and 5.26 
illustrating the relationship between the opening location and the ventilation 
performance and Figures 5.32 - 5.35 illustrating the relationship between the 
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opening methods and the ventilation performance. According to these graphs, 
guidelines were also developed for various design purposes such as shape based 
design, flow pattern based design and other more complicated basis. Details 
regarding to these guidelines can be found in relevant sections. 
3. In Chapter Six which dealt with buoyancy-driven natural ventilation, the effects of 
the location of heat source and the control of the neutral level when bi-directional 
flow occurs were studied. It was shown that the efficiency of the heat source on 
driving the airflow is very sensitive to its location, and graphs were made for 
illustrating the relationship between the location of the heat source and the airflow 
rate coefficients (See Figures 6.3,6.10 and 6.11). It was found that the heat source 
located on the opposite wall of the outlet opening has a higher efficiency than that 
on the same side wall of the outlet opening as this reduces the heat accumulated 
around the outlet consuming more energy from the source for the heat transfer, and 
the heat source placed too close to the lower opening will avoid low air velocities 
at the occupants' level. due to direct heating of the air coming into the space. The 
heat source located at the top area of the space will result in bi-directional flows 
and hence a very low airflow rate. Based on these findings, the optimised location 
of the heat source in order to driven buoyancy-driven natural ventilation was 
determined for each flow regime, and the guidelines on the selection of the 
surfaces materials were also developed accordingly. As regards the control of the 
neutral level, the possible flow patterns were identified for the situations with large 
openings, and a number of new generalised algorithms for the prediction of the 
airflow rates and the neutral level were developed based on pressure difference 
analysis. The new algorithms agreed with the CFD simulations when the lower 
opening is larger but significant discrepancies existed when bi-directional flow 
occurs for the upper opening due to the high air temperature there which is 
advected from the bottom heat source. The algorithms also suggested that, in order 
to raise the height of the neutral plane, horizontal/vertical strip window can be used 
for the upper/lower opening if the areas of the openings are fixed. 
4. The investigation of the combined ventilation associated with Chapter Seven 
studied two prototypes where wind forces and buoyancy forces partly assist each 
other and partly oppose each other. It was observed that multiple solutions still 
existed for both prototypes, which provided evidence that solution multiplicity is 
an important characteristic for combined ventilation problems regardless of the 
relationship between the bulk flows or the occurrence of bi-directional flows. It 
was also found that different solutions had different ventilation performance and 
hence different cooling effects depending on the initial conditions. As a result, for 
combined ventilation, the effects of a ventilation strategy would also be dependent 
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on the conditions at the preceding moment and in addition, a strategy with positive 
effects for this moment might be negative for the next moment. These descriptions 
meant that the combined ventilation problems should be considered in an unsteady 
manner rather than a steady one, and precise control of the ventilation strategies 
will be very important in order to achieve a higher efficiency. It was also shown 
that the study on the ventilation performance when only one single force dominates 
the airflow would be very valuable for the investigation of that of combined 
ventilation because the flow pattern of the combined ventilation would be very 
similar to that dominated by the forces emphasised by the initial conditions. 
5. Apart from the above findings regarding to the incorporation of natural ventilation, 
this study has also provided valuable validations of several common research 
methods for air movement. Generally two different research methods were 
employed for this project: CFD simulations and generalised theoretical methods. It 
could be seen that, with appropriate settings, not only can CFD be used to predict 
the airflow pattern and relevant velocity and temperature values, it can also be 
employed to investigate some sophisticated characteristics of air movement, 
including convective heat transfer, separation effects of wind-driven airflows, bi- 
directional flows through large openings and solution multiplicity of combined 
airflows. It should be noted that, ' in order to study natural ventilation, the 
computational domain usually has to be extended to include part of the outside 
environment and "fictitious walls" will have to be used. The detailed CFD settings 
for these purposes can be found in Section 3.4 and they can also be used as 
guidelines or references for similar simulation objectives. Generalised models 
developed based on the pressure difference analysis for large openings generally 
agreed with CFD simulations and they were also very useful for the prediction of 
the neutral level and airflow rate at the early design stage. However, it was also 
shown that the generalised models can only apply to very simple geometries and 
usually also very simple situations such as uniform environment. It is also worth 
mentioning that MATLAB is also an important research tool for the exchange of 
the data from different sources and this research integrates the data from CFD and 
those from another code calculating MRT. It is hoped that this tool can be further 
used for the data analysis of interdisciplinary research, such as the interaction 
between acoustic, lighting and thermal aspects. 
The above findings are obtained in terms of different ventilation strategies, but in reality 
they usually have to be used together and adapted into the existing well-established processes. 
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Generally speaking, the findings of this research are of significance for the practice in the 
following relevant areas: 
" Process of climatic sensitive atrium design 
It is clear that the purpose of incorporating passive strategies is to make the occupants 
thermally comfortable. As a consequence, in order to incorporate passive cooling strategies for 
a building in warm weather to cope with overheating problems, the thermal comfort evaluation 
method developed should be used first with the data from thermal simulations (mainly the 
surface temperatures) to diagnose the main causes for the overheating: if MRT is the main 
problem then shading should take the priority and if air temperature is the most significant 
reason, then natural ventilation will be more efficient (only strategies with immediate effects are 
considered here). Since the design of shading is generally easy from thermal point of view, the 
following will be dealing with the latter condition. 
It can be seen that the influential factors determining the performance of the wind- 
driven and buoyancy-driven ventilation significantly differ due to their different mechanisms: 
wind-driven ventilation is mostly influenced by wind and thus very sensitive to those 
parameters related to the shape of the space, such as the adjacent buildings, the roof shape and 
angle, the opening location and size whilst the buoyancy-induced natural ventilation is driven 
by internal forces and thus insensitive to the roof shape and adjacent buildings but significantly 
affected by the openings' sizes and locations and the selection of materials for internal surfaces. 
The combined ventilation will be influenced by both parameters introduced for wind-induced 
ventilation and for buoyancy-driven ventilation. 
These descriptions suggest that, before designing the ventilation strategies, it is 
necessary to clarify the driving forces of airflow in and around the atrium building in order to 
identify the dominating flow regimes in the building so that the design guidelines developed 
before regarding to each flow regime can be followed. A simple and easy-to-use way of doing 
this is to use the equations introduced in Chapter Two or CFD to roughly obtain the airflow 
rates at each time step for single forces (solar radiation or wind). The values from different 
forces are then compared to determine the dominating flow regime for each time step. Finally 
statistical methods can be used for the whole overheating period to judge which flow regime 
will be the most significant one the design should focus on. 
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Figure 8.1: Process of the climatic sensitive building design 
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The effects of ventilation strategy designed can then be checked with the thermal 
comfort assessment method to see whether acceptable thermal comfort level has been achieved. 
If not, the design strategies should be improved or other strategies should be considered such as 
night cooling or even HVAC systems. The whole process for the climatic sensitive atrium 
design is illustrated in Figure 8.1. It is easy to understand that this process also applies to the 
design of all other types of buildings and the only thing that may change is the thermal comfort 
criteria. 
" Passive strategies for large-volume spaces 
Large-volume spaces are characterised as those with non-uniform thermal environment, 
and in particular the spaces where the thermal conditions at the occupants' level are not the 
same as those at other areas. For this type of spaces, there is no need to make sure every area of 
the space is comfortable and only the thermal comfort of the occupied areas needs to be taken 
care of. Conventional methods usually assume a space as a small one with uniformly 
distributed thermal properties, such as air temperature and velocity, and apparently these 
methods will not be suitable for the design of non-uniform large spaces. This research proposed 
a new approach by combining CFD and other codes based on MATLAB as a data exchange 
platform which enabled the treatment of non-uniform environment to monitor the specific areas 
in need for thermal comfort. Sometimes other areas may also be occupied in addition to the 
bottom, and this approach can also be easily extended to deal with these conditions. 
According to the thermal characteristics of large-volume spaces, it can also be known 
that the design of the lower level of the large-volume space will focus on the control of the air 
temperature and velocities whilst the design of the upper level should avoid the intensive solar 
radiation and use the surfaces there as the source to induce the airflow. Based on this idea, 
lower levels should incorporate more thermal mass to reduce the fluctuation of the thermal 
environment at the occupants' level and some new passive cooling strategies that cannot be 
used in ordinary small spaces can be incorporated in large-volumes space, such as the use of 
recirculation of the wind or the use of upper walls irradiated by the sun as the heat source to 
generate the air movement for cooling effects of the ground level. This is illustrated in Figure 
8.2. and design guidelines regarding to these issues can be referred to in the chapters dealing 
with them respectively. The investigation of the recirculation flows should be also of interest to 
other situations with similar flow mode, such as the facade design of the single-sided buildings 
for wind-induced ventilation purposes, and the guidelines developed earlier will also be 
applicable for the corresponding parameters. 
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Building energy management 
This research also shows the significance of the control of the design parameters to 
ensure good performance of the passive strategies, especially for the airflows when buoyancy 
forces are of significance, because wind-induced flow pattern is generally independent of the 
Reynolds number whilst the sun moves all the time which changes the location of the heat 
source in the space affecting the airflow rate and the neutral plane, as has been indicated in the 
research. In addition, the study on combined ventilation suggests that the conditions at the 
preceding moment will affect the performance of the ventilation strategies to be employed for 
the next moment. 
In order to realise the control of the relevant design parameters to achieve a more 
comfortable environment with less energy consumption, control algorithms have to be 
developed for the implementation of the management. The thermal comfort program and the 
generalised algorithms for the prediction of the neutral plane and airflow rate derived in this 
research, in addition to those design guidelines developed can be used to help monitor and 
control the thermal conditions in the buildings and change the status of relevant building 
components accordingly, such as openings and shadings. 







Upper zone of the space 
Lower zone of the space 
Figure 8.2: Passive strategies for large-volume spaces 
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" New building component development 
The outcomes of this research in fact suggest that skylight is an important component 
for the passive design of atrium spaces. Its shape, and the size and location of the openings in it 
are very important for the incorporation of wind-induced ventilation; it will be also of 
significance for the performance of the buoyancy-driven natural ventilation and the control of 
the neutral level. In addition, it also allows the solar radiation to penetrate into the space so that 
the heat source on the internal surface is impacted upon or modified. 
The guidelines developed in this research also reveal that the performance of a skylight 
is also dependent on other design parameters including the adjacent buildings and building 
shape for the wind-induced ventilation, or the size of the lower opening for the buoyancy-driven 
natural ventilation, which means that different design conditions may need very different kinds 
of skylights to achieve the highest efficiency. It was shown that, when flow pattern (I) occurs 
for wind-induced airflow, the openings should placed to be able to "see" each other and 
encourage the "tunnel effect" enhancing the airflow but the openings locations are different for 
other flow patterns when the airflow is driven by "suction". These findings mean that other 
types of skylights can be developed for energy saving reasons as alternatives to the conventional 
ones (e. g. the one illustrated in Figure 1.1). Nevertheless, it has also been indicated that, 
although skylights are of great significance for the passive design, openings at the occupants' 
level are also very important and should be incorporated wherever possible. 
8.2 Recommendations for future work 
This research has identified a number of areas worthy of further work and has provided 
a platform for future research. Although the work documented in this thesis represents a 
contribution towards the passive design of atrium spaces, much work remains. Some 
recommendations are provided below. 
9 Thermal comfort of atrium spaces 
Chapter Four developed a new thermal comfort assessment approach based on the well 
known PPD/PMV system. It should be noted that mostly this system is only used for indoor 
spaces and it has been well established that the outdoor thermal evaluation method is very 
different. However, due to the large areas of glazing incorporated, atrium spaces are usually 
identified as "grey spaces" (also like the corridor with roof attached to the outside of a building) 
(Kurokawa 1988) which means that atrium type spaces may be neither indoor spaces nor 
outdoor spaces but in-between them. As a consequence, it is interesting to know whether there 
is another special thermal comfort assessment system suitable for the use of this type of spaces. 
Questionnaires and field surveys may need to be carried out for this purpose. 
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" Natural ventilation of atrium spaces 
This research only performed 2D simulations for the investigation of the natural 
ventilation strategies, and further 3D simulations and physical experiments need to be 
performed to verify the results obtained. In addition, this study only focused on the steady-state 
conditions, but unsteady-state effects of airflows were not considered. It has been known that 
the fluctuating effects of the wind, i. e., the turbulence effects do have certain impacts on the 
thermal comfort level of the occupants, and although possible, it is not easy to observe and 
measure the fluctuation by the methods available at present. Furthermore, the buoyancy-driven 
ventilation usually has a very large timescale for the establishment of the steady state due to its 
weakness and this implies that design criteria should also account for the transient behaviour 
rather than just simply on the final steady-state conditions. All these issues need to be 
addressed in the future in order to give a full picture for the passive design of atrium spaces, and 
furthermore the applicability of these research results should be tested in real buildings before 
intensive use. 
" Thermal simulation of atrium spaces 
It was mentioned in previous chapters that thermal mass or night cooling may be 
incorporated as passive strategies for atrium spaces, and in order to study the effects of these 
strategies, long-term energy simulation has to be carried out. Conventional methods for the 
thermal simulation of buildings, such as Esp-r of the UK and Energyplus of the US, usually 
employ the assumption that the temperature for the air in the space and the temperature for each 
surface are uniformly distributed, because only one node is commonly used to represent each 
surface and the whole air volume. However, as discussed earlier, as large-volume spaces, atria 
usually have a very large height causing temperature stratification, and as a result the uniform 
air temperature will not be valid for this circumstance. In addition, the solar radiation 
penetrating into the space may warm up small part of the internal walls other than the whole 
space and the temperature of any surface inside may not be uniform as well. As a result new 
approaches have to be adopted to account for these issues. 
" Other environmental aspects of atrium spaces 
This research is mainly concerned with the thermal issues of atrium spaces including 
thermal comfort and natural ventilation. However, practitioners usually consider design as a 
collective decision-making process, and consequently it will be useful to bring the information 
from acoustic and lighting aspects together with that from the thermal aspects obtained from 
this research to generate some new guidelines for the design of the space or some special 
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components of the space such as the roof (some work has already been carried out on the 
acoustic and lighting aspects of atrium spaces in the School of Architecture, the University of 
Sheffield, such as (Kang et at. 2007) and (Samant and Sharples 2004)). 
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APPENDIX A 
Thermophysical properties of air 
Table A. 1: Thermophysical properties of air at atmospheric 
pressure (101325 Pa) (Lienhard 2004) 
T(K) p (kg/m3) cp (J/kg"K) p (kg/m"s) v (m2 /s) k (WY/m"K) (((m2/s) Pr 
Air 
100 3.605 1039 0.711x10'5 0.197x10'5 0.00941 0.251 x 10-5 0.784 
150 2.368 1012 1.035 0.437 0.01406 0.587 0.745 
200 1.7G9 1007 1.333 0.754 0.01836 1.031 0.731 
250 1.412 1006 1.606 1.137 0.02241 1.578 0.721 
260 1.358 1006 1.649 1.214 0.02329 1.705 0.712 
270 1.308 1006 1.699 1.299 0.02400 1.824 0.712 
280 1.261 1006 1.747 1.385 0.02473 1.879 0.711 
290 1.217 1006 1.795 1.475 0.02544 2.078 0.710 
300 1.177 1007 1.857 1.578 0.02623 2.213 0.713 
310 1.139 1007 1.889 1.659 0.02684 2.340 0.709 
320 1.103 1008 1.935 1.754 0.02753 2.476 0.708 
330 1.070 1008 1.981 1.851 0.02821 2.616 0.708 
. 
340 1.038 1009 2.025 1.951 0.02888 2.821 0.707 
350 1.008 1009 2.090 2.073 0.02984 2.931 0.707 
400 0.8821 1014 2.310 2.619 0.03328 3.721 0.704 
. 450 0.7840 1021 2.517 3.210 0.03656 4.567 0.703 
500 0.7056 1030 2.713 3.845 0.03971 5.464 0.704 
550 0.6414 1040 2.902 4.524 0.04277 6.412 0.706 
600 0.5880 1051 3.082 5.242 0.04573 7.400 0.708 
650 0.5427 1063 3.257 6.001 0.04863 8.430 0.712 
700 0.5040 1075 3.425 6.796 0.05146 9.498 0.715 
750 0.4704 1087 3.588 7.623 0.05425 10.61 0.719 
800 0.4410 1099 3.747 8.497 0.05699 11.76 0.723 
850 0.4150 1110 3.901 9.400 0.05969 12.96 0.725 
900 0.3920 1121 4.052 10.34 0.06237 14.19 0.728 
950 0.3716 1131 4.199 11.30 0.06501 15.47 0.731 
1000 0.3528 1142 4.343 12.31 0.06763 16.79 0.733 
1100 0.3207 1159 4.622 14.41 0.07281 19.59 0.736 
1200 0.2940 1175 4.891 16.64 0.07702 22.56 0.738 
1300 0.2714 1189 5.151 18.98 0.08297 25.71 0.738 
1400 0.2520 1201 5.403 21.44 0.08708 29.05 0.738 
1500 0.2352 1211 5.648 23.99 0.09296 32.64 0.735 
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APPENDIX B 
Algorithms for buoyancy-driven ventilation of a building with 
non-uniform temperature distribution 
1. Airflow rate 
Consider a simple building as shown in Figure B. 1, in which the parameters involved in 
the development of the algorithms are also defined. A. and A, are the areas of the upper and 
lower openings; T; and To are the indoor and outdoor air temperatures and T' varies vertically; P, 
and P4 are the outdoor pressures at the lower and upper openings; P2 and P3 are the indoor 






Figure B. 1: Schematic illustration of the simple physical model considered in this 
appendix (T1 >T. ) 
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It has been introduced that, the airflow through an opening approximates to a simple 
square root law as expressed in Equation (B. 1) (Etheridge and Sandberg 1996): 
q= CDA 2Ap lp 
Thus, for the upper opening, we have: 
9. _ (CDA). 2(P3 - Pa) /P 
and for the lower opening we have: 
q, = (Ca4), 2(P, -P2)l p 
With Equations (B. 2) and (B. 3), we can obtain: 
(P-P)+(P -P)= 





The outdoor static pressure difference between the levels of the upper and lower 
openings can be expressed as: 
P. -P4 = Pugh (B. 5) 
As the indoor air temperature is non-uniformly distributed, the internal air pressure 
cannot be assumed as uniform according to ideal gas law. The indoor static pressure difference 
between the levels of the upper and lower openings can be calculated as: 
h 





According to mass conservation, the airflow rates through upper and lower openings are 
the same, thus: 
q, = qw (B. 7) 
Substituting (B. 5) to (B. 7) into (B. 4), Equation (B. 4) will become: 
h1 1 
P0Bh - 
JP, gdh =2 PogZ [(CDA)' ]2 (B. 8) 0 
where (CDA) =1+/1 (B. 9) LlIccM, T) 11Z [(CoA)w ]2 
Assuming that the air temperature is inversely proportional to the pressure, the equation 
(B. 8) becomes: 
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q= (CDA)* 2gh(1- JTT y) (B. 10) 
0 
where Tj is the air temperature at vertical point j. 
2. Neutral level 
The neutral level is the defined as the distance from the lower opening to the neutral 
plane where the internal air pressure equals to the external air pressure. Substitute Equation 
(B. 10) into Equation (B. 3), the pressure difference at the lower opening can be calculated as: 
h 
P0Sh(l -IJ )[(CDA)* ]2 
P, -PZ= 2 [(CDA)1 ] 
(B. 11) 
This pressure difference can also be calculated by following equation considering the 
vertical pressure increment from the neutral level: 
k 
P, -P2 = 
j(P0 
-P, )Sdy (B. 12) 
0 
Equating Equations (B. 11) and (B. 12), we have: 
h 
T 
h(1- J dy)[(CDA)*]2 
J(1- 





[(C0A)r]2 +[(CDA). 2 
(B. 14) ] 
we can finally have: 
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APPENDIX C 
Code for the calculation of the Mean Radiant Temperature 
at the occupants' level 
% Calculate MRT; 
display('This code can be used to predict the mean radiant temperature at the height of 1.6m'); 
display('Input the Parameters of the Sun Position: '); 
az=input('The Sun Position - the Azimuth: '); 
al=input('The Sun Position - the Altitude: '); 




or=input('The Orientation of the Space: '); 
a=cos ((az-or) *p i/ 18 0); 
b=-sin((az-or) *pi/ 180); 
c=tan(al*pi/180); 
display('How Many Units do you want to Divide the Surface: '); 
N=input('Division Number: '); 
%% Determine the the glass surface(s) the sun impings on! 
















display('Please Input the Index (the Number) of the glass surface(s) the sun impingings on: '); 
display('AIB1ClD1 - 1; '); 
display('ABBIA1- 2; '); 
display('CDD1C1 - 3'); 
display('ADDIAI - 4'); 
display('BCC 1B 1- 5'); 
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APPENDIX C 
Code for the calculation of the Mean Radiant Temperature 
at the occupants' level 
% Calculate MRT; 
display('This code can be used to predict the mean radiant temperature at the height of 1.6m'); 
display('Input the Parameters of the Sun Position: '); 
az=input('The Sun Position - the Azimuth: '); 
al=input('The Sun Position - the Altitude: '); 




or=input('The Orientation of the Space: '); 
a=cos((az-or)* pi/ 180); 
b=-s in((az-or) *p i/ 180); 
c=tan(al*pi/180); 
display('How Many Units do you want to Divide the Surface: '); 
N=input('Division Number: '); 
%% Determine the the glass surface(s) the sun impings on! 
















display('Please Input the Index (the Number) of the glass surface(s) the sun impingings on: '); 
display('AIB1C1D1 - 1; '); 
display('ABB1A1 - 2; '); 
display('CDD1CI - 3'); 
display('ADD1A1 - 4'); 
display('BCCIBI - 5'); 
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Idl=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity: '); 
end 


































display('Please Input the Index (the Number) of the the glass surface(s) the sun impingings 
on: '); 
display('AIB1CID1 & ABB1A1 - 1; '); display('A IBICIDI& CDDIC1 - 2; '); 
display('A1BIC1D1 & ADD1A1 - 3'); 
display('AIBICID1 &BCC1B1 -4'); 
display('ABB IAI& BCC1B1 - 5'); 
display('BCC IBI& CDD1C1 - 6'); 
display('CDD1C1 & ADD1A1 - 7'); 
display('ADDiA1 & ABB1A1 - 8'); 







Id 1=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for A1B1C1D1: '); 
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Id1=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for AlBICIDI: '); 








Id 1=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for A1B1C1D1: '); 








Idl=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for AIBICIDI: '); 








Id2=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for ABB1A1: '); 








Id3=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for CDDICI: '); 








Id3=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for CDD1C1: '); 










Id2=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for ABBIA1: '); 




display('Please Input the Index (the Number) of the the glass surface(s) the sun impingings 
on: '); 
display('AIBICIDI & ABBIA1 & BCCIB1 - 1; '); display('AIBICIDI & BCC1B1 & CDDIC1 - 2; '); display('AIBICIDI & CDD1C1 & ADD1A1 - 3; '); display('AIBICIDI & ADD1A1 & ABB1A1 - 4; '); 







Id l=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for AIBICID1: '); 
Id2=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for ABBIAI: '); 








Idl=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for AIBICID1: '); 
Id3=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for CDD 1 Cl: '); 
IdS=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for BCC 1B1: '); 
end 






Id 1=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for A1B1C1D1: '); 
Id3=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for CDD 1C1: '); 
Id4=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for ADDIAI: '); 
end 






Id I=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for Al B1 Cl D 1: '); 
Id2=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for ABBIA1: '); 
Id4=input('Please input the Diffuse Radiation Intensity for ADDIA1: '); 
end 
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end 
Ib=input('Please input the Direct Radiation Intensity: '); 
display('Please input the temperature of each surface(K): '); 
T 1=input('The temperature of Surface Al BI Cl D 1: '); 
T2=input('The temperature of Surface ABBIA1: '); 
T3=input('The temperature of Surface CDD 1C1: '); 
T4=input('The temperature of Surface ADD1A1: '); 
T5=input('The temperature of Surface BCC 1B1: '); 
T6=input('The temperature of Surface ABCD: '); 
%% Calculate the coordinates of each division unit; 
DIV=zeros(N, N, 2); 
for i=1: N 
for j=1: N 
DIV(i, j, 1)=U2/N+(i-1)*LIN; 
DIV(i, j, 2)=W/2/N+(j-1)* W/N; 
end 
end 
%% Calculate the coordinates of the intersections with each surface of the 
%% house; 
CO=zeros(N, N, 5,2); 
VA=zeros(N, N, 5,1); % valide value; 
for i=1: N 
for j=1: N 
m=DW(i, j, l ); 
n=DIV(ij, 2); 
CO(i, j, 1,1)=(H-1.6)*a/c+m; 
CO(i, j, 1,2)=(H-1.6)*b/c+n; 
CO(i, j, 2,1)=-a*n/b+m; 
CO(i; j, 2,2)=-c*n/b; 
CO(i; j, 3,1)=(W-n)*a/b+m; 
CO(i, j, 3,2)=(W-n)/b*c; 
CO(i, j, 4,1)=-m*b/a+n; 
CO(i, j, 4,2)=-m*c/a; 
CO(i, j, 5,1)=(L-m)*b/a+n; 
CO(i, j, 5,2)=(L-m) *c/a; 
if (((CO(ij, 1,1)>=0)&(CO(i, j, 1,1)<=L))&((CO(i, j, 1,2)>=0)&(CO(i; j, 1,2)<=W))) 




if (((CO(i, j, 2,1)>=0)&(CO(i, j, 2,1)<=L))&((CO(i, j, 2,2)>=-1.6)&(CO(i, j, 2,2)<=H-1.6))) 
VA(ij, 2,1)=1; 
else 
VA(i; j, 2,1)=0; 
end 




if (((CO(i; j, 4,1)>=0)&(CO(i1j, 4,1)<=W))&((CO(ij, 4,2)>=-1.6)&(CO(i, j, 4,2)<=1i-1.6))) 
VA(i, j, 4,1)=1; 
else 
VA(i, j, 4, I)=O; 
end 
if (((CO(i, j, 5,1)>=0)&(CO(i, j, 5,1)<=W))&((CO(i, j, 5,2)>=-1.6)&(CO(i, j, 5,2)<=Hi-1.6))) 
VA(ij, 5,1)=1; 
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%% Finally get the information that whether a grid is being lighted or not; 
LIGHTING=zeros(N, N, 1); 
for i= IN 
for j=1: N 
X=P I *VA(i, j, 1,1)+P2* VA(i; j, 2,1)+P3 * VA(i, j, 3,1)+P4 *VA(i, j, 4,1)+P5 * VA(ij, 5, I ); 
if X=O 







%%display('LIGHT is a Matrix Denoting /////////////////////////'); 
%%display('LIGHT='); 
%%LIGHT 
%% Calculate View Factor F; 
VF1=zeros(N, N, 1); % for surface A1B1CID1; 
VF2=zeros(N, N, 1); % for surface ABB1A1; 
VF3=zeros(N, N, 1); % for surface CDDIC1; 
VF4=zeros(N, N, 1); % for surface ADD1A1; 
VF5=zeros(N, N, 1); % for surface BCC 1B1; 
VF6=zeros(N, N, 1); % for surface ABCD; 
% For surface A1B1C1D1 
for i=1: N 




% calculate VF1 for AIB1CIDI; 
aal=aa; 
bbl=bb; 
cc I =cc; 











F 14=1/2/pi*(A/sgrt(1+A^2)*atan(B/sgrt(I+A^2))+B/sgrt(1+B^2)*atan(A/sgrt(I +B^2))); 
F1=FI1+F12+F13+F14; 
VF1(ij, 1)=F1; 






Code for the calculation of the Mean Radiant Temperature at the occupants' level I Appendix C 
C=cc2/bb2; 
Y=sqrt(AA2+CA2); 





















F24=1/2/pi*(atan(1 /C)-C/Y*atan(1 /Y)); 
F2=F21+F22+F23+F24; 
VF2(i, j, I)=F2; 




























F34= 1/2/pi*(atan(1 /C)-C/Y*atan(1 /Y)); 
F3=F31+F32+F33+F34; 
V F3(ij, 1)=F3; 
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F44= 1/2/pi*(atan(1 /C)-C/Y*atan(1 /Y)); 
F4=F41+F42+F43+F44; 
VF4(i; j, l)=F4; 




































































TT=zeros(N, N, 1); 
for i=1: N 
for j=1: N 
if LIGHT(isj, 1)=O 
V WFV=VF I (ij, 1)*Id 1+VF2(ij, 1)*1d2+VF3(i, j, I)*Id3+VF4(i, j, l )* 1d4+VF5(ij, l )* 1d5+VF6(i, j 
, 1)*Id6; TT(i, j, l)=(VF 1(i; j, 1)*T 1 ^4+VF2(isj, l)*T2^4+VF3 (i, j, 1)*T3^4+VF4(i, j, l)*T4^4+... 
VF5(i; j, 1)*T5^4+VF6(i; j, l)*T6^4+0.7* 10^8/5.67/0.97 *V WFV)^0.25; 
else 
V WFV=VF I (i, j, 1)*Id 1+VF2(i, j, l)*Id2+VF3(i, j, 1)*Id3+VF4(i, j, l )* 1d4+VF5(izj, 1)* Id5+VF6(ij 
, 1)*Id6; TT(ij, l)=(VF 1(i; j, l)*T 1 ^4+VF2(i, j, l)*T2^4+VF3(i, j, l)*T3 ^4+VF4(i, j, I)*T4^4+... 
V F5(i, j, 1)*T5^4+VF6(i, j, 1)*T6^4+0.7 * 10^8/5.67/0.97 *V WFV+(0.24 *0.7 * 10^8* 1b/0.97/5.67)) 
^0.25; 
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for i=1: N 
for j=1: N 




for i=1: N 
for j=1: N 
VF1(i, j, 1)=VF1(N-i+1ßj, 1); 
end 
end 
display('T='); 
T 
%END 
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